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A lthough  a subs tan tia l  am ount o f research  ex is ts  on 
translation and on text structure, there are com paratively few 
works in which both subjects are combined; and to our knowledge, 
the effect of translation upon paragraph structure had never been 
thoroughly investigated.
This study is an investigation of the a ltera tions to the 
paragraph structure of the source text introduced by translators 
when translating from Russian into English and from English into 
Russian.
In Chapter 1 we discuss linguistic and extralinguistic theories 
o f relevance to translation, including the areas of pragmatics, 
norms and semiotic polysystem theory, and survey a range of 
theories of paragraph structure.
In Chapter 2 a corpus of 8 English source texts together with 
the corresponding Russian translations, and 8 Russian source texts 
together with the corresponding English translations, is analysed 
for alterations to paragraph structure occurring in translation 
affecting either speech or narrative structure.
Possible linguistic reasons for these alterations are examined 
in Chapter 3: the paragraph structure of the English and Russian 
source texts is compared for differences which could account for 
the alterations; and the paragraph structure of both is compared 
with non-translated texts in English and Russian. A high degree of 
similarity is found in the proportions of paragraph features across 
all groups, except in the area of paragraph length.
It was found that a combination of factors are regularly 
p resen t  at a lte ra t ions  to paragraph  s truc tu re  occu rring  in 
transla tion , including  one-sentence paragraphs, paragraphs the 
length of which did not conform to the source text norm, and 
other features of paragraph construction. This supports the 
hypothesis  that the transla tor tended to a lter paragraphs in 
conformity with the norms of the source text.
In Chapter 4 we consider a higher level of factors which may 
promote or inhibit the the freedom of the translator to introduce 
alterations, such as the political and cultural climate in which the 
translation takes place, and the organization and production of 
t ran s la t io n s .
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Transla te  means put over, traducere navem. Whoever is about to 
set sail, to man a ship and to take her under full sail across to
unknown shores, should not be surprised to arrive in another land
where another wind blow s.'1
(I) PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION
The context in which this study takes place is one of considerable 
developm ent in the disciplines of textlinguistics and translation 
studies and increasing interdisciplinary research in which the two 
are combined. Thus far, however, there has been little research 
carried out in the area of paragraph structure and the ways in 
which it may be affected by the process of translation. The
specific purpose of this study is to account for alterations to 
paragraph structure which arise in the translation of Russian 
fic tional prose into English and, to a lesser extent, in the 
translation of English fictional prose into Russian. It is suggested 
that a number of factors may be involved in the motivation of
alterations to paragraph structure in translation, and each of these 
possible factors is studied, ranging from those arising from the 
actual text structure, to those arising from the cultural context in 
which the translation occurs.
1 Jacob Grimm, in Albrecht Neubert, Text and Translation , 
Ubersetzungswissensch aftliche^ 8 (Leipzig, 1985), p. 154.
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In Chapter 1 we give a detailed background to the present 
study. In the first part we discuss the influence of developments 
in linguistics upon the study of translation, focussing particularly 
upon the influence of structural linguistics; research in translation 
and l in g u is t ic s  in the Sov ie t U nion; resea rch  com bin ing  
textlinguistics and translation; and the application of pragmatics, 
norms and polysystem theory to translation. In the second part of 
the chapter we discuss various views of paragraph structure. Of 
particu lar interest is the relationship of orthographic paragraph 
structure to semantic structure as an alteration of orthographic 
structure in translation may involve an alteration of semantic 
s t ru c tu re .
In C hapter 2 we m ake a d istinc tion  betw een narrative 
p a rag rap h s  and speech pa rag raphs , and give exam ples  of
a ltera tions to both. We iden tify  the narra tive  and speech 
alterations to paragraph structure in a corpus of eight source texts 
in English and eight source texts in Russian and the corresponding 
target texts in Russian and English. Full details of this analysis 
and subsequent analyses are given in the appendices. The 
Russian texts which form the basis of the study belong to the
period between Stalin and Andropov (1953-1983). The English
and American texts were also taken from this period as far as 
poss ib le .
In Chapter 3 we consider the first hypothesis to account for 
the alterations identified in Chapter 2. It is suggested that the 
a ltera tions may result from difference in paragraph structure 
norms between the source language and the target language. To
test this hypothesis the paragraph structure of the source texts 
was compared with the paragraph structure of a w ider range of
I
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texts in the same language: a further eight texts in English and 
eight texts in Russian were analysed, which, as far as could be 
ascertained, had not been translated into Russian or English. The 
firs t  tw enty  paragraphs were exam ined for various fea tures 
associated with paragraph construction; and the number o f words 
in first fifty paragraphs was noted. Conclusions were drawn from 
the results of these analyses.
In Chapter 4 a higher level of factors is considered from the 
areas of pragm atics, norms and polysystem theory, which may 
account for paragraph alterations. These factors are applied to 
three groups of translations: translations from Russian into English 
published outside the Soviet Union; translations from Russian into 
English published within the Soviet Union; and translations from 
English into Russian published within the Soviet Union. In the 
second part of the chapter the translations of two novels by 
Maxim Gorky are studied, two of which were published in the 
Soviet Union and two of which were published outside the Soviet 
Union. The results are considered in the context of the findings of 
the study as a whole.
(II) D E FIN ITIO N  O F T ER M S
The definitions of a number of terms of central importance to this 
study are defined below, while the remainder are given in further 
c h ap te rs :
TEXT: A comprehensive definition of the term text is given by 
de Beaugrande and Dressier who define a text as ’a communicative
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occurrence which meets seven standards of tex tuality '.2 These 
seven standards include linguistic cohesion; semantic coherence; 
intentionality (the producer having a plan); acceptability (to the 
rece iver) ;  inform ativ ity ; s i tua tionality  (being re levan t to the 
situation); and intertextuality (relating to other texts).3
The term TEXTLINGUISTICS will be used in the following 
chapters to refer to the particular sub-branch of linguistics in 
which units at or above the level of the sentence and relations 
between units at or above the level of the sentence are studied.4
The term DISCOURSE is used in various senses. In its general 
sense, it includes 'all those aspects of com m unication  which 
involve not only a message or text but also the addresser and 
addressee, and their immediate context of situation. Discourse 
would therefore refer not only to ordinary conversation and its 
context, but also to written communications between writer and 
r e a d e r '5 According to this definition discourse is a more general 
term which inc lud es  text as defined above.
This distinction is not accepted by some linguists including de 
Beaugrande and Dressier, however, who prefer to use the term 
discourse to refer to spoken communication and text for written 
c o m m u n ica tio n .6
In this study the term discourse is used in the more general 
sense described above.
2Robert de Beaugrande and W olfgang Dressier, Introduction to 
Textlinguistics  (New York, 1981), . p. 3.
3de Beaugrande and Dressier, pp. 3-11.




The term DISCOURSE ANALYSIS is used to refer to the 
systematic examination of such communication.
TRANSLATION has been variously defined. The development 
of definitions of translation is given by Shveitser.7 Perhaps the 
most well-known definition is that proposed by Roman Jakobson: 
'Interlingual translation or translation proper is an interpretation 
of verbal signs by means of some other language' as opposed to 
what Jakobson describes as intralingual translation or rewording: 
'In tralingual translation or rew ording is an in terpretation of 
verbal signs by means of other signs of the same language'.8
Translation has also been defined more specifically as 'the 
replacement of ST, a text encoded in one natural language, SL, by 
TT, a text encoded in another language, TL, providing that a 
certain relationship obtains between the two texts. Nowadays, 
that re la tionship  is most commonly designated equivalence. ... 
Thus a translation is a (linguistic) text in one language which is 
equivalent to another text in another language'.9
PARAGRAPH: The following definition, taken as the basis of 
this study, is that given in the O ED \
A distinct passage or section of a discourse, chapter 
or book, dealing with a particu lar poin t of the 
subject, the words of a particu la r speaker, etc.,
7A. A .  lllBefluep, TeopM/i nepeBoaa, (Moscow, 1988), pp. 67-75.
8Roman Jakobson, 'On Linguistic Aspects o f Translation' in Words and  
Language, Selected Writings, 8 vols (The Hague, 1971), II, p. 261.
9Gideon Toury, 'Translated Literature: System, Norm, Performance’, P o e t ic s  
Today, 1, nos. 1-2 (1979), 9-27, p. 10.
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whether consisting of one sentence or a number of 
sentences that are more closely connected with each 
other than with what stands before and after. Such a 
passage was at first usually indicated by the mark 
desc r ibed  above; but a f te rw ards , as now , by 
beginning on a new line, which is indented or set 
back by the space of an ’em-quad', and ends without 
running on to the next passage; hence, in reference to 
typography or manuscript, a paragraph is a portion 
of the text between two such breaks; but in a less 
technical sense, it is som etim es applied to any 
passage which, from its nature, might or ought to be 
so indicated in writing or printing.
(II I)  A B B R E V IA T IO N S
Throughout the study the following abbreviations are used:
SL: Source Language
TL: Target Language or RL: Receptor Language 
ST: Source Language Text 
TT: Target Language Text
(IV) CONTRIBUTION O F PRESENT RESEARCH
In the following chapters we aim to give an account of theoretical
writing on paragraph structure; to describe some of the recent
Soviet models of translation; to analyse alterations to orthographic
21
paragraph structure, which has not been dealt with in detail as a 
transla tion  issue, and to consider the possib le  reasons for 




REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
(I) LINGUISTICS AND TRANSLATION
To give the background to the present study in the following 
sections we discuss - (A) the influence of structural linguistics and 
transformational grammar upon translation (B) Soviet research in 
linguistics and translation (C) studies combining textlinguistics and 
translation and (D) contributions from pragmatics, the study of 
norms, and polysystem theory to translation.
( A )  L in g u is t ic s  and  T r a n s la t io n  - S t r u c t u r a l  and  
T r a n sfo r m a t io n a l  A p p ro a ch es
R ecen t studies in transla tion  and linguistics  have contained 
c r i t ic ism  of the in f lu en ce  of s truc tu ra l  l in g u is t ic s  upon 
t r a n s la t i o n .1 Under the general heading of structural linguistics, 
however, the discussions tend to focus upon only one approach, 
w hereas there has been more than one approach of varying 
relevance to translation. The difference between the senses in 
which the term 'structural linguistics' has been used is defined by
R ob ert de Beaugrande, Factors in a Theory o f  Poetic Translating ,
Approaches to Translation Studies, 5 (Assen, 1978), pp. 7-9.
Basil Hatim, Discourse and the Translator (New York, 1990), pp. 25-29. 
Albrecht Neubert, Text and Translation, U bersetzungsw issenschlaftliche, 8 
(Leipzig, 1985), pp. 13-14.
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L epschy. F irstly , there is the general sense in which all
observations about language are structural, that is they pertain to
language patterns. Secondly, there is a the more restricted sense 
'in which 's truc tu ra l lingu is tics ' des ign a tes  those trends of
linguistic thought this century which deliberately and explicitly
tried to gain an insight in to  the system atic  and structural
character of language'. The third sense in which structural
l ingu is tics  has been used 'applies m ain ly  to B loom fie ld ian  
American linguistics, particularly of the forties and fifties. Such 
linguistics is ... interested mainly in the c la s s i f ic a t io n  of the items 
it identified through the se g m e n ta t io n  of the spoken chain'.2
It is the  th ird  approach  abov e , d e sc r ib e d  he re  as
B loom fie ld ian  Am erican linguistics , or s tructural d e s c r i p t i v e  
linguistics which is under consideration when 'structuralism ' has 
been criticised in relation to its effect on translation studies. The 
approach of Prague School structuralism, however, corresponding 
to L epschy 's  second defin ition  of s tructura l lingu is tics , has 
contributed greatly to the development of translation studies in 
several areas.
(a) PRAGUE SCHOOL STRUCTURALISM
The functional approach of the Prague School in which the various 
functions of linguistic activity were analysed has been widely 
adopted and developed in subsequent linguistic theory, not least 
in the development of the discipline of pragmatics, and has also 
come to occupy an im portant place in translation theo ry .3 By
2Guilio C. Lepschy, A Survey o f  Structural Linguistics (London, 1972) p. 36.
3Christiane Nord, Text Analysis in Translation: Theory, Methodology, and 
Didactic Application o f  a Model fo r  Translation-Oriented Text Analysis,
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comparing the function of the source text in the source culture
with the function of the target text in the target culture, for
exam ple, the reasons for certain translation strategies become
apparent. The application of this to the translation of Russian-
English texts is discussed in Chapter 4.
The Prague School studies of functional sentence perspective 
beginning with the work of Mathesius on word order in Czech,4 
and particularly associated with Firbas and D anes,5 together with 
the study of intersentential relationships introduced the concept 
that has now come to be known as the organisation of discourse 
and is central to the disciplines of textlinguistics and discourse 
analysis. The relationship of functional sentence perpective to 
translation has also been investigated.6
The study of text reception and o f  aesthetic  norms and 
sem iotics, pioneered in connection with the Prague School by 
M u k a ro v sk y  and R om an Ja k o b so n , am ong  o th e rs ,  have 
subsequently been developed as independent disciplines and have 
also more recently been applied been to translation.7 (See Section
(D) and Chapter 4).
Amsterdamer Publikationer zur Sprach und Literatur, 94, translated by 
Christiane Nord and Penelope Sparrow (Amsterdam, 1991).
4 Vilem Mathesius, 'Functional Linguistics', translated by L. DuSkova, in 
Praguiana: Some Basic and Less Known Aspects o f  the Prague Linguistic 
School (Prague, 1983) [Czech lecture 1929], pp. 121-142.
5Papers on Functional Sentence Perspective , edited by F. Danes (Prague, 
The Hague, 1974).
6 Theory and Practice o f  Translation , edited by Lillebill Grahs et al. (Beme, 
1978).
7Jan Mukarovsky, Aesthetic Function, Norm and Value as Social Facts , 
translated by Mark E. Suino, Michigan Slavic Contributions, 3, (Michigan, 
1970), [Czech text 1936].
Thomas G. Winner, 'Jan Mukarovsky: The Beginnings o f Structural and 
Sem iotic Aesthetics', in Sound, Sign and Meaning. Quinquagenary o f  the 
Prague Linguistic Circle, edited by L. Matejka, Michigan Slavic 
Contributions, 6 (Michegan, 1978), pp. 433-455.
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B esides the ind irec t but profound  in fluence  which the 
structuralism associated with the Prague School has exercised on 
transla tion , there were also studies dealing directly with the 
subject o f translation itself. Arguably the best known of these 
studies is that of Roman Jakobson,8 in which he gave his well- 
known definitions of translation from a semiotic perspective; but 
there were also studies by other scholars9 and several lectures 
were given on various translation issues.10
Structuralism, in its Prague School form, was not a hindrance 
but has in fact been a source of continuing relevance to translation 
studies, not only for its work on translation, but for its work on 
related disciplines which have been applied to translation.
(b) STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTIVE LINGUISTICS (BLOOMFIELDIAN 
AMERICAN LINGUISTICS)
The main emphasis in structural descriptive linguistics, or 
B lo o m fie ld ian  A m erican  l in g u is t ics ,  was upon the form al 
description and taxonomy of language structures. The focus was 
not upon language as it is used, but upon the language system 
itself - not the study of p a r o l e , but of l a n g u e .  This emphasis, 
to ge ther  with o ther aspects o f the s truc tu ra lis t  descrip tive  
approach , gave rise to certain obstacles which hindered the 
development of a theory of translation.
8Roman Jakobson, 'On Linguistic Aspects o f Translation' in Words and 
Language, Selected Writings, 8 vols (The Hague, 1971), II, pp. 260-266.
9For example, Vladimir Prochazka, 'Notes on Translating Technique', 
translated by Paul L. Garvin, in A Prague School Reader on Esthetics, 
Literary Structure and Style, selected and translated by Paul L. Garvin 
(W ashington, 1964), pp. 93-112.
10A list o f lectures is given in: F. W. Galan, Historic Structures: The Prague 
School Project, 1928-1946  (London, 1985), pp. 207-214.
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The first problem concerned the question of meaning. The 
sound systems and morphology of languages were the first areas 
to be studied as they lent themselves more readily to systematic
classifica tion . Both these levels were analysed in terms of 
morpheme distribution, and the same approach was applied to the 
syntactic level. The question of meaning, or 'semantic level' was 
considered too complex to include at this stage, however. The 
exclusion of the aspect o f m eaning created problem s for an 
analysis of translations, however, as meaning is involved in almost 
all of the decisions made by a translator.11
A translator 's decisions involve not only the m eaning or 
semantic level, however, but also the syntactic and sometimes the 
phonological level as well - in the translation of poetry, for
example. The continual mixing of the various levels and balancing 
one against the other posed a problem  for the structuralist  
d e sc r ip t iv e  m odel in w hich  these  leve ls  w ere  described
s e p a r a te ly .12
The system atic  desc rip tive  approach tended  to exclude 
variables, such as the context in which translation takes place. 
This left out a great deal of important information, however, for, 
as de Beaugrande observes 'Language items...behave only partially 
in accordance with fixed rules, and partially  in response to 
va riab le  and com plex  fac to rs ’. 13 Furthermore, the focus in 
struc tura l descrip tive  l inguistics was m ainly upon describing
single language systems, whereas the decisions a translator makes 




13de Beaugrande, p .8
14de Beaugrande, p.9
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There  were some applications o f  structura l descrip tiv is t  
theory to translation, the most well-known being that of J. C 
C a t f o r d .15 In A Linguistic Theory o f  Translation , he applies the 
linguistic theories of M. A. K. Halliday and J. R. Firth to translation. 
A lthough innovative in its com bination of the two disciplines, 
C atford 's  work is lim ited by the general lim ita tions of the 
fram ework described above. In particular the view of meaning 
which he adopts presents significant problems for translation. He 
writes: 'in terms of the theory of meaning which we make use of
here - a theory deriving largely from the views of J. R. Firth - the 
view that SL and TL texts 'have the same m eaning' or that 
'transference of meaning’ occurs in translation is untenable’.16 If 
meaning could not be transferred between languages, and if the 
formal categories frequently did not correspond, the conclusion 
that some linguists drew was that translation was im possible.17 
Georges Mounin and many others criticised such a view, however, 
pointing out the embarassing fact that translations exist in spite of 
this 'impossibility':
si l'on accepte les theses courantes sur la structure 
des lexiques, des morphologies et des syntaxes, on 
aboutit a professer que la traduction devrait etre 
im possib le . M ais les traduc teu rs  ex is ten t,  ils 
produisent, on se sert utilement de leurs productions.
On pourra it  p resque dire  que l 'ex is tence  de la




traduction constitue la scandale de la linguistique 
c o n te m p o ra in e 18
As the comment from Mounin indicates, the very existence of 
tran s la tio n s  drew  a tten tion  to the l im ita t io ns  o f s tructura l 
descriptive linguistic theory. In the 1950's a new approach began 
to take over which appeared  to be m ore prom ising  - the 
transform ational gram m ar approach.
(c) TRANSFORMATIONAL GRAMMAR
One of the main d isadvantages of the structural descrip tive  
approach  had been that it required  the descrip tion  of vast 
numbers of syntactic combinations. Transformational grammar in 
its earliest Chomskian version offered a solution to this problem 
by reducing the large quantity of syntactic com binations to a 
re la tiv e ly  small num ber of basic syntactic  com binations or 
'kernels', to which certain transformational rules were applied to 
produce more complex syntactic combinations.19
There were certain aspects of the transformational grammar 
approach  that presented problem s for its app lication  to the 
translation process. As in the structural descriptive approach only 
single languages were analysed ;20 the question of meaning, of 
cen tra l  im portance  to trans la tion , has been p rob lem atic  in 
t r a n s fo rm a tio n a l  g ra m m a r;21 and another significant limitation 
from the point of view of the present study was that as in
18Georges Mounin, Les probUmes thioriques de la traduction (G allim ard , 
1963), p .8.
19Lepschy, pp. 127-128.
20de Beaugrande, pp. 10-11.
21Lepschy, pp. 133-134.
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structural descriptive linguistics, the largest unit to be analysed 
was the sen tence, usually  w ithout tak ing  the con tex t into 
acco u n t.22
Despite these d ifficulties, transform ational gram m ar offered 
certain concepts which could contribute to translation theory. The 
most well-known application of concepts from early Chomskian 
transformational grammar is that of Eugene Nida, although Nida's 
definition of transformation as 'a grammatical process by which 
kernels are restructured into a surface structure of appropriate 
s ty le ,  fo l lo w in g  t r a n s fe r ’23, d iffers from  the m ore form al 
transform ations of transform ational gram m ar, especially  in its 
la ter developm ents.
He puts forward a model of translation in which the surface 
struc tures of the source text are reduced to basic  kernels, 
indicating the relationships of these kernels to one another; the 
m essa g e  is then  t ra n s fe r re d  at n e a r -k e rn e l  lev e l  in to  
corresponding  kernels belonging to the target language, again 
ind ica ting  the re la tionsh ips  betw een the k e rn e ls .24 V a r i o u s  
semantic and structural25 adjustments are then applied to create a 
target text that conforms to the target culture.
Nida's approached has been criticised on the grounds that 
'there is no basis within the theory for deciding whether two 
languages would apply the same transformations to a basic kernel 
or pe rhaps  very d iffe ren t  o n e s '.26 This indicates a major 
weakness in the application of the transform ational concepts to
22Hatim, p. 32.
23Eugene A. Nida and Charles F. Taber, The Theory and Practice o f  
Transla tion  (Leiden, 1969), p. 210.
24Nida and Taber, pp. 39-40.
25 Nida and Taber, pp. 105-119.
26de Beaugrande, pp. 11-12.
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translation. The same criticism can be made of the theories which 
represent a development of Nida's model, such as the 'meaning- 
based translation’ approach.27
A lthough  lim ited  by the fram ew ork  of transfo rm ational 
grammar upon which their model was based, the work of Eugene 
Nida and Charles Taber represents a major contribution both in 
the application of linguistic theory to the translation process and 
in their work on textlinguistic aspects of translation, both of which 
may be seen in following sections. (B) and (C) below.
SUMMARY
C oncep ts  from  d iffe ren t  s t ru c tu ra lis t  app roaches  and from 
transformational grammar have all contributed to varying extents 
to the study of trans la tion . One of the m ost enduring  
contributions has come from the Prague School, at least as much 
for its work in areas related to translation as for its work on 
translation itself. The structural descriptive approach and the 
subsequent transformational grammar models have been of more 
limited application to translation, but have been of much value in 
that translation was viewed as a process which could be described 
in linguistic terms, rather than on an individual basis which has 
and still does characterize a great deal of the work written on 
t ra n s la t io n .
27Mildred L. Larson, Meaning-based Translation: A Guide to Cross-language 
E qu iva len ce  (New York, 1984).
John Beekman and John Callow, Translating the Word o f  God  (G rand  
Rapids, Michigan, 1974).
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(B) Soviet Research in Linguistics and Translation
There has been a long history of studying translation phenomena 
in the Soviet Union.28 Various reasons, cultural and political have 
contributed to the emphasis on translation practice and theory 
both in the Soviet Union and the other countries belonging to what 
was the Eastern bloc. A great deal has been written on translation 
in the Soviet Union and in Czechoslovakia.29 In this section we 
discuss some aspects of Soviet translation theories of relevance to 
the p resen t exam ination o f  paragraph structure a ltera tions in 
t ra n s la t io n .
(a) BARCHUDAROV
The model of translation proposed by L. S. Barchudarov30 is 
similar in certain respects to that of Nida in that the issue of 
meaning is of central importance to his work. Like Revzin and 
R o z e n t s v e i g , 31 he views translation as a semiotic process.32 In 
contrast to Catford's view of meaning as restricted to particular 
languages, Barchudarov sees meaning as transferable  between 
languages, and sees transla tion as the process in which an 
utterance in one language may be transformed into an utterance 
in another language with the content plane (meaning) remaining
28rwBM raMeMMYiaA3e, BBeAeHMe b Teopww xyaoxecTBeH H oro nepeBOAa (Tblisi, 
1970), pp. 113-187.
29For this section we have consulted the following analysis:
Maria Koptjevskaja-Tamm, Linguistic Translation Theory in the Soviet 
Union (1950-1980's): A Review , Reports from the Institute for 
Interpretation and Translation Studies, 2 (Stockholm, 1989).
30J1. C. Eapxy/tapoB, X3biK pi nepeBOA (Moscow, 1975).
31M. VI. PeB3MH, B. K). Po3eHUBettr\ Ochobu o6m ero pt MaiupfHHoro nepeBona 
(M oscow, 1964).
32E a p x y a a p o B , pp. 9-10.
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invariable: 'JiepeBOAOM Ha3biBaeTCfl n p o i je c c  Jipeo6pa30BaHM* 
peneB oro  jipoM3BeAeHMH Ha oahom H3biKe b peneBoe JipoM3BeAeHMe 
Ha A p y ro M  H3biKe npw coxpaHeHMM HeM3MeHHoro n /iaH a 
COAep^CaHMH, TO eCTb 3HaMeHMfl’.33
This invariability cannot be complete, however, since some 
changes (loss) to the meaning of the original cannot be avoided in 
the translation process.34
W ithin  the m eaning or the con ten t p lane  B archudarov 
distinguishes three types of meaning: referential or denotational 
m eaning, pragm atic  meaning and in tra linguistic  meaning. In 
transla tion  these types o f m eaning  are usually  re ta ined  in 
differing degrees, forming a hierarchy (nopHAOK onepeAH ocTM  
nepeAaMM 3HaMeHMtt) with referential meaning being primarily 
r e ta in e d ,  p rag m a tic  m ean ing  to a le s se r  e x te n t ,  w hile  
intralinguistic  meaning usually disappears. This hierarchy may 
vary from text to text, however, and for each text a hierarchy of 
im portance  may be established  for these d ifferen t types of 
meaning which will aid a translator when deciding which type of 
meaning to prioritise in a translation decision. One example of the 
relevance of this for the present study is the possibility that 
Sovie t tran s la to rs  m ight have had a d if fe ren t  im portance  
hierarchy to that of non-Soviet translators.
The question of units of translation is one which Barchudarov 
deals with at some length. He argues that translation may occur 
between units at the level of phonemes, morphemes, words, word 
combinations, sentences and entire texts.35 Barchudarov does not 
specifically include a unit between the levels of sentence and text,
33E ap x y A a p o B , p. 11.
34E a p x y A a p o B , pp. 11-12.
35E a p x y A a p o B , pp. 174-185.
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w h ic h  w o u ld  b e  o f  in t e r e s t  f o r  th e  p r e s e n t  s tu d y ,  b u t  th e re  m a y  
b e  an  in d ic a t io n  o f  th is  in h is  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  t r a n s la t io n  a t  th e  leve l 
o f  th e  tex t o r  tex t ex tract: 'mmoiot  MecTO m TaKMe CYiyMaw, K o r a a  ... 
eflMHMijett 0K a3biBaeTcn Becb nepeBOAMMbitt tokct  b l j e / io M , to ecTb 
b c h  r p y n n a  caMocTOATeyibHbix npeA<AO)KeHMtt, o6i>eAMHeHHbix b 
n p e A e y ia x  o A H o ro  p e M e B o ro  0 T p e3 K a '.36
Translation at such a level, he writes would be a rare 
occurrence in prose, but a frequent occurrence in the translation 
of poe try . This d iv is ion  of units is s im ila r to that of
Vengerovskaya, but Roganova assigns a place in such a hierarchy 
to a unit between the sentence and the entire text.37
(b) KOMISSAROV
The approach of V. N. Komissarov to translation differs from that 
of Barchudarov in that while Barchudarov emphasises the role of 
the translator and extralinguistic factors, Komissarov focuses upon 
the interaction of the two language systems, taking a systemic 
approach to the translation process. He argues that Barchudarov 
and other linguists have placed too much emphasis on the role of 
the transla tor and ex tra lingu is tic  factors, to the neg lect of
inves tiga ting  system ic fac to rs .38 What is needed, according to 
K o m m issa ro v ,  is a c o m m u n ic a t iv e - l in g u is t ic  a n a ly s is  o f  
translation, which would have the dual function of accounting 
both for system ic fac tors and for the specific  fea tures of
36E ap xyA apoB , p. 184.
37r. BeHrepoBCKa*, K onpeAeneHHio eAHHMUbi xyaoxcecTBeHHoro nepeBOAa, 
BecTHMK K r y , Cepw* (JiiinonorMM m acypHanMCTMKM, 7, 1965, p. 135.
3. E.. PoraHOBa, IJepeBOA c p y c c ic o ro  X3biKa Ha HeMeijKMtf, (Moscow, 1971), pp. 
31-32 .
in KoMMCcapoB, JlHHrBMCTMKa nepeB oaa  (Moscow, 1980), pp. 141-143.
38KoM]*ccapoB, pp. 26-29.
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t r a n s l a t i o n  a s  a n  i n t e r l i n g u a l  c o m m u n i c a t i v e  p r o c e s s :  
'p a c c M O T p e H M e  n e p e B O A a  K aK  o c o 6 o r o  b m a & p e M e B o t t  
KOMMyHMKaitMM AaeT B03M0XCHOCTb, C OAHOtt CTOpOHbl, 06Hapy3KMTb, 
mto  b n e p e B O A e ,  KaK m b p e n e B O M  o6 ujohmm  c noM om bio  o A H o ro  
R3biKa, p e m a w m a H  povib  jipMHaA7ie:KMT C T p y K T y p e  m npaBMYiaM 
(JiyHKLtMOHMpOBaHMH H3blKa (iLAM H3blKOB), a  C A p y r o t t , -  BblHBMTb 
cneitM O M M ecK M e oco6eH H O C T M  M cnoy ib30B aH M H  H3biKa n p w  
MeXCT>H3blK0B0tt KOMMyHMKaitMM'.39
One of the main contributions of the work of V. N. Komissarov 
has been the classification of different types of equivalence that 
may exist between a ST and its corresponding TT. Equivalence, 
for Komissarov as for several Western translation theorists, is not 
a theore tical a priori construct, but a re la tionsh ip  that is 
discovered empirically, by comparing and classifying the types of 
correspondence which exist between a ST and a TT. This 
represents a more complex analysis of the relationship between a 
ST  and  a TT  th an  th e  t r a d i t io n a l  l i t e r a l / f r e e  or 
l ite ra l/adequate /free  descrip tions. Kom issarov uses this as a 
basis for a general typology of translation equivalence, consisting 
of the following main types:
1) Equivalence of communicative goal
The TT may retain only the communicative goal of the ST, 
expressing the predom inant language function40 of the ST. The 
extralinguistic situation to which they refer is different, however, 
and the lexical and syntactic structure is altered in the translation 
process. This is particularly seen in the translation of puns etc.
39KoMMCcapoB, p.29.
4 0 As defined in: Roman Jakobson 'Linguistics and Poetics', in Style in 
L an gu age ,  edited by Thomas A. Sebeok (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1960), 
pp. 350-377.
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The example given by Komissarov is the translation of: 'Do you 
take me for a fool?, as -H to  r  Ma/ieHbKan, mto am ? '41
2) Equivalence of communicative goal and identification of 
extralinguistic  situation
The TT may retain the communicative goal and may refer to 
the same extralinguistic situation, but the lexical and syntactic 
structures may have been altered. Ex. 'He answered the telephone 
-O h chha  T p y 6 K y '42
3) E quiva lence  of com m unicative  goal, iden tification  of 
extralinguistic situation and mode of describing the situation.
A lthough  the lex ica l  and syn tac tic  s truc tu res  do not 
correspond in this form of equivalence, the ST and TT utterance 
have a closer semantic connection than is the case in 2). They 
m ay be connec ted  by pa rap h rase , by an im p lic i t /ex p lic it  
relationship etc. e.g. 'That will be bad for you - 3 to MoaceT a a h  Bac 
JIAOXO KOHMMTbCfl' 43
4) E quivalence  of com m unicative  goal, iden tification  of 
situation, mode of description and syntactic structure.
In this form of equivalence the syntactic structures of the ST 
and TT may not be identical, but they may be related by means of 
syntactic transformations, e.g 'I told him what I thought of her. - 
H CKa3ayi eMy CBoe MHeHJte o H ett '44
5) E quiva lence  of com m unicative  goal, iden tification  of 
situation, mode of description, syntactic structure and lexical 






This form of equivalence applies to translation that is as close 
as possible to word for word translation.e.g T h e  house was sold 
for 10 thousand dollars. - H om 6bi/i n p o n a H  3a 10 TbiCHM 
noyi/iapoB'.45
Komissarov also discusses pragmatic aspects of the translation 
process . O f p a rticu la r  in te res t  here is the a rgum ent that 
p ragm atic  considera tions  such as the readersh ip , pub lisher, 
com m erc ia l ,  po lit ica l factors affec t the kind of transla tion  
produced. This subject is discussed in more detail in Section (D) 
below and in Chapter 4.
(c) SHVEITSER
S h v e i t s e r 46 proposes a 'dynam ic ' theore tical model o f the 
t ran s la tio n  p rocess . He adopts the co n cep t o f dynam ic 
equivalence associated with Nida, that is, that the TT produces a 
similar response among the target receptors as the ST among the 
source receptors. His concept of meaning comprises denotational 
m eaning (reflecting the ex tra linguistic  s ituation), connotational 
meaning (the functional, stylistic and expressive flavour of an 
expression), and pragmatic meaning (reflecting the relationship 
betw een a linguistic  expression and the partic ipan ts  of the 
corresponding speech act).
Shveitser 's  model com prises three sub-m odels , depending 
upon the type  of ST -T T  tran s fo rm a tio n  requ ired . The 
transform ations range from the simple syntactic transformations
45K o M M C cap o B , p, 95.
46A. H. UlBettuep, IlepeBoa m siMHrBMCTMica, (Moscow, 1973).
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with limited applicability, to the more complex lexicosyntactic  
transformations - the Meaning<=>Text model- and up to the most 
complex semantic transformational or Situation<=>Text model with 
the widest applicability. The aim of these models is to describe 
the operations perform ed by the translator in situations of 1) 
morphological 2) derivational 3) syntactical restrictions in the TL
4) Restrictions on lexical compatibility in the TL or 5) Topic- 
com m ent structure.
These situations from 1-5 requiring various transform ations 
may be described as the structural incompatibilities o f the two 
languages. There are other situations, however, which require the 
three types of transformations. These situations are less strictly 
linguistic. They include differing means of expressing the same 
language function (e.g. alliteration in English, rhyme in Russian); 
d iffering  means of achieving a sim ilar s ty lis tic  effect; and 
pragmatic differences such as those which influence a translator 
to add or delete information depending on the target receptors 
etc.
S hve itser  (1988), fo llow ing  L evy47 sees translation as a 
decision process consisting of two main stages, the first consisting 
of the outw orking of a transla tion strategy and the second 
consisting of the concrete linguistic embodiment of this strategy. 
At both stages the decisions are made with regard to a given 
configura tion  of linguistic  and ex tra linguistic  de term inants of 
translation and their interrelations.48
At the first stage decisions have to be made concerning a 
choice of translation strategies. Such choices are, for example, the
47Jiri Levy, ’Translation as a Decision Process' in To Honor Roman 
J a k o b s o n , Janua Linguarum 32, 2 vols(The Hague, 1967) i, pp. 1171-1182.
48A. 21. UlBettuep, TeopMX nepeB oaa  (Moscow, 1988), p. 65.
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choice between a translation that is closely related to the formal
structure of the source text and a translation that departs from
the formal structure of the source text. Among the factors which
may influence this choice are the genre of the text, the purpose of 
the translation, e.g. a translation to be read or for the stage; the 
social norm of translations characteristic of a particular era, for 
ex am p le .
Other factors relevant at this stage are decisions taken with 
regard to certain aspects of the original which must be primarily 
reflec ted  in the transla tion . The trans la to r  m ust establish  
hierarchy of values, allowing him to define those features of the 
o r ig ina l which are the m ost im p ortan t  (cf. B archudarov 's  
im portance hierarchy above).
The second  s tage  a lso  in vo lv es  a se r ies  o f  choices 
corresponding to certain criteria and conditioned by the general 
translation strategy. The linguistic factors are rela ted to the 
extralinguistic factors in a series of interrelated chains of filters
(selectors) forming the final variant of the translation. This is 
presented in the following diagram which shows the interrelations 
but not the sequence of steps.
F i g u r e  1 L in g u i s t i c  a n d  E x t r a l i n g u i s t i c  F a c t o r s  in 
T r a n s l a t i o n
HbIM KO.HO- 
pHT
T c k c t
(4>yHKUMOHa.ibHbie aoMHHaHtbi)
BTO pH M H afl K O M M y H H K aT H B H aH  
CHTVaiiM H
r ic p B H H H a f l K O M M y  H H K aT H B H aB  
CHTyaUMH
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In the above m odel the text is affected by all o f the
determining factors of translation. The text appears both as the
source text in the primary comm unicative situation and as the
final text in the secondary comm unicative situation. The same 
filters take part in the interpretation of the source text and the 
formation of the final context: the language system, the language 
norm, the literary tradition, the national colouring, the distance in 
t im e , the  f irs t  c o m m u n ica tiv e  s i tu a t io n  and the second 
communicative situation and the topic situation. As well as being 
acted upon in the first and second communicative situations, the 
text also is one of the factors determining these situations. All of 
the factors may not be explicitly  expressed in the text: the
subtext, presuppositions and implications play an important role; 
however, they may be discerned with the help of the background 
knowledge of the interpreter. Thus it is through the text itself in 
this model that the in te rre la tionsh ip  betw een linguistic  and 
extralinguistic factors is expressed.49
The above model leads Shveitser to the following definition of 
translation as:
-o A H O H a n p a B T ie H H b it t  m A B y x (|ia 3 H b iJ t  n p o y e c c  
Me)KT>fl3blKOBOtt M M e)K K yA bTypH O tt KOMMyHMKaiJMM, JipM 
k o t o p o m  Ha ocH O Be n o A B e p r H y T o r o  iteA eH an p aB A eH H O M y  
(« n e p e B O A M e c K O M y » )  a H a /iM 3 y  n ep B M M H o ro  T e x c T a  
C03AaeTCH BTOpMHHbltt TeKCT (MOTaTOKCT), 3aM eHflH)mM tt 
nepBMMHbitt b  A p y r o t t  H3biK0B0ft m K yyibT ypH ott c p e A e ;
- n p o L ie c c ,  x a p a K T e p M 3 y e M b it t  y c ia H O B K O tt  H a  
J ie p e A a n y  K O M M yH M K aTM BH oro 3<Jx|)eKTa n ep B M M H oro
49A. A . lllBettuep, T e o p x x  nepeBoaa  (Moscow, 1988), pp. 64-67.
40
TeKCTa, MaCTMMHO M OAMOvmMpyeMOR pa3AMMMHMM M eJK A y 
A B y M H  R3blKaMM, A B y M f l  K y Y lb T y p a M M  M A B y M H  
KOMMyHMKaTMBHbIMM CMTyaiJMflMM.50
Shveitser also discusses pragmatic aspects of translation. This 
subject is discussed in more detail in Section (D) below and in 
Chapter 4.
(d) L ’VOVSKAYA
Z. D. L'vovskaya has developed a communicative functional model 
of the translation process.51 Central to her model is the concept of 
a tr ip a r t i te  con ten t  s truc tu re  which is tran sfe rred  in the 
t ransla tion  process. The three com ponents of the content 
structure consist of the speech situation, the pragmatic structure 
and the semantic structure.
The pragmatic component is extralinguistic and concerns the 
communicative intention of the author. The semantic component 
is linguistic and is the means whereby the author’s communicative 
intention is realized in the text. Both the semantic and the 
pragmatic components have their own hierarchical structure. In 
relation to each other there is a hierarchy in which the semantic 
structure comes below and depends upon the pragmatic structure. 
This affects translation theory very much, for it explains why the 
semantic structure of the ST may, and in some cases must, be
50A. JX. UlBettuep, TeopMX nepeBoaa  (Moscow, 1988), p. 75.
513 IX JlbBOBCKaa, Teopem necKM e Jipo6/ieMi>i nepeBoaa  (Moscow, 1985). We 
were unable to obtain the original and the material comes from 
Kopjevskaja-Tamm's description of this translation theory in: Maria 
K optjevskaja-Tam m , Linguistic Translation Theory in the Soviet Union 
(1950-1980's):  A R ev iew , Reports from the Institute for Interpretation and 
Translation Studies, 2 (Stockholm ,1989) pp. 52-55.
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altered in translation. Another im portant im plication of this 
hierarchical relationship is in the area of translation equivalence: 
'to judge whether a text in the TL is a translation equivalent o f  the 
S L T , whether the two texts have the same content, it is not 
sufficient to compare them at the sentence level, i.e., on the level 
of separate sentences, but the whole pragm atic-sem antic  structure  
o f  the two texts should be taken into consideration'.52 (my italics)
The speech situation is the third component of the content 
s truc tu re  and it com prises the 's itua tion  of com m unication  
(including the author of the text, his goal, the place and the time 
of com m unication , the receiver of the text) and the object 
situation described in the text (including its participants, its time 
and place, etc.)'.53
L'vovskaya's definition of an adequate translation is similar to 
that of Barchudarov in that the criterion is that the content 
structure remains more or less the same; more specifically, that 
two of the elements of the content structure - the speech situation 
and the pragm atic  substructure - rem ain the same while the 
semantic substructure may be altered. Semantic transformations 
may be required if the SL and the TL differ at the level of system, 
norm or usage.
L 'v o v s k a y a  se ts  o u t  th re e  c r i t e r i a  fo r  s e m a n t ic  
transfo rm ations  if  they are to lead to equ iva lence  in the 
translation. They are similar to those advocated by the target- 
oriented school of translation studies in Western Europe. The 
criteria are the following:
^^Kopjevskaja-Tamm, p. 52. 
53Kopjevskaja-Tamm, pp. 52-53.
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1) T ransla tion  transform ations lead to transla tion  
equ iva lence  if  they leave the re la tion  betw een the 
pragmatic and the semantic components of the SLT as a 
whole intact.
Thus, certain  seem ingly  u nm otiva ted  changes in 
separate sentences turn up as ju s t i f ied  and successful  
from  the point o f  view o f  the whole text , while successful 
tra n s la t io n s  o f  separa te  sen ten ces  m ay d is to r t  its 
structure  .
2) T ransla tion  transform ations lead to transla tion
equ iva lence  if  they ensure  that the TLT 's sem antic  
substructure corresponds to the relevant elements of the 
speech situation and to the norms of speech behaviour 
accepted in the TL community for this situation (among 
other things, it is necessary to take into consideration the 
difference in the background knowledge of the SL and TL 
speakers and, accordingly, to accomplish a pragm atic  
adaptation of the SLT).
3) T ransla tion transform ations lead to transla tion
equivalence if their result is a correct text in the TL, i.e., 
if it sa tisfies the TL conditions for sem antic  and
gram m atical correctness and is built according to the TL 
rules o f  discourse organization54 (my italics throughout).
In the following chapters we will be examining the relevance 
of the first and the third criteria in particular as an explanation of 
apparently unmotivated alterations in translation not at sentence 




A distinctive feature of Soviet writing on translation has been the 
d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  a c o m p reh en s iv e  an a ly s is  o f  t ra n s la t io n ,  
beg in n ing  with a lm ost en tire ly  l ing u is t ic  accoun ts  o f the 
trans la tion  process and expanding  to inc lude  ex tra lingu is tic  
factors pertaining to the translator and receptor, the source and 
target cultures etc. In the breadth of their scope the East 
European approaches in general differ from W estern approaches 
which until recently have tended to be set within either literary 
or linguistic theoretical frameworks.
(C) Studies Combining Translation and Textlinguist ics
In this section we briefly  consider some w idely recognised  
W estern applications of textlinguistic concepts to translation. A 
more detailed examination of the application of one textlinguistic 
model to translation is given in Chapter 3. There is a considerable 
degree  of overlap between the d isc ip lines of tex tlinguistics , 
pragmatics and semiotics, and the latter two are discussed in more 
detail in Section D and in Chapter 4.
One of the earliest attempts to investigate the relevance of 
text structure to the process of translation appeared in Tow ard a 
Science o f  Translating  by Eugene Nida. He singles out five 
d isco u rse  fea tu res  'w hich are pa r t icu la r ly  re lev an t to the 
translator's task and which form the basis for a high proportion of
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the problem s of correspondence '.55 In the section on discourse in 
The Theory and Practice o f  Translation , Nida and Taber expand 
the five features to the following eight 'universals' of discourse:
1. the marking of the beginning and the end of the discourse.
2. the marking of major internal transitions
3. the marking of temporal relations between events
4. the marking of spatial relations between events and 
objects .
5. the marking of logical relations between events
6. the identification of participants
7. highlighting, focus, emphasis, etc.
8. author involvem ent56
T h ese  p ro p o se d  u n iv e r s a ls  o f  d is c o u rse  and th e ir  
m anifestation in various languages have been further developed 
by Beekman, Callow, Longacre, Grimes, Barnwell, and Larson.57 
Their main work involves the empirical identification of discourse 
features and the development of a theory of discourse structure 
which will be discussed below; what is of interest in this section 
which concerns the combination of textlinguistics and translation
55Eugene Nida, Toward a Science o f  Translating with Special Reference to 
Principles and Procedures involved in Bible Translating (Leiden, 1964), p. 
211 .
56Eugene A. Nida and Charles F Taber, The Theory and Practice of  
T ran sla tion  (Leiden, 1969), pp. 131-132.
57John Beekman and John Callow, Translating the Word o f  God  (G rand  
Rapids, M ichigan, 1974).
Kathleen Callow, Discourse Considerations in Translating the Word of  God  
(Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974).
Robert E. Longacre, 'The Paragraph as a Grammatical Unit' in Discourse and  
Syntax, edited by Talmy Givon, Syntax and Semantics, 12 (New York, 1979), 
pp. 115-134.
Joseph E. Grimes, The Thread o f  Discourse (The Hague, 1975).
Papers on Discourse , edited by Joseph E. Grimes, (Dallas, Texas, 1978). 
Katharine Barnwell, Introduction to Semantics and Translation Wi t h  
Special Reference to Bible Translation (Horsleys Green, England, 1980).
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is that their work on textlinguistics has been carried out with a 
view to its application for the purpose of translating; and so their 
work deals mainly with the implications of discourse structure for 
tran s la tio n .
The re la tionsh ip  between sem antic  s tructure  and surface 
structure and its bearing upon the translation process is one of the 
main concerns of their work. In a textbook for translators Larson 
introduces these concepts:
'One of the basic assumptions of this text is that there is a 
valid distinction between the deep (sem antic) and the surface 
( g r a m m a t i c a l ,  l e x i c a l ,  p h o n o l o g i c a l )  s t r u c t u r e s  o f  
languages....Behind the surface structure is the deep structure, the 
meaning. It is this meaning that serves as the base for translation 
into another language'. The second assumption made by Larson 
and those taking a similar approach is that 'meaning is structured'
and that meaning may be seen as a 'network of semantic units
and the relations between these units’.58
Larson writes that if there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the semantic structure and gram m atical structure the
relationship would be the following:
sem antic  s tructure  g r a m m a t ica l  s tructure
concep t
complex concept (concept cluster) 
p ro p o s i t io n  
propositional cluster 
sem antic paragraph
meaning component m o rp h e m e ( ro o ts
and affixes)
w o rd
p h r a s e
c la u se
se n te n c e
p a ra g r a p h
58Mildred L. Larson, Meaning-based Translation: A Guide to Cross-language  
E quivalence  (New York, 1984), p26.
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e p iso d e  
episode cluster 
semantic part 
d isc o u rse
section
d iv is ion
p a r t
tex t .59
L arson  s ta tes  that the re la t io n sh ip  be tw een  the  two 
h ie ra rch ie s  is ra re ly  o n e - to -o n e ,  how ev er ,  and the re  is 
considerable  'skewing' between semantic and surface s t r u c tu r e s
which p resen t d if f icu lt ie s  fo r the trans la to r . In L arso n 's  
description of the translation process the translator first studies 
the surface structure of the source language to find the concepts, 
propositions, etc., of the semantic structure. Then 'he has the task 
of reconstructing meaning from the semantic structure into the 
surface structure of the receptor language. To do that he must 
also have studied the skewing of the receptor language gram m ar 
in relation to the semantic structure and know how to use this 
skewing to reconstruct meaning in a natural way in the receptor 
lan g u ag e '.60
W hat is of interest in the above approach for the present
study is not only the inclusion of levels of surface structure above 
that of the sentence and the attribution of semantic significance to 
such units (discussed in more detail in Part II), but also the effect 
of the trans la tion  process  upon re la tio n sh ip s  be tw een  the 
semantic and surface structure. Very little theoretical work has
been written on the effect of translation upon these relationships 
at levels above the sentence. Some observations concerning this 
effect have been made however and these are given below.
The re levance  of parag raph  s truc tu re  in t ran s la tion  is 
discussed by Kathleen Callow. As with Larson, the discussion
59Mildred L. Larson, pp. 30-31.
60Mildred L. Larson, p. 31.
originates in the problems of rendering the discourse structures of 
New Testament Greek into various languages, most of which have 
only recently been reduced to written form. She writes:
Grammatical structure does not stop at the clause. 
Com m only, both sentence and paragraph may be 
found as w e ll-fo rm ula ted  units la rge r  than the 
c lause, and som etim es paragraphs them selves are 
grouped to form episodes, the latter then combining 
to form the total discourse. This highly regularized 
pattern, however, must not be taken to apply to all 
languages, nor even to all discourse types within any 
one language. To the translator, the important thing 
is to discover which groupings form clearly marked 
struc tures in the RL, and how they are used. 
Obviously, i f  a language has well-marked paragraph  
s tru c tu re , f o r  exa m p le , then a transla tion  which  
ignores this structure w ill be confusing or even
misleading to the reader 61 (my italics).
And on the im portance  o f  the c o n n ec tio n s  between
paragraphs in translation she writes: 'When the transition from 
one paragraph to the next is norm ally c learly  m arked in a 
language, it is obviously confusing to the reader if the translation 
does not provide such signals... In complex materials he may even
lose sight altogether of what the topic is'.62
6 K ath leen  Callow, Discourse Considerations in Translating the Word of God 
(Michegan, 1974), p. 19.
^2Kathleen Callow, pp. 24-25.
K atharine  Barnw ell draw s attention to the re levance  
paragraph structure to translation:
It is essential that a Bible translator should be aware 
of the paragraph units, and other larger communications 
units, in the source text which he is translating. All too 
often, translators have focused only on sentence units, or 
even on verse  d iv is ions , w hich freq uen tly  do not 
correspond to any natural linguistic unit. The result of 
translating one verse at a time (or even one sentence at a 
time) is that important connections of theme and thought 
have frequently been overlooked and not reproduced in 
the translation. Often also the intended emphasis of the 
original has been distorted. In fact the clarity  and 
naturalness o f the transla tion depend heavily  on the 
appropriate transfer of signals which mark these larger 
communication units and the relationships between them.
Each language has its own system of signals which 
mark the pattern of the discourse. The translator needs 
to know:
a) the signals which mark the larger communication 
units in the SOURCE LANGUAGE...the translator needs to 
be able to assess the criteria for making a break at a 
certain  place, and to make his own decision, where 
n e ce ssa ry .
b) The translator needs to know the ways in which 
the sections and paragraphs and other units are indicated 
in the structure of the RECEPTOR LANGUAGE. Notice that 
signals may be quite different in another language; a
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relationship which is signalled by a conjunction in one 
language may be signalled in another language by a 
different clause pattern, or by a change of tense...
Mistakes are more often made in translation in this 
area of meaning than in any other. The translator may 
distort the message either a) because he has not correctly 
interpreted the signals in the source text, or b) because 
he has not used the appropriate signals in the receptor
language to communicate the same relationship.63
One particularly  interesting theoretical contribution  to the 
discussion of the relevance of paragraph structure to translation 
appears in recent work by Hatim. Noting the lack of research into
the developm ent of text structures in various languages ,64 he
suggests  that rhe to rica l purpose is the crucial fac to r  when 
considering  the role of text structures and text s tructures in
t ra n s la t io n .
The importance of rhetorical purpose is clear in his definition 
of a text as 'a coherent and cohesive unit, realised by one or more 
than one sequence of mutually relevant elements, and serving 
some overall rhetorical purpose '.65 The concept of topic shift is 
also relevant to his discussion: he defines it as: 'the point at which 
there is a perceptible change of topic between adjacent portions of 
discourse ... which may also at times correspond to paragraph 
b o u n d a r ie s ' .66 Hatim notes, however, that although 'there is often
6 3 Katharine Barnwell, Introduction to Semantics and Translation Wi t h  
Special Reference to Bible Translation (Horsley’s Green, England, 1974), pp. 
235-236 .




a reasonable  degree of correspondence between the paragraph,
the topic of the text and its rhetorical purpose', that 'this is by no 
means always the case'.67
This po ss ib le  'skew ing ' be tw een  top ic  bo undaries  and 
paragraph boundaries is highly relevant for the translator who
may alter paragraph boundaries w ithout being aware of the 
implications for the topic division and overall structure of the text. 
Hatim  argues that 'any decision  by a transla to r to modify 
paragraph boundaries should at least be consis ten t with the 
structure of the tex t'.68 He also draws attention to both the 
purpose of the text producer and the purpose for which the
translation is intended as of relevance to structural alterations.69
Hatim  gives an exam ple of a m odification of paragraph 
boundaries in translation and we quote it here in full as it is 
sim ilar to many examples that are discussed in the following 
chapters. The beginning of the second source text paragraph is 
given in italics in the English translation.
Sometime around 1515, a handful of Spaniards led
by Captain Panfilo de Narvaez and Fray Bartolome de 
las Casas established a settlement in Cuba on the
southern coast o f  what is now the province of 
Havana. However, this settlement did not last long 
and its founders moved to the northern coast near
the Straits of Florida, whose swift currents were an
aid to navigation. They came to a harbour consisting
of a narrow inlet opening into a large bay, well
67Hatim, p. 178.
68/Hatim, p. 178.
^H atim , p. 190.
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protected by hills against hurricanes. The town o f  
San Cristobal de la Habana was finally  established on 
the western shores o f  this bay in Novem ber 1519. 
the exact date is no longer known since the records 
of the municipal council covering the period from 
that year to 1550 were burned by the French pirate 
Jacques de Sores.70
H atim 's  com m ent on the above a ltera tion  is that 'the 
translator has joined two paragraphs into one, in order to conform 
to the boundaries of the narrative text: there seems no need in 
English to break the paragraph before the narrative is complete'.71
This raises the following significant questions: Why is there 
no need in English to break the paragraph when there are new 
topic shift markers of temporal and spatial reference? Does this 
imply a different relationship between paragraph boundaries and 
text s truc tu re  in the two languages? Are there d iffe ren t 
paragraph norms for English and Spanish? Are English paragraphs 
p e rhaps  long er  than S pan ish  p a rag rap h s?  W ould  an o th e r  
translator leave the two paragraphs divided? Would a translator 
from English into Spanish make similar modifications? Are such 
modifications affected by the sender and perceived readership of 
the text? These are some of the questions that we will be seeking 
to answer in the following chapters when we consider cases of 
pa rag raph  m od if ica tion  in trans la tion  betw een E ng lish  and 
Russian.
70Hatim, p. 184.
71 Hatim, pp. 183-4.
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Moving up from the level of paragraph structure to a more 
genera l level H atim  p ropo ses  an in teg ra ted  ap p roach  to 
translation analysis which includes communicative, pragmatic and 
sem iotic  com ponents and central to which is the rheto rica l 
purpose of the text. This approach is shared to some extent in 
Soviet and in German translation theory, which we discuss in the 
following section, and in the earlier writing of de Beaugrande. In 
Factors in a Theory o f  Poetic  Translating  72 de B eaugrande 
includes not only linguistic but also literary (poetic in this case) 
and pragmatic factors in his outline for a theory of translation. He 
identifies three areas of incom patibility  problems: those arising 
from the confrontation of two language systems, which can be 
studied using methods of linguistics and contrastive linguistics; 
those arising from the poetic use of language, which can be 
studied using poetics and literary analysis; and those arising from 
the role of the translator as both reader and writer, which can be 
studied using empirical studies in translation criticism. One might 
also suggest that the latter level could be expanded to include the 
ex tra lingu is tic  situation o f  the tran s la to r  and the recep tor. 
Although he suggests that different disciplines can contribute to 
the study of the different levels he also notes that a theoretical 
model is required to co-ordinate the three levels.73
In a more recent article on translation he suggests a method 
of assessing translations by creating a model of the ST and the TT 
which includes a diagramm atic identification of the conceptual 
relations within both texts. The ST was then compared with
72Robert de Beaugrande, Factors in a Theory o f  Poetic Translating , 
Approaches to Translation Studies, 5 (Assen, 1978).
73Robert de Beaugrande, Factors in a Theory o f  Poetic Translating, p. 9.
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various TTs and their equivalence assessed.74 The model would 
be rather cumbersome, however, for a stretch of text any longer
than the poem analysed in the article.
SUMMARY
The relevance of various textual features for translation has long 
been noted, but so far very little has been written on the role of 
paragraph structure in translation. Recent studies in translation 
have become increasingly interdisciplinary, combining the insights 
from other fields to account for hitherto less well-documented 
aspects o f translation. Such an in terd iscip linary  approach is
followed in this study, based on the conviction that a tendency in
translation - in this case the alteration of paragraph structure - 
may be motivated by a variety of linguistic and extralinguistic
fac to rs . In the next section we consider the sources o f 
extralinguistic factors from the discipline of pragmatics, the study 
of norms and polysystem theory.
(D) Contributions from pragmatics ,  the study of  norms,  
and polysystem  theory to translation.
(a) PRAGMATICS
Insights from the discipline of pragmatics have been applied to 
the study of translation and have provided a helpful framework 
for discussing extralinguistic aspects of the translation process.
74Robert de Beaugrande, 'Toward a Semiotic Theory o f Literary 
Translating', in Semiotik und Ubersetzen, edited by Wolfram W ilss, 
(T ub ingen , 1990), pp. 23-42.
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N eu b er t  de fin es  p ragm atic  as m ean ing  ’those  in fo rm a tio n  
com ponents which stand for the processors involvem ent in the 
com m unicative act. It refers, e.g. to their a ttitudes, feelings, 
needs, interests, purposes etc.' These pragmatic components 'may 
be individual or group-based' and are 'contextual with regard to 
situation, time, place etc .’ In short, 'pragmatic com ponents of 
information processing relate to the properties o f  the processor  
rather than to the properties of the information processed’ 75(m y  
ita lics)
The type of questions being asked in pragm atics are the 
following:
'who t r a n s m i ts  
to whom  
what fo r
by which medium  
w h e r e  
w h e n  
w h y  
a text
with what function?... '16
Nord notes that the study of such extralinguistic aspects of 
comm unication and their interaction with linguistic aspects, and 
indeed the list of questions above is not a new phenomenon, but 
has been reformulated over hundreds of years.77
7^Albrecht Neubert, Text and Translation  , U bersetzungsw issenschlaftliche, 
8 (Leipzig, 1985), p. 21.
76Christiane Nord, Text Analysis in Translation: Theory, Methodology, and 
Didactic Application o f  a Model fo r  Translation-Oriented Text Analysis , 
Amsterdamer Publikationer zur Sprach und Literatur, 94, translated by 
Christiane Nord and Penelope Sparrow (Amsterdam, 1991), p. 36.
77Nord, p. 36.
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In this section we in troduce two related concepts from 
pragm atic  theory that are h ighly  re levan t to the study of 
trans la tio n  betw een R ussian  and E nglish : the concep ts  of
intentionality , and situationality.
(i) INTENTIONALITY
The key role of intentionality in recent approaches to translation 
analysis and didactics is made clear in the following statement: ’as 
a general rule it must be the in tended purpose  of the TT that 
de te rm ines  trans la tion  m ethods and s tra teg ies , and not the 
function of the ST' (my italics).78
Of course the intended purpose of the TT originates in the 
intentions of both the sender and producer of the TT. In many 
models of translation, such as those reviewed in the previous 
section, no distinction is made between the roles - and therefore 
the intentions - of the sender of a translation and the producer of 
the same translation. In many cases such a distinction is not 
required, as the intentions of both sender and producer coincide, 
but when the intentions of one may overrule the other, then the 
following distinction made by Nord is helpful: 'The sender of the 
text is the person (or institution etc.) who uses the text in order to 
convey a certain message to somebody else and/or to produce a 
certain effect, whereas the text producer writes the text according 
to the instructions of the sender, and complies with the rules and 
norms of text production valid in the respective language and 




The difference between sender and producer is of great 
importance when considering translations produced in the Soviet 
Union. There the senders were state controlled political/literary 
institutions which had a clearly stated intentions, whereas the text 
p roducers  (transla tors)  carried  out the instructions and were 
allowed very little opportunity to influence the intentions of the 
senders. In the United Kingdom and the United States the senders 
and producers of translations also have had different roles but the 
relationship between sender and producer has been significantly 
different from that in the Soviet Union.
(ii) ACCEPTABILITY
A c c e p ta b i l i ty ,  w rites  N eubert ,  is c lo se ly  a sso c ia ted  with 
intentionality for whatever the intention behind a text might be -
'for it to be received as a piece of linguistic communication, it
must also be accepted as text'.80
This is of special relevance to translation. Neubert writes: ’the 
translator, in order to produce an acceptable L2 (here TL) text,
must first find his bearings regarding the acceptability standards 
of the L2 community. This should not be too difficult if these 
standards ... are essentially shared between LI (here SL) and L2 
language users. But the acceptability component in the textuality 
spectrum may shift between speech communities’.81
Such a shift in accep tab ility  would be expec ted  when
comparing the English and Russian speech communities.
(iii) SITUATIONALITY
80Neubert, p. 52.
8 N eub ert, p. 53.
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A second rela ted  concept from  pragm atics  of re levance  to 
translation is that of situationality. Neubert defines it as the 
'socio-cu ltu ral context in its space-tim e rea lisa t ion ',82 i.e. the 
actual situation in which the comm unication takes place. This 
may be very different in different cultures. Indeed the example 
Neubert gives, writing in the former East Germany, illustrates in 
itself the ideological difference which we are examining in the 
present study. He writes: 'If a keynote speech, e.g. delivered at a 
congress of a communist party in one of the socialist countries, is 
translated into English the average reader of the L2 text will
hard ly  ex h ib it  the same "outlook rega rd ing  the s i tua tio n"’ 
Neubert describes this difference as ’displaced situationality’. If 
the trans la tion  was in tended  for the readers  'w hose  only 
knowledge of the situation is through heavily slanted reporting in 
the mass media of the capitalist countries', the translator would be 
required  to in troduce  a certain  am ount of ed iting  for the
addressee 'whose understanding m ust be supplem ented because 
he may not only be completely unaware of what constitutes the 
essence of the situation but is almost certainly utterly prejudiced
by propaganda. The general strategy of the translator is to "rise 
to the occasion", i.e. to adjust the text to the new situation either 
by supplying extra  information or by deleting "non-digestible ' 
in fo rm a tio n " .83
The translations examined in this study have all appeared in 
the context of the East-West ideological divide illustrated above in 
Neubert's example. In Chapter 4 we discuss the effect of this





This term is widely used by sociologists and has also been applied 
in the  study of language  and l i te ra tu re  by the P rague  
s t r u c t u r a l i s t s 84 It has more recently been used as a term in 
translation description, both in Eastern Europe and e lsew here.85 
Toury gives the following general description of norms:
L ite ra ry  trans la tion , like any o ther  behav ioura l 
activity, is subject to constraints of various types and 
degrees. These constraints can be described along a 
scale anchored between two extrem es: objec tive ,
re la tive ly  abso lu te  ru les  (in certa in  behav ioura l 
domains, even stable, formulated laws) on the one 
hand, and fully  subjective  id iosyncrasies  on the 
other. In between these two poles lies a middle 
g ro u n d  o c c u p ie d  by in te r s u b je c t iv e  f a c to r s ,
commonly designated 'norm s'.86
Various categories of norms are included in the theories of 
many translation theorists. Hatim stresses the importance of the
norms of the source text for the translator 'The translator, who
stands between two independent social structures, has to be
84Jan Mukarovsky, Aesthetic Function, Norm and Value as Social Facts, 
translated by Mark E. Suino, Michigan Slavic Contributions, 3, (Michegan, 
1970), [Czech text 1936].
8 5 K o M M C c a p o B  (1980), pp. 145-157.
86Gideon Toury, T he Nature and Role o f Norms in Literary Translation' in 
Literature and Translation: New Perspectives in Literary Studies , edited by 
James S. Holmes, Jose Lambert and Raymond van den Broeck (Louvain,
1978), pp. 83-100, p. 83.
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sensitive to what constitutes the sanctioned norm or - deviation 
from the norm - in any source text. As Fairclough (1985) has 
noted, lexical selection tends to be a reflection of social role and 
status and alternative lexicalisations may emerge from different 
ideological positions'.87
Shveitser d is tingu ishes betw een three  types of norm or 
convention which influence a translation. They are: 1) the norms 
of text construction in the SL, 2) the norms of text construction in 
the TL, and 3) the norms of the translation. In addition he 
emphasises the importance of genre-specific norms, analysed in 
detail by German translation theorists.88 Komissarov discusses the 
concepts of norms and norm ative and notes that a normative 
evaluation  of works of transla tion  is often  given w ithout 
describing which norms are being used to evaluate the translation. 
His list and commentary on five types of norms is more detailed 
than that o f Shveitser, but he in troduces an unneccessary  
complication by including equivalence as a type o f  norm , rather 
than a r e la t io n sh ip  between ST and TT which is itself influenced 
by various norm s.89
The c learest  descrip tion  of norm s and analysis o f their 
function in the translation process is that given by Toury.In his 
description of the norms themselves, Toury divides them into two 
main categories which he calls preliminary and operational norms.
Pre lim inary  norm s 'have to do with two main sets of 
considerations: those regarding the very existence of a definite 
transla tion  "policy" along with its actual nature , and those
87Hatim, pp. 86-89.
88lUBeJtijep (1988), pp 32-33
8 9 K o M M C c a p o B  (1980), p. 151.
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questions related to the "directness" of translation '.90 The latter 
does not concern us in this study as the texts we are studying are 
not known to have been translated via a third language; but the 
form er set of considerations is highly re levant to studies of 
translation in the Soviet Union where there has been a clearly 
stated translation policy.
Toury goes on to give details of what a translation policy may 
involve. He includes 'the factors affecting or determ ining the 
choice of works (or at least of authors, genres, schools, source 
literatures, and the like) to be translated. Let us say that such a 
po licy  ( that is, a norm -regu la ted  choice) ex is ts  when the 
determining factors are found to be systematic or patterned, and 
not merely accidental'.91
O perational Norm s form the second main set o f  norms 
described by Toury. Operational norms, as the name suggests 
'direct actual decisions made during the translating process itse lf . 
Specifically: 'they affect the matrix of the text, that is, the modes 
of distributing the linguistic material (especially of larger units) in 
the text, and the actual verbal formulation of the text'.92
These operational norms are particularly  re levan t for the 
p resen t study in which we will be seeking to d iscover the 
suprasentential norms of textual segmentation in the paragraph 
structure of both English/American and Russian texts and to what 
extent these norms influence the translation process.
The last type of norm described by Toury is usually the first 
that comes to mind when considering a translated work, and 





this he means the translators basic orientation towards one of the 
following two main elements or requirements of a translation: '(1) 
Being a worthwhile literary work (text) in TL (that is, occupying 
the appropriate position, or filling in the appropriate "slot", in the 
target l ite ra ry  po lysystem ; (2) being a transla tion  (tha t is, 
constitu ting  a faithful represen ta tion  in TL of another, p re ­
existing text in some other language, SL, belonging to another 
literary polysystem , that of the source)'.93 In other words the 
translator is either governed by the source text and the related 
norm s, or by the norms in the target linguistic  and literary 
sy s te m .94 .
Orientation towards the source text has also been described as 
'the pursuit of an adequate translation '. The translation produced 
under the influence of such norms contains certain shifts95 in 
relation to the original text, but these shifts 'may be considered 
objective and indispensable, due to inherent systemic differences 
between the two languages, and - to a lesser extent - the two 
lite ra tu res  involved, in o ther words, as r w / e - g o v e r n e d ' . 9 6 
Orientation towards the target norms produces a different type of 
translation which has been described as an a c c e p ta b le  translation. 
The shifts expected in such a translation would not only be the 
indispensable shifts required, but also 'the operational linguistic 




95See Anton Popovic, The Concept "Shift of Expression" in Translation 
Analysis’, in The Nature o f  Translation: Essays on the Theory and Practice 
o f  Literary Translation , edited by James S. Holmes, Frans de Haan and Anton 
Popovic (The Hague, 1970), pp. 78-87.
9<Toury, p. 88.
97Toury, p. 88.
Toury draws the conclusion that:
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when the first position is adopted, the translation is 
not being made into TL at all, but into a model -
language, which is at best some part of TL and at
worst an artificial, as such non-existing language, and 
that TT is not introduced in to  the target literary
polysystem but imposed on it. On the other hand, 
when the second position  is adop ted , w hat a 
trans la to r  is actually  in troducing  into the target 
literature is not the original work at all, but some
version of it, cut to the measure of a preexisting 
literary and linguistic model'.98
He also notes, however, that in practice translations may 
reveal a combination of these two positions.
Setting translational norms in a much wider context, Toury 
suggests that they are largely dependent on the position held by 
transla ted  litera ture  in the target l ite ra ry  po lysystem .99 This 
concept is discussed in more detail in the following section.
(c) POLYSYSTEM THEORY
Polysystem  theory has its origins in the work of the Russian 
Formalists and Czech Structuralists who described linguistics and 
poetics as dynamic systems, continually  undergoing ch an g e .100
98Toury, pp. 89-90.
" T ou ry , p. 90.
100Itamar Even-Zohar, 'Polysystem Theory1, Poetics  Today , 1, nos. 1-2 
(1979), 287-310, p. 290.
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This concept has been developed by Even-Zohar, and others, into 
what has become known as polysystem  theory. This theory is 
based on the widely held view in which 'semiotic phenomena, i.e. 
s ign-governed  human patterns of com m unication  (e.g. culture, 
language, literature, society) should be regarded as systems rather 
than conglomerates of disparate elements'. A functional approach 
is taken to these systems, with the emphasis on identifying rules 
go v e rn in g  th e ir  opera tion  sy n c h ro n ica lly  as w ell as the 
d iachronically , rather than c lassifying the elements them selves. 
E v en -Z o h a r  w rites : 'a sem io tic  sys tem  is n e c c e ssa r i ly  a
heterogeneous,  open structure. It is, therefore, very rarely a uni-  
system, but is, n e c e s s a r i l y , a poly  system - a multiple system, a 
system of various systems which intersect with each other and 
p a r t ly  ov e rlap , using  c o n c u rre n t ly  d i f fe re n t  o p t io n s ,  yet 
fu n c t io n in g  as one s truc tu red  w hole , w hose  m em bers  are 
in te r d e p e n d e n t ' .101
Within each system, Even-Zohar, following Tynyanov, sees a 
c o n s ta n t  s trug g le  for d o m in an ce  be tw een  in n o v a to ry  and 
conserva tive  forces, a constan t m ovem ent from periphery  to 
centre and vice-versa.102
Translated literature may be viewed both as a system in itself 
and as part of the wider historical polysystem. The bearing of this 
theory on the present study is Even-Zohar’s contention that 'not 
only is the socio-literary status of translation dependent upon its 
p o s it io n  w ith in  the p o ly sys tem , but the very  p ra c t ice  o f
101Even-Zohar, 'Polysystem Theory',p. 290.
102 Itamar Even-Zohar, 'The Position o f Translated Literature Within the 
Literary Polysystem' in Literature and Translation: New Perspectives in 
Literary Studies , edited by James S. Holmes, Jose Lambert and Raymond van 
den Broeck (Louvain, 1978), pp. 117-127 (pp. 118-119).
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translation is strongly subordinated to j7'.103(my italics) What is 
of particular interest therefore is to discover the positions which 
the  t ra n s la t io n s  an a ly sed  occupy  w ith in  th e ir  re sp ec t iv e  
p o ly sy s tem s and to see w he ther  this co rre sp o n d  to any 
differences in the ways in which they have been translated.
Describing the principle of innovation as primary activity and 
the principle  of conservation as secondary activity, Even-Zohar 
suggests that translated literature may occupy either a primary or 
a secondary position within the larger polysystem, depending on 
conditions within the polysystem. He gives three cases in which 
transla tion tends to occupy a prim ary position: '(a) when a 
polysystem has not yet been crystallized, that is to say, when a 
literature is "young”, in the process of being established; (b) when 
a literature is either "peripheral” or "weak”, or both; and (c) when 
the re  are tu rn ing  po in ts ,  c r ises ,  l i te ra ry  vacuum s in a 
l i t e r a tu r e ' .104
SUMMARY
The relevance of pragmatic factors, norms and polysystem theory 
has only been re la tive ly  recen tly  applied  to the study of 
translation. Of much interest are those works which attempt some 
com bination of linguistic, pragm atic  and sem iotic aspects and 
apply  them  to t ra n s la t io n .105 In Chapter 4 we apply these 
concepts to the corpus under study in order to discern patterns of 
extralinguistic influence which affect the translations as a whole.
103Even-Zohar, 'Translated Literature Within the Literary Polysystem ', p. 
125.
104Even-Zohar, 'Translated Literature Within the Literary Polysystem ’, pp 
120 - 121 .
105 See Neubert, Nord and Hatim, referred to above.
(II) PA R A G R A PH  STRUCTURE
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W ith the overall aim in mind of exam ining the rela tionship  
betw een paragraph structure and transla tion , in the following 
section we examine what has been written about the structure of 
the paragraph. The main questions are - is it an arbitrary purely 
orthographic  unit, or does it have a sem antic nature?  The 
answers to these questions have very different im plications for 
transla tion : if  paragraph structure is m erely  an orthographic  
convention, then alterations may be made in translation without 
affecting the meaning of the text; if, however, paragraph structure 
is in some way related to semantic structure, as we believe, then 
alterations to paragraph structure made in translation will have a 
bearing on the meaning of the resulting text.
The paragraph has been said to belong to a 'wild and woolly 
w o r l d ' . 106 The looser structure of the paragraph may be the 
reason for the lack of scholarly works on the composition of the 
paragraph: many of the major contributions to linguistic theory 
contain little or no discussion of units above the level of the 
s e n t e n c e . 107 W hat has been written on the subject has been 
d iv ided  below  in to  a p resc r ip t iv e  approach  to pa ragraph  
s truc tu re ;  and th ree  n o n -p resc r ip t iv e  app roaches  in which 
orthographic paragraph structure is seen firstly as an arbitrary 
division, unrelated to the semantic structure of a text; secondly as
106Robert E. Longacre, 'The Paragraph as a Grammatical Unit' in D is c o u r s e  
and Syntax , edited by Talmy Givon, Syntax and Semantics, 12 (New York, 
1979), pp. 115-134 (p 133).
107For example: John Lyons, An Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics  
(Cambridge, 1968).
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a definite correlate of semantic structure; and thirdly as tending 
to have a less definite relationship to semantic structure, which is 
the view adopted in this study.
(A) The Prescriptive Approach
The prescriptive approach has a long established tradition dating 
back to the m id-nineteenth century when A lexander Bain first 
drew up his theory of paragraph construction by analogy with his 
theory of sentence construction .108 Many modern linguists and 
gram m arians follow  a m odified version of B ain 's 'law s' of 
paragraph construction.
According to the prescriptive view of paragraph structure, 
there are certain criteria which a stretch of prose is expected to 
fulfil in order to be designated a paragraph. The first criterion is 
that the paragraph ought to begin with a sentence introducing the 
theme of the rest of the paragraph. Bain states that 'the opening 
sentence, unless obviously preparatory, is expected to indicate the 
scope of the paragraph'.109 This criterion is supported by modem 
followers of the prescriptive approach.110
As well as beginning with a topic sentence, a properly 
constituted paragraph should, according to Bain, fulfil additional
108Alexander Bain, English Composition and Rhetoric: A Manual, seco n d  
edition (London, 1869).
Alexander Bain, English Composition and Rhetoric: A Manual, en larged  
edition, 2 vols (London, 1887), I.
109Bain, 1887, p. 108.
110Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren, Modern Rhetoric, third edition 
(New York, 1970), p. 357.
Frank Chaplen, Paragraph Writing (London, 1970), p. 9.
Barbara W illiams, The Well-Structured Paragraph  (Columbus, Ohio, 1970), p. 
8 .
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criteria  which modern linguists have reduced to the following
three: unity, coherence and emphasis.
Brooks and Warren describe the first of these as follows: ’In 
unity the emphasis is on the relation of the various elements o f  a 
discourse to the dominant top ic '.111 There is general agreement
amongst followers of Bain's approach that unity of subject matter 
is an essential paragraph requirem ent.112
The second of the criteria, that of coherence, is partly derived 
from Bain 's criteria  of E xplicit R eference113 and C onsecutive 
A r r a n g e m e n t . 114 Brooks and Warren describe coherence in the 
following way: 'in coherence, the emphasis is on the order - the 
continuity - of the elements'.115 The emphasis here is not on the
relation of paragraph elements to a central topic, but on the
interrelations between the elements of the paragraph.116
The third criterion or principle is that of emphasis.117 'When 
this principle is properly observed', write Brooks and Warren, 'the 
intended scale of importance of elements in the discourse is clear 
to the reader'.118
The prescriptive view of paragraph structure outlined above 
is well established and forms the basis of much of the instruction
11 b r o o k s  and Warren, p. 35.
112Eric Partridge, You Have A Point There: A Guide to Punctuation and Its 
Allies (London, 1953), pp. 165-169.
Chaplen, p. 1.
Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey Leech and Jan Svartvik, A 
Grammar o f  Contemporary English (London, 1972), p. 1069.
113Bain, 1887, p. 94 ff.
114Bain, 1887, p. 114 ff.
115Brooks and Warren, p. 35.
^ ^ S e e  also Egon Werlich, A Text Grammar of  English (Heidelberg, 1976), p. 
229.
Williams, p. 13.
117Bain, 1887, p. 121.
Werlich, p. 231.
Partridge p. 167 Husband in Partridge.
118Brooks and Warren, p. 44.
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in creative writing at the present time. Its limitations for the 
purposes of the present study lie in its non-em pirical origins. 
Bain arrived at this view by an inductive rather than deductive
process and by analogy with his inductive study of the sentence. 
His views were then more or less adopted by subsequent linguists 
and grammarians. Arthur A Stern, commenting on followers of 
the Bain tradition, points out that they 'refined Bain's theory 
w ithou t question ing  its a ssu m p tio n s '.119 Their statements on
parag raph  struc tu re  are not based on subs tan tia l  em pirical
evidence and indeed are sometimes based solely on exam ples
specially composed by the particular linguist for the purpose of 
supporting his or her view of paragraph structure.
In the  fo llow ing  sec tions  we c o n s id e r  va rious  non- 
prescriptive views of paragraph structure.
(B) N o n -P rescr ip t ive  A pproaches
(a) THE PARAGRAPH IS AN ARBITRARY DIVISION
The view that the paragraph is an arbitrary  orthographic 
division has been put forward by several writers on the structure 
of prose. In one of the early studies of literary cohesion, while 
noting patterns of cohesion at paragraph level in the prose of 
Hemingway, Gutwinski also gives the view of Gleason: that the 
paragraph 'is an arbitrary convention in English' and supports this 
by refe rr ing  to paragraphs w ithout opening topic sentences,
119Arthur A. Stem, ’When is a Paragraph?’, College Composition and 
C om m unica tion ,  27 (1976), 253-257 (p. 254).
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pa rag rap h s  w ithou t topic sen tences  at all and pa rag raphs 
con ta in ing  unconnected  sen tences .120 It may be argued that the 
existence of the arbitrary paragraph types which he identifies, 
although he does not provide examples, in fact indicates that there 
are indeed certain regularities or rules of paragraph structure to 
which these are exceptions.
W alte r  N ash argues that paragraph  s truc ture  is h ighly  
subjective and in support of this he draws attention to the many 
factors that can be involved in shaping a paragraph: 'the
paragraph may be shaped in the actual process of writing, as the 
author begins to discern and respond to patterns in his work; it 
may result from his sense of the text as a visual and vocal burden 
needing to be lightened by periodic interruptions; and it may be
imposed retrospectively during the correction and editing of the 
text'. Nash concludes that this variety of factors 'invalidates the 
paragraph as an entity conforming to some kind of rule', that the 
paragraph 'is a subjective thing, not lending itself to formal
d e f in i t io n '.121
Nash does assign a role to the paragraph, however, not in the 
domain of grammar, but in that of rhetoric or 'techniques of 
composition'. This finds an echo in the work of Hoey, who, while
discounting the validity of the orthographic paragraph as a unit,
refers instead to 'natural divisions' in discourse construction. On 
the re la tio n sh ip  of these natura l d iv is ions to orthographic  
paragraphs , Hoey states that 'we cannot assum e the natural 
divisions in a discourse to be those orthographically signalled’.122
120Waldemar Gutwinski, Cohesion in Literary Texts: A Study o f  Some 
Grammatical and Lexical Features o f  English Discourse  (The Hague, 1976), p. 
130.
121 Walter Nash, Designs in Prose (London, 1980), p. 8.
122Michael Hoey, On the Surface o f  Discourse (London, 1983), pp. 11-12.
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The orthographic paragraph division, for Hoey, is not a natural 
division of discourse.
In support of this statement he refers first to the existence of 
groups and subgroups of paragraphs which in his view indicates 
that 'discourses are not strings of paragraphs '.123 Secondly, he 
argues that since the same devices that are used to connect 
sentences may sometimes be used to connect paragraphs, 'this 
strongly suggests that there is no m ethodological ground for 
treating  paragraphs as an in term ediate  level of organisation  
betw een  sen tence  and d is c o u rse . '124 Hoey's third argument 
against distinguishing the paragraph as a separate level in English 
is based on its internal organization. If the paragraph were a 
separate level, he argues, we would expect it to have a different 
internal organization from that of a discourse, but it appears that 
both a paragraph and a discourse may have the same internal 
o rg an iz a t io n .125
On the basis of these arguments Hoey concludes that although 
there are natural divisions in discourses, these cannot be equated 
with orthographic paragraph divisions; that the paragraph is not a 
d is tinc t level between d iscourse  and sentence as it has no 
distinctive internal organization and that therefore the paragraph 
has no place in a discourse hierarchy.126
H oey 's  conclusions  leave certa in  questions  unansw ered . 
Firstly, the occurrence of groups and subgroups of paragraphs 
does not neccessarily mean that the paragraph is itself not valid 






groups of words and subgroups w ithin words, for exam ple, 
without invalidating the treatment of the word as a unit. Hoey's 
second objection is that the same types of linkage that occur 
betw een  paragraphs also occur be tw een  sen tences and that
therefore the paragraph is not a separate level in the discourse 
hierarchy. However, Hoey treats the sentence and the clause as
separate levels of discourse, although the same type of linkage is
m entioned at both levels. His third point, on the sim ilarity
betw een paragraph and d iscourse  organization is d iff icu lt to
assess as it is based on only one example.
While welcoming Nash's observations on the rhetorical role of 
the pa rag raph  and H oey 's d is tinc tion  betw een o rthograph ic  
paragraph structure and discourse divisions, we feel that both go
too far in dismissing the orthographic paragraph and ignoring its 
relationship to semantic and grammatical structures.
Robert Longacre, referred to more fully in Section 4, views 
the paragraph as a gram m atical unit, although like Hoey he 
discounts the validity of the orthographic paragraph as a unit in a 
discourse hierarchy. His reasons for doing so are that paragraph 
indentations are often 'partially dictated by eye-appeal; that is, it 
may be deemed inelegant or heavy to go along too far on a page 
or a series of pages without an indentation or section break. A
writer may, therefore, indent at the beginning of a subparagraph
to provide such a break'. The opposite may also occur: 'a writer 
may put together several paragraphs as an indentation unit in
order to show the unity o f  a com paratively  short embedded 
discourse'. Furthermore, the practice of indentation in English for 
each change of speaker in a dialogue 'obscures the unity of
d ialogue paragraphs (where, e.g., assuredly a question and its
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answer constitu te  a u n i t) ' .127 A lthough Longacre  rejects  the 
notion of the orthographic paragraph as a unit of composition, he 
does not, unlike Hoey, deny the existence of a unit between the 
levels of sentence and discourse. Longacre argues that if  it is 
defined according to structural criteria  instead of orthographic 
criteria , the paragraph has a defin ite  p lace in a d iscourse  
h ie ra rc h y .
(b) A CLEAR CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN SEMANTIC AND 
ORTHOGRAPHIC UNITS
This view, that orthographic paragraph divisions correspond to 
semantic and/or grammatical divisions, has been held by several 
linguists. In the section that follows the approaches of Alton 
Becker, Zarubina, Robert de Beaugrande, Teun van Dijk, Garcia- 
Berrio and Mayordomo will be discussed.
The view held by Alton Becker, Richard Young and others is 
that paragraphs are 'linguistic units that are marked by rhetorical 
s truc tu re , g ram m atica l sequence and sem antic  f ie ld ' .128 To 
substantiate this hypothesis, Becker, Young and other linguists 
have conducted experiments in order to identify the points at 
which paragraph divisions tend to be made by readers.
Normal prose passages and the same passages in which the 
content words had been replaced  by nonsense  words while 
retaining function words and grammatical markers were given to
127Robert E. Longacre, ’The Paragraph as a Grammatical Unit' in D is c o u r s e  
and Syntax , edited by Talmy Givon, Syntax and Semantics, 12 (New York,
1979), pp. 115-134 (pp. 115-116).
128Richard E. Young and Alton L. Becker, T he Role o f Lexical and 
Grammatical Cues in Paragraph Recognition', in Studies in Language and 
Language Behavior, edited by Harlan L. Lane (Michigan, 1966), II, 1-6 (p.
1).
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two groups of students. All the original indentations had been 
removed from both passages. The students were asked to indicate 
w here  they  w ould in troduce  in d en ta tio n s . There  was a 
considerab le  am ount of agreem ent about where to in troduce 
divisions, both in the normal and nonsense versions. From the 
results of this experiment, which substantiated their hypothesis 
that paragraph divisions are perceived by readers at points where 
lex ica l and /or g ram m atical pa tterns change, and ind ica ted  a 
general consensus on paragraph structure, the linguists conclude 
th a t  'p a rag ra p h s  are not a rb i t ra ry  un its  ... but, ra th e r ,  
conventional groupings of sentences marked by other signals than 
m ere ly  in d en ta t io n '.129 Similar experiments were carried out by 
Sov ie t l ingu is t ,  Z arubina, who observes that in the nonsense 
vers ions, where the possib ility  of paragraphing  according  to 
content was removed, the experimentees all applied the same 
ru les which they applied to divide the norm al passage into 
p a r a g r a p h s .130
The findings of Becker and Young have been quoted by 
subsequen t d iscourse  an a ly s ts ,131 but in our opinion the limited 
nature of the experiments do not to justify the weight accorded to 
their findings.
The text analysis carried out by Robert de Beaugrande in his 
earlier work differs from the work of Becker, Young and Zarubina 
in that his chief concern has been to create conceptual networks
129Richard E. Young and Alton L. Becker, p. 5.
130H. 23. 3apy6MHa, 0  HexoTopbix ncMXOYiMrBMCTMMecxMX oco6eHHocT*x 
BHyipeHHett CTpyxiypw  JiwcbMeHHoro TexcTa, in M arepxa/ib  3 - r o  Bcecoio3Horo 
CMMno3Ptyhta no ncvtxojimhtbmctmke (Moscow, 1970), pp. 76-78.
131For example: A. Garcia-Berrio and T. Albaladejo Mayordomo, 
'Compositional Structure: Macrostructures' in Text and Discourse  
Constitution: Empirical Aspects, Theoretical Approaches , edited by Janos S. 
Petofi, Research in Text Theory, 4 (Berlin, New York, 1988), pp. 170-211.
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between 'text world elements'. According to de Beaugrande, 'as 
each stretch of text (of whatever length and nature) is processed 
and added on to the material already done, a model space within 
the text world model is gradually formed'132. These model spaces, 
according to de Beaugrande, may correspond to orthographic 
paragraphs. He writes: 'the model space seems a likely correlate 
of the paragraph in the surface text'.133
A spects o f the tex t-w orld  m odel in general have been 
c r i t ic ised  e ls e w h e re .134. Here the model space concept itself is 
considered. The distinguishing features of this unit are far from 
clear. In the sample text the model spaces were drawn to 
co rrespond  with o rthograph ic  pa rag raph  d iv is ions . If  the 
divisions were removed, however, there would be no means of 
distinguishing model space boundaries. De Beaugrande does not 
p rov ide  for the identification  of these units apart from the 
orthographic divisions. A further m ajor criticism  is that the 
paragraph divisions in his sample extract are different in one 
instance from the paragraph divisions in the original tex t .135 
These two factors cast further doubt on the viability of his 
conclusion relating the model space to the orthographic paragraph.
In a more recen t work, m oving away from  conceptual 
networks, de Beaugrande explores further the relation between 
orthographic paragraph structure and semantic structure. While 
noting the difficulty of drawing a clear analogy between sentence 
and paragraph structure proposed in the prescriptive tradition, de
132Robert de Beaugrande, Text, Discourse and Process: Towards a 
Multidisciplinary Science o f  Texts (London, 1980), p. 93.
133 Robert de Beaugrande, 1980, p. 94.
134Gillian Brown and George Yule, Discourse Analysis  (Cambridge, 1983), 
pp. 121-124.
135Robert de Beaugrande, 1980, p. 90.
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B eaugrande does find certain points of com parison: 'both the 
sentence and the paragraph (a) indicate conceptual chunking; (b) 
are shorter for heavier materials and longer for less heavy ones;
(c) can be sequenced to begin with the point of orientation and 
move from there to new or unexpected materials; and (d) are 
fuzzy notions for speaking, but well established for writing'.136
The main point of interest in de Beaugrande's later approach 
for the present study is his clear linking of conceptual grouping or 
'chunking ' and orthographic structure. Orthographic paragraph 
division according to de Beaugrande is not arbitrary, but is a 
m o tiva ted  choice, a lthough the m otiva tion  for paragraphing  
divisions is still not agreed upon by linguists. He writes:
Like punctuation, paragraphing is partly a reaction to 
the organization of a text, and partly an intentional 
shaping of it ... The content of a paragraph is 
intended to be processed as a chunk; and, because 
the content forms a chunk, the writer is impelled to 
mark off a paragraph. Text processing typically 
distributes the most resources to the first and last 
sentences of a paragraph, according to studies of 
memory ... and eye movement ... Yet there is no 
s in g le  correct way to make paragraphs, but only a 
range of m o t iv a te d  ways.137
Another highly influential approach in current textlinguistic 
theory is found in the work of Teun van Dijk. Of central
136Robert de Beaugrande, Text Production: Toward a Science o f  Composition , 
Advances in Discourse Processes, 11 (Norwood, New Jersey, 1984), p. 304.
137de Beaugrande, 1984, p. 304.
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im portance in his work is the concept of m icrostructure  and 
especially the related concept of macrostructure. According to 
van Dijk , m icrostruc tu res  are 'all those struc tures that are 
processed, or described, at the l o c a l  or short-range level (viz., 
words,  phrases ,  clauses , sentences ,  and connections between 
s e n te n c e s ) ' .138 Rules - 'a kind of semantic d e r iv a t io n  or in fe re n ce  
r u l e s ’139 - are then applied to the microstructures to obtain the 
corresponding  m acrostuctures .
M acrostructures, unlike microstructures, are
not spec if ic  un its : they are norm al sem antic
structures, eg  of the usual propositional form, but 
they are not expressed by one clause or sentence but 
by a sequence  of sen tences . In o ther w ords,
macrostructures are a more global level of semantic
description; they define the meaning of parts of a 
discourse and of the whole discourse on the basis of 
the meanings of the individual sentences.140
Van Dijk himself does not deal with paragraph structure in 
detail, but he makes some general comments on the paragraph in 
relation to macrostructure. The very existence of orthographic 
paragraphs, he argues, is in itself an indication of the macro- 
structural organization of discourse: 'in writing, we have rules for 
paragraph indentation which have a macro-structural nature: they
138Teun A. van Dijk, Macrostructures: An Interdisciplinary Study o f  Global  
Structures in Discourse, Interaction, and Cognition (H illsdale, New Jersey,
1980), p. 29.
139Teun A. van Dijk, Macrostructures, p. 46.
140Teun A. van Dijk, Text and Context: Explorations in the Semantics and 
Pragmatics o f  Discourse (London, 1980), p. 6.
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m ark sequences which somehow "belong together", ie which 
belong to the same topic. A new paragraph thus indicates (sub­
t o p ic  change'. In spoken language paragraphs are indicated by 
pauses, intonation and specific particles, and some languages have 
'specific morphemes in order to mark beginnings and endings of 
stretches of discourse which are to be theoretically  defined in 
terms of semantic m acrostructures '.141 For further information on 
this we are referred to the work of Robert E Longacre (see above), 
although Longacre does not consider the orthographic paragraph 
to n eccessa r i ly  co rrespond  to sem antic  or m ac ro s tru c tu ra l  
d iv is ions.
From this it is evident that van Dijk considers there to be a 
co rre la t io n  betw een paragraph  s truc ture  and m acro s truc tu re .  
Van Dijk returns to the subject of paragraph structure in a more 
recent w o rk 142. He begins by defining a unit, which he calls the 
'ep iso d e ',  as 'a sequence  o f  sen ten ces  d o m in a ted  by a 
macroproposition' and then adds this: 'episodes may be marked in 
d iffe ren t  ways. A w ell-know n surface  s truc tu re  m ark  is 
paragraph indentation, or a pause in spoken discourse '. Of 
particular interest for this study is his list of topic change markers 
indicating the beginning of new episodes:
1. C h an g e  o f  p o s s ib le  w orld :  X  d r e a m t ,  
pretended. . . that . . .
2. Change of time or period: The next day.. . the 
following year.. .
141Teun van Dijk,7e;tf and Context, pp. 152-153.
142Teun van Dijk and Walter Kintsch, Strategies o f  Discourse  
C o m p re h e n s io n  (London, 1983).
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3. C hange  of p lace : (In  the m e a n t i m e ) in
A m s te rd a m , . . .
4 Introduction of new participants
5 Full noun phrase reintroduction of old participants
6 Change of perspective or point of view.
7 D ifferent pred icate  range (change of fram e or
sc r ip t)
As well as these markers of new episodes, van Dijk suggests 
that we may find what he terms 'macroconnectives' such as 'but', 
'how ever', 'on the contrary ', 'm oreover' etc. occurring sentence 
initially at the beginning of episodes. These macroconnectives not 
only in troduce new episodes but also give coherence to the
m acrostructure as a whole, expressing various relations between
macropropositions such as cause-consequence or contrast e tc .143
To sum up, van D ijk’s position on the paragraph is that 
p a ra g rap h  in d en ta t io n s  are  m ac ro s tru c tu ra l  in d ic a t io n s  and 
c o rre sp o n d  to ep isodes  w hich are sequences o f sentences 
dominated by a macroproposition and deal with one topic. These 
episodes or have various features which occur at the beginning of 
the episode.
There is more support for this view in the work of A. Garcia- 
B errio  and T. A lb a lad e jo  M ayordom o. U sing  the same 
m acrostructure  fram ework as van Dijk, they propose an even 
m ore  d e f in i te  c o rre la t io n  be tw een  m ac ro s tru c tu re  and the 
orthographic paragraph than that suggested by van Dijk. 'The 
paragraph', they write, 'is a unit of macrostructure’.144 Paragraph
143Teun van Dijk and Walter Kintsch, p. 204.
144A. Garcia-Berrio and T. Albaladejo Mayordomo, 'Compositional Structure: 
Macrostructures’ in Text and Discourse Constitution .Empirical Aspects,
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in d en ta t io n  is 'co n d it io n ed  by m a c ro s tru c tu re ,  it is the 
manifestation of a given organization of it ' .145 In their view there 
is a d irec t correspondence between m acrostructural units and 
paragraph structure. As evidence to support this assertion, they 
refer to experim ents on paragraph recognition carried out by 
Becker and Young, (see above) and to their own observations. 
According to their own observations, readers can discern whether 
p a rag rap h  un its  in a g iven  text co rre spo nd  to un its  of 
m acrostructure: 'the reader can detect whether (indentation) is 
used by the producer in a suitable way, i.e. he can detect whether 
the sections of linear text m anifestation or of m icrostructure, 
which are established there, respond to thematic macrostructural 
units, delim iting in the text surface what is delimited in the 
m a c r o s t ru c tu r e ' .146
This claim , that paragraphs correspond to m acrostructural 
units and that these units are widely recognized and agreed upon, 
is m ost in te res ting  and if  proven would  be a sign ifican t 
contribu tion  to the d iscussion about the nature o f paragraph 
structure. For the evidence upon which this claim is based, 
however, we are referred back to the experiment carried out by 
Becker and Young (see above), and to the authors' unsubstantiated 
observations which do not appear to give adequate grounds for 
this claim. Much of the writing on paragraph structure, as we see 
in the follow ing section, has been more tentative in relating 
orthographic paragraph structure to semantic structure.
Theoretical Approaches, edited by Janos S. Petofi, Research in Text Theory, 
4 (Berlin, New York, 1988), pp. 170-211, (p. 200).
14  ^ Garcia-Berrio and Albaladijo Mayordomo, p. 201.
146 Garcia-Berrio and Albaladejo Mayordomo, p. 201.
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(c) THERE MAY BE/TENDS TO BE A CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 
ORTHOGRAPHIC PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE AND SEMANTIC UNITS
The Soviet linguist S.I. Gindin states that ’the use of a new line can 
be and often is promoted by purely quantitative characteristics of 
human perception. There is, for example, a tendency to avoid 
paragraphs consisting  of too few or, vice versa, too m any 
sentences'. The influence of these quantitative factors, however, 
is outweighed by the influence of the internal structure of the 
text: 'it is fair to assume that quantitative factors do not of 
themselves determine the division into paragraphs irrespective of 
the inner structure of the text but contribute to the choice of one 
o f several d iv is ions to which that s tructure (or, rather, its 
subjective reflection in the recipient's mind) lends itself'. At
present 'the distribution of paragraphs can be thought of by 
language speakers as being m o r e  or less m o t iva ted  and that a 
"good" division into paragraphs is one that accords with the inner 
structure of the text..."to accord with" does not mean "to coincide 
with" but rather "to coincide with or deviate j u s t i f i a b l y " 147. 
A lthough Gindin does not provide examples within his article,
which is essen tia lly  a sum m ary of Soviet research  in tex t 
linguistics, he cites several sources that are based on empirical 
r e s e a rc h .
This view that paragraph structure is somehow a motivated
choice has also been held by linguists belonging to the tagmemic 
school. Although the founder of tagmemic theory, Kenneth L.
Pike, did not at first discuss the paragraph in any detail, merely
147S. I. Gindin, ’Contributions to Textlinguistics in the Soviet Union', in 
Current Trends in Textlinguistics, edited by W olfgang Dressier, Research in 
Text Theory, 2  (Berlin, New York, 197$), pp. 261-274, (p. 266).
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noting that a new paragraph indicates a change of topic, the 
fram ework that he established been developed in various ways 
and applied widely for the purpose of analysing structures above 
the level o f the sentence in various languages . The mainstream 
of development in the higher levels of language is exemplified in 
the works of Katharine B arnw ell,148 John Beekman, John and 
K ath leen  C a llo w ,149 Joseph Grim es,150 M ildred  L a rso n 151 a n d  
Robert Longacre .152
Larson, Beekman and J. Callow propose a clear distinction 
between the surface or grammatical structure of a language and 
the sem antic structure of the language .153 Larson writes: ’in 
surface structure, units are grouped into increasingly larger units 
in a hierarchy of gramm atical structures'. Semantic structure 
however 'is more of a network of configurations, each being part 
of a larger configura tion '154 although it may also be viewed in 
hierarchical fashion for the purposes of analysis.
If there is no 'skewing' between semantic configurations and 
the grammatical hierarchy, the following correspondence obtains, 
with variations depending on the length and complexity of the 
text:
148Katharine Barnwell, Introduction to Semantics and Translation Wi t h  
Special Reference to Bible Translation (Horsley's Green, England, 1974).
149John Beekman and John Callow, Translating the Word o f  God  (G rand  
Rapids, M ichigan, 1974).
Kathleen Callow, Discourse Considerations in Translating the Word o f  God  
(Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974).
150Papers on Discourse, edited by Joseph E. Grimes (Dallas, Texas, 1978). 
Joseph E. Grimes, The Thread o f  Discourse  (The Hague, 1975).
15 M ildred  L. Larson, Meaning-based Translation: A Guide to Cross­
language Equivalence  (New York, 1984).
152Robert E. Longacre, The Paragraph as a Grammatical Unit' in D is c o u r s e  
and Syntax, edited by Talmy Givon, Syntax and Semantics, 12 (New York,
1979), pp. 115-134.
153See also Part I Translation and Linguistics Section (C) for the relevance 
o f  this to translation.
154Larson, p. 30.
sem antic  s tructure
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g r a m m a t ica l  s tructure
meaning component m orphem e 
(roots and 
affixes)
co n ce p t w o rd
complex concept (concept cluster) p h r a s e
p ro p o s i t io n c lau se
propositional cluster se n te n c e
sem antic  paragraph p a ra g r a p h
e p iso d e section
episode cluster d iv is ion
semantic part p a r t
d isc o u rse t e x t 155
Longacre's parallel hierarchies, which he terms 'notional' and 
grammatical are similar to the one above; Barnwell also states 
that: 'the semantic structure of any discourse involves a hierarchy 
of com m unication units o f various sizes'. The features of 
paragraphs and other larger communication units may be divided 
into two main groups. Here we are concerned with units of the 
sem antic  structure  which may or may not correspond  with 
orthographic or surface structure divisions. This taxonomy is 
given in some detail as it will be examined in the following 
c h ap te r .
(i) CRITERIA WHICH INDICATE THE BOUNDARY (BEGINNING OR END) OF A 
PARAGRAPH OR OTHER LARGER COMMUNICATION UNIT
1^5Larson, pp. 30-31.
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1 Change of temporal reference.156
2 Change of location.157
3 Change of participant.158
4 Grammatical indicators:
The presence of back-reference between units or the absence
of back-reference between units if back-reference indicates unity
in the language;159 'overlap' clauses: 'in many African languages 
(and elsewhere too), the beginning of a new unit is often signalled 
by repeating the final clause of the previous unit’;160 parallelism
and contrastive  paralle lism ; and the beginning or end of a
c h ia sm u s .161
5 Lexical Indicators: Change of lexical field or semantic 
d o m a in .162
6 Rhetorical Indicators:
The presence of the vocative ;163 the presence of rhetorical 
q u e s t i o n s ; 164 and the presence of summary statements, which 
'may occur either at the beginning or the end of a paragraph (or 
other larger communication unit) '.165
FEATURES WHICH SIGNAL THE BEGINNING OF A PARAGRAPH OR OTHER 
LARGER COMMUNICATION UNIT
156Bam well, p. 238.
'Colossians', unpublished ms. edited by John Beekman, referred to in 
Kenneth L. Pike and Evelyn G. Pike, Gram m atical Analysis, Summer 
Institute o f Linguistics, 53 (Dallas, Texas, 1977), p. 243.
157Bamwell, p. 238. Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
158Bam well, p. 238.
159Longacre, pp. 117-118.
160Bam well, p. 239.
161 Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
162Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
163Bamwell, p. 239. Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
164Bamwell, p. 239. Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
165Bam well, p. 239.
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1 Setting
Setting is the term used by Longacre to describe the opening 
sentence or sentences of a paragraph which give some information 
about the time, place or circumstances of the ensuing action and 
'is often used to reset the time and place of a new paragraph'. The 
setting may give 'a broad hint of what is to come in the body of 
the p a ra g ra p h '.166 It is then followed by the topic sentence in 
explanatory discourse or the first sentence in which the action 
begins in narrative discourse.
2 Topic Sentence
Although Longacre distinguishes between the setting and the 
topic sentence, Callow  and Barnw ell do not make such a 
distinction. The function of the topic sentence in C allow ’s 
description combines the functions of Longacre's setting and topic 
sentence. She describes it thus: 'paragraphs often start with a 
topic sentence, which acts as a setting for the paragraph as a 
whole, or links the paragraph to the rest of the discourse, or both. 
Often the topic sentence indicates a change in tem poral or 
locational setting, a change of the participant in focus, or a 
preview of the argument or activity of the paragraph'.167
3 Grammatical indicators
Callow observes that 'the topic sentence is often distinct, 
grammatically, from the rest of the paragraph'. Beekman refers to 
'special initiating conjunctions'.168
166Longacre, p. 118.
167Kathleen Callow, Discourse Considerations in Translating the Word o f  
God  (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974), p. 22.
168K Callow, p. 22. Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
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FEATURES WHICH SIGNAL THE END OF A PARAGRAPH OR OTHER LARGER 
COMMUNICATION UNIT 
1 Terminal sentence or terminus
The descriptions of the functions of the terminal sentence,169 and 
the te rm in u s170 are similar enough to be included in the same 
catego ry .
The terminal sentence may ’state the successful attaining of 
his object by the main participant’ ; it may give a summary of the 
situation reached by the end of the paragraph; it may be an 
explanation, a comment, may consist of ’material which as it were 
steps aside from the main flow of the paragraph'; or it may simply 
relate the last event in a series.171 The functions of the terminus 
may also include removing a main participant from the stage, or 
indicating a lapse of time.172
2 Grammatical Indicators
L ike the topic sentence the gram m atical structure of the 
terminal sentence often differs from that of the sentences forming 
the body of the paragraph. The end of a paragraph may be 
marked by a verb in 'final mood' in the last clause and some 
languages have suffixes which occur regularly in paragraph-final 
p o s i t i o n . 173 Longacre also observes that the terminus often 
features verbs of motion, in phrases such as 'he went away'.174
( ii)  CRITERIA WHICH INDICATE THE INTERNAL UNITY OR COHERENCE OF A 
DISCOURSE UNIT, PARAGRAPH, OR OTHER LARGER COMMUNICATION UNIT
169K. Callow, P- 24.
170Longacre, P- 118.
171K. Callow, p. 24.
172Longacre, P- 118.
173K. Callow, P- 24.
174Longacre, P- 118.
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1 Temporal unity ,175 chronological sequence.176
2 Unity of location.177
3 Unity o f partic ipant(s):178 'in narrative discourse, a narrative 
paragraph is built around a thematic participant, occasionally a 
small set of thematic participants '.179
4 Logical coherence or logical unity:
The simplest form of logical unity or coherence is described 
by Barnwell: 'where there is one main statement, accompanied by 
one or more supporting propositions which are related to that 
main statement, the whole usually forms one unit’.180 Specific 
types of logical or communication relations are described below.
5 Lexical coherence:
This may take the form of words within the same semantic 
d o m a i n 181 or field.182 There may be paraphrases or repetition 
especially in non-narrative tex ts .183 as well as synonymy and the 
repetition of key words and phrases.184
6 Grammatical cohesion:
The features of grammatical cohesion include: the use of the 
same tense or aspect throughout the section;185 the presence of 
p a r a l l e l i s m ; 186 the use of the same subject, instrument and/or
175Bam well, p. 240.
176K. Callow, p. 23.
177Bam well, p. 240.
178K. Callow, p. 23.
179Longacre, p. 118.
180Bam well, p. 240.
18 beek m an  in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
182Bam well, p. 240.
183K. Callow, p. 23.
184Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
185K. Callow, p. 23.
186Bamwell, p. 240. Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
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o b je c t ;187 the presence of redundancy chains, such as pronouns in 
English, may also indicate unity.
The above approach is discussed by Brown and Yule.188 They 
c r i t ic ise  the concep t of pa rag raph  un ity , as p roposed  by 
L o n g a c r e ,189 G rim es190 and Hinds191 on two counts. Firstly, that 
the formal linguistic markers indicating the beginning and end of 
paragraphs depend on 'a prior identification of the paragraph as a 
unit in which "the speaker continues talking about the same 
th in g " ’; 192 secondly, that languages other than English are mainly 
referred to; and thirdly, that the particles are genre-specific.193
The criticism they make o f  the thematic participant feature is 
an important one for the practical application of the text analysis 
features proposed by Longacre and others. However, this feature 
is not intended to be the basis of all the other features, but rather 
they argue that a combination of formal linguistic and semantic 
features, sometimes including a change of participant will tend to 
occur at the boundaries of semantic units. On the second criticism 
of the use of materials from languages other than English, we
187Beekman in Pike and Pike, p. 243.
188Gillian Brown and George Yule, Discourse Analysis (Cambridge, 1983), 
pp. 115-134.
189Robert E. Longacre, T he Paragraph as a Grammatical Unit' in D is c o u r s e  
and Syntax, edited by Talmy Givon, Syntax and Semantics, 12 (New York, 
1979), pp. 115-134
190Joseph E. Grimes, The Thread o f  Discourse (The Hague, 1975), p. 109.
191J. Hinds, 'Organizational Patterns in Discourse’ in Discourse and Syntax, 
edited by Talmy Givon, Syntax and Semantics, 12 (New York, 1979), pp. 135- 
157.
J. Hinds, 'Paragraph structure and pronominalization', Papers in 
Linguistics ,  10 (1977), 77-99.
192Brown and Yule, p. 96.
193Brown and Yule, pp. 95-96.
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would refer to other works by Longacre194 w h ich  contain analysis 
of extracts from modern English and American fiction, and to the 
fact that a central text analysed in The Thread o f  Discourse  is an 
extract from an English text. Thirdly, we would argue that the 
assignation of different discourse particles to different forms of 
discourse is in fact in line with recent theories of discourse 
a n a ly s i s .195 Yule and Brown then give an analysis of the formal 
l in g u is t ic  fea tu res  m ark ing  the fe a tu re s  o f  o r th o g rap h ic  
paragraphs in an extract from a modern English novel and it is 
in te re s t in g  to no te  tha t they find  g ram m atica l  fea tu re s  
corresponding to the orthographic paragraph divisions.
The one criticism which we ourselves would make of the 
descriptive approach outlined above is that theoretical side has in 
general been paid much less attention than the empirical side.
SUMMARY
In Part II of this chapter we have outlined and discussed the main 
approaches to paragraph structure. They included first the 
prescriptive approach and then three non-prescriptive approaches 
in which orthographic paragraph structure is seen firstly as an 
arbitrary division, unrelated to the semantic structure of a text; 
secondly as a definite correlate of semantic structure; and thirdly 
as tending to have a less defin ite  re la tionsh ip  to sem antic  
structure, which is the view adopted in this thesis as having the 
best empirical basis and a sufficient theoretical basis.
194Robert Longacre, The Grammar o f  Discourse  , Topics in Language and 
Linguistics (New York, 1983).
195See especially German theory in Christiane Nord, Text Analysis in 
Translation: Theory, Methodology, and Didactic Application o f  a Model fo r  
Translation-O riented Text A n alys is , Amsterdamer Publikationer zur Sprach 
und Literatur, 94, translated by Christiane Nord and Penelope Sparrow 
(Amsterdam, 1991).
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We found radically differing views on what constitutes a 
paragraph, and even within some of the groupings a consistent 
co n cep t o f pa rag raph  s truc tu re  was d if f ic u l t  to iden tify . 
N onetheless one aspect emerged as central: the dual and not 
always coincidental manifestation of the paragraph on both the 
orthographic levels and semantic levels. In the following chapters 
we will be investigating the possibility that this dual nature of the 
paragraph may affect alterations to paragraph structure made in 
t ran s la t io n .
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CHAPTER 2
COMPARISON OF SOURCE TEXTS AND 
TRANSLATIONS
(I) SELECTION O F EXTRACTS
Extracts from sixteen narrative texts, eight written by English or 
American writers and eight written by Russian writers, were 
compared with their corresponding translations into Russian and 
English . The texts exam ined were the follow ing - if  the 
publication date of the edition used in the study differs from the 
date when the novel was completed, the date of completion is 
also given:
TRANSLATIONS FROM ENGLISH INTO RUSSIAN 
John Steinbeck, The Pearl (London, 1967) [1948]
23)koh CTattH6eK, X e M H y x M H a ,  translated by H. Bo/DKMHa 
MHocrpaHHax / iP t re p a ry p a , 12 (1956), 7-52
L. P. Hartley, The Go-Between (Middlesex, 1958) [1953]
71. n . XapTAM, IJocpeaHMK,  translated by M. 3aroT, in: 71. II. 
XapTTiM, nocpeaHMK  , IJo HaftM y  (Moscow, 1986), pp. 17-278 
Ray Bradbury, Dandelion Wine (London, 1986) [1957]
Pett Ep3 A6 epM, Bmho M3 OAyBaH'MKOB, translated by 3 .  
Ka6ayieBCKa^in:
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PeJt Ep3A6epM, X apn ep  71m, H)KepoM A .  CsYiMHAacep, Bmho M3 
oayBaH'iMKOB, Y6Mib nepecMeuiHMK a..., Ha a  nponacn io  bo p x x ,  
(Moscow, 1988), pp. 13-212
Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (London, 1974) [1960] 
X a p n e p  JIm, Y6MTb nepecMeuiHMKa..., translated byH . Ta/ib and 
P. 06yioHCKa*un P e tt  Bp3A6epM, Xapnep /Im, Zl^cepoM A .  
C sA M H A ^cep, Bmho M3 oAyBaHHMKOB, Y6MTb nepecMeuiHMKa..., Ha a  
n pon acn io  bo pxM ,  (Moscow, 1988), pp. 215-490 
C P Snow, Corridors o f  Power (London, 1964)
Hap/ib3 n. CHoy, KopMflopbi B/iacTM translated by B. E^aHOBa, 
M. MnpoHOBa and P. 06yioHCKafl in Hap/ib3 n. CHoy, HacraBHMKM, 
K opM aopu B/iacTM (Moscow, 1988), pp. 211-430
Paul Scott, The Jewel in the Crown in The R a j  Q uartet  
(London, 1984), pp. 1-451 [1966]
n o  a  C k o t t ,  XCeM'iyxMHa b KopoHe, tran s la ted  b y  M . J lo p v te  
( M o s c o w ,  1984)
Iris Murdoch, The Word Child (London, 1975)
A t t p n c  M epA O K , A mtjj csioBa, t rans la ted  by  T. K y A p ^ m e B a ,  
( M o s c o w ,  1981)
Antony Beevor, For Reasons o f  State (London, 1981)
3 h t o h m  BMBop, B MHTepecax ro cya apcT B a ,  t ra n s la te d  by  M .  
E p y K ,  in AHrsiMitCKMtt nosiMTMvecKMiKft aeTeKTMB (M o sc o w , 1987),. 
p p .  19-208
TRANSLATIONS FROM RUSSIAN INTO ENGLISH
Ceprett A h t o h o b ,  A e / io  6bisio b IJeHbKOBe, in Ceprett A h t o h o b ,
IJoBecTM M paccKa3bi (Moscow, 1961), pp. 204-359 [1956]
Sergei Antonov, It Happened in Penkovo , translated by Olga 
Shartse (Moscow, 1959)
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3 M M aH y M /i Ka3aiceBMM, Mom Ha nsioufaAH (M o sco w , 1957).
E. Kazakevich, The House on the Square , translated by Martin 
Parker (Moscow, 1957)
Eopwc nacTepHaK, MoKTop XMBaro  (Milan, 1957)
Boris Pasternak, Doctor Zhivago, translated by Max Hayward 
and Manya Harari (London, 1985)
BacMTiMtt TpoccMaH, )KM3Hb h  cyAt>6a (Lausanne, 1980) [I960]. 
V asily  G rossm ann , Life and Fate, t ran s la ted  by R obert 
Chandler (London, 1985)
B a/ieH T M H  P a c n y T M H , M e m r n  a a r  MapMM, in M36paHHbie 
npoH3BeAOHHHH  2t (Moscow, 1984), I, pp. 29-126 [1967]
Valentin Rasputin, Money fo r  M aria , translated by Margaret 
Wettlin, in M oney fo r  Maria and Borrowed Time, translated by 
Kevin Windle et al. (London, 1981), pp. 1-142
lO p n tt  E o H A a p e B ,  B e p e r  (M o sc o w ,  1980) [1970-1974]
Yuri Bondarev, The Shore, translated  by Keith Hammond 
(Moscow, 1984)
lOpntt Tpm^ohob, M p y r a x  ysnH3H\> (Moscow, 1976) [1975]
Yuri Trifonov, Another Life, translated by Michael Glenny 
(London, 1983)
A HaTO/iM tt Pbi6aKOB, T x x e m if t  necoK  (M oscow ,1979) [1975- 
1977]
Anatoli Rybakov, Heavy Sand, translated by Harold Shukman 
(London, 1981)1
1 These texts were taken from a wider range which was examined and from 
which examples are also taken. (See also Chapter 4 for a more detailed 
analysis o f the additional texts).
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( I I )  A N A L Y S IS  AND D E F I N I T I O N  O F  N A R R A T IV E  
P A R A G R A P H
Extracts approximately 25,000 words in length were taken from 
each source text and were compared with the translation of the 
extract in the target language. The aim of the comparison was to 
iden tify  any d ifferences in paragraph structure  between each 
source text and its corresponding target text that had occurred in 
the process of translation. Thus, wherever the translator had 
introduced into the target text a division between paragraphs or 
sections that was not present in the source text, that division was 
rec o rd ed .
Such an alteration is seen in the following extract from 
TflxesiM it JiecoK and its translation into English:
M on MaTb OMOHb Yiio6M7ia oTija, 7iio6M7ia bckj 
3CM3Hb M OTAa/ia eM y BCIO 3KM3Hb. Ho, BCTpOTb ee  OTOIt 
Ha 6a3eyibCKMX y/iM ijax, o h  bco paBHO j io a io 6 m a  6bi 
PaxMYib m ToyibKo PaxMYib, OHa 6bi/ia e r o  cyAb6ott. A 
6yAb m o ft oTeit napHeM  c Hanietf yyiMijbi, eiije 
HOH3BeCTHO, x a x  6bl IIOBepHy YlOCb Ae/io... KpacMBbift, 
KOHOHHO, HO TMXMtt, CKpOMHblft, 3aCTeHHMBbltt, M MOrYlO 
CAyHMTbCH, h t o  MaTb JioYUoGMAa 6bi 6 o /iee  cn/ibHoro, 
CMeyioro, 6oeBoro napHH. IIpH Bceft CBoeft Aep30CTM m 
cyM ac6poA C T B e m o h  MaTb 6bi7ia aceHiUMHa 
npaKTHMHan, 3Ha/ia, Hero xoTe/ia, 3Hayia, hto  eft HaAo, 
h  He xoTeyia 3HaTb, n e r o  eft He HaAO. W yHTMTe, ht o  b 
A eBym xax m o h  MaTb cHMTayiacb JiepBott xpacaBMijett 
ropo A a  m o0Mitepbi M3 no/iica cneijMaYibHo e3AMAM no
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H a r n e t t  y y iM ije ,  m t o 6 w n o c M O T p eT b  H a Paxw/ib
Pax/ieHKO.2
The one paragraph in the Russian text above is divided into 
two paragraphs by the translator:
My mother loved my father very much, all her life 
she loved him and she gave her life to  him entirely. And 
if father had met her on the street in Basel, he still would 
have fallen in love with her, and only her - she was his 
destiny. But if father had been one of the boys from our 
street, I'm not so sure that things would have turned out 
as they did. True, he was handsome, but he was quiet, 
modest, and shy, and mother might easily have fallen in 
love with one of the stronger, bolder, more aggressive 
boys.
For all her impudence and wild behaviour, mother 
was a practical woman, she knew what she wanted and 
what she didn't want, and whatever she didn't want she 
had no time for. Bear in mind that as a girl, my mother 
was reckoned to be the prettiest in town - officers from 
the regiment would ride down our street, just to get a 
look at Rachel Rakhlenko.3
Likewise, wherever the translator had omitted a paragraph or 
section division from the target text that had appeared in the 
source text this alteration was recorded. The following extract
2 A H a i o / iM t t  P u 6 a K O B , Txxesibitt necoK  ( M o s c o w ,1979) (1975-1977), p . 16.
3 Anatoli Rybakov, Heavy Sand, translated by Harold Shukman (London, 
1981), pp. 20-21.
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from A oK T op  )KMBaro and its translation provide an example of 
such an omission:
MayieHbKMM MaAMMMXOM o h  3acTayi euje t o  BpeMH, 
K o r a a  m m oh om , KOTopoe o h  h o c m a , Ha3WBayiocb MHoacecTBo 
caMopa37iMMHeJtuiMX Bennett.
Bbiyia M aHy0aKTypa )KMBaro, 6aHK )KMBaro, AOMa 
>KMBaro, cnoco6 3aBH3biBaHMH m 3aKayibiBaHMH r a y i d y x a  
6yyiaBKoio >KMBaro, A a x e  x ax o tt-T o  cyiaAKMtt J in p o r  
x p y rv io t t  0opMbi, BpoAe poMOBott 6a6bi h o a  Ha3BaHMeM 
^HBarO , M OAHO BpeMH B MOCKBe MOXCHO 6blAO XpMXHyTb 
M3B03MMKy «K IjMBarO!», COBepmeHHO XaX «K MOpTy Ha 
XyYlMMXM!», H OH yHOCHA BaC Ha CaHKaX B TpHAeCHTOe 
ljapcTBo, b TpMAeBHToe rocyA apcT B o. T h x h W  n a p x  
o6cTyna/i Bac. Ha CBMcaioiitMe b o t b h  eAett, ocbinan c h m x  
MHett, caAMAMCb BopoHbi. Pa3HocHAocb MX xapxaH be, 
pacxaTMCToe, x a k  Tpecx ApeBecHoro c y x a .  C HOBOCTpoex 
3a n po cex o R  n e p e 3  A o p o ry  Jiepe6eraAM  nopoAMCTbie 
co6axn. TaM 3a2KMraAM orHM. Cnycxayicfl B e n e p 4
In the translation into English, the two paragraphs above are 
reduced to one paragraph:
He could remember a time in his early childhood 
when an infinite variety of objects were still known 
by the name he bore. There were Zhivago factories, a 
Zhivago bank, Zhivago buildings, a Zhivago tie-pin, 
even a cake rather like a baba au rhum known as a
4Eopwc nacTepHax, JJoKTop X x B a ro  (Milan, 1957), p. 5.
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Zhivago bun, and at one time you only had to say to 
your sleigh driver in Moscow: "Zhivago's!" and, rather 
as if  you had said: "Take me to Timbuctoo!" he 
carried you off in his sleigh to an enchanted kingdom 
at the end of the world. The park closed round you 
as quiet as a countryside; crows scattered hoarfrost 
as they settled on the heavy branches of the firs; 
their cawing echoed like crackling wood; dogs came 
running across the road from the new kennels in the 
clearing where the lights shone in the gathering 
d u sk .5
(A) D i s t in c t io n  b e tw e e n  N a r r a t i v e  P a r a g r a p h s  and  
Dialogue  Paragraphs
The main interest of the present study was to examine those 
differences which occurred in the translation of narrative textual 
material, but alterations that occurred in dialogue material were 
also of interest.
(a) NARRATIVE PARAGRAPHS
U nder the heading 'narrative  paragraph ' were included those 
orthographic  paragraphs that consisted  entirely  or m ainly of 
narrative. Narrative paragraphs containing direct speech were 
only considered as narrative paragraphs if  the proportion of direct
5 Boris Pasternak, Doctor Zhivago, translated by Max Hayward and Many a 
Harari (London, 1985), pp. 13-14.
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speech was less than the proportion of narrative material. The 
position  of any d irect speech occurring  w ith in  a narra tive  
paragraph was also taken into account: if  the small proportion of 
direct speech occurred somewhere in the centre of the paragraph, 
the paragraph would be considered a narrative paragraph and 
was included in the analysis. If the small proportion of direct 
speech or a speech introduction such as ’He said:' occurred at the 
beginning or end of the paragraph however, the paragraph would 
be also considered a narrative paragraph, but would not be 
included the analysis of narrative paragraphs. The reason for 
this was that the cohesion between these paragraphs could not be 
readily compared with the cohesion between paragraphs that both 
begin and end with narrative.
The other type of narrative paragraph that was excluded 
from the examination was the short narrative paragraph occurring 
within or on the margin of a dialogue or other exchange between 
characters in a narrative such as 'He nodded his head in reply'. 
This type of paragraph was considered to belong more to the 
dialogue than to the main narrative.
(b) DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH PARAGRAPHS
Speech paragraphs were taken to be those paragraphs that 
consisted entirely or mainly of direct speech.
Indirect speech paragraphs in which the speech of a character 
is reported as narrative occupy a place on the middle ground 
be tw een  speech paragraphs and n a rra tiv e  p a rag rap h s , and 
therefore were classed separately as indirect speech paragraphs.
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As well as the alterations that occurred in the translation of 
na rra tive  paragraphs , many a lte ra tions also  occurred in the
translation of direct speech and some in the translation of indirect 
speech. It was not always easy to de term ine  w hether an
a ltera tion  should be assigned to the ca tegory  of narra tive
alterations or speech alterations. In order to clarify this problem
there follows a discussion of English and Russian conventions for 
recording speech and the alterations that occur in translation.
(i) PUNCTUATION OF DIRECT SPEECH IN ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN 
The conventions for the punctuation of direct speech in English 
and Russian are not exactly identical. By speech alteration is 
meant a paragraph division that is introduced or omitted by the
translator either at the boundaries of a speech utterance, where 
the inverted commas appear, or close to the boundaries of the
speech utterance but within the narrative peripheral to the
speech utterance.
THE ENGLISH PATTERN
In English, direct speech may be indented, as in the following 
example from My Cousin Rachel:
...He used to stand by the steps in the summer months, 
his basket beside him, and he would set his live lobsters 
to crawl along the quay in a fantastic race, to make the 
children laugh. It was not so long ago that I had seen 
h im .
"Well," said Ambrose, watching my face, "what do 
you make of him?"
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I shrugged my shoulders, and kicked the base of the 
gibbet with my foot...6
Direct speech in English is frequently not indented, however, 
but is placed within the same paragraph as the narrative in which 
it occurs. In the example below from D andelion  W ine , the speech 
follows the narrative in English forming one paragraph:
They sat enjoying the ice cream, wrapped at the 
core of the deep, quiet summer night. His mother 
and h im self and the night all around their small 
house on the small street. He licked each spoonful of 
ice-cream thoroughly before digging for another, and 
Mom put her ironing board away and the hot iron in 
the open case cooling, and she sat in the armchair by 
the phonograph, eating her dessert and saying, ’My 
land, it was a hot day today. Earth soaks up all the 
heat and lets it out at night. It'll be soggy sleeping.'7
When translated into Russian there is a speech alteration and 
it appears as two paragraphs:
Tax. o h m  cM A e/iM , H ac7 ia :K A aflC b  M o p o a c e H b iM , 
oTKyTaHHbie i \ n y 6 o K o t t  TMiiiMHoft Y ieTH ero B e n e p a .  T o / ib x o  
BABoeM - M aM a m o h , m B o x p y r  h m x , B o x p y r  mx  AOMMKa m 
yyioMKM - HOMb. T o m  C T apaT e /ibH o  o6YiM3biBayi A o ac ic y ,  
n p e ^ c A e  n e M  H a6 p aT b  c / i e A y w n i y i o ; M aM a o io A B M H y / ia
6Daphne du Maurier, My Cousin Rachel (London, 1980), p. 6.
7Ray Bradbury, Dandelion Wine (London, 1986), p. 33.
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ry iaA M yikH yio A o c K y ,  OTCTaBM/ia yTior, m o h  n o H e M H o r y  
ocTbiBaA, a  o H a  CMAeAa b K p e c A e  y  J ia T e ^ o H a ,  e / i a  
M o p o x c e H o e  m roB opM A a:
-  H y  m A eH eK  BbiAaACH, b o t  E capM m a-T o! 3 e M /iH  
ljeA bitt AeHb BJiMTbiBaeT b c e 6 n  3HOtt, a  B e n e p o M  oiiflTb e r o  
oTA aeT. Z lyiiiH O  6yA© T cnaTb!8
In the following exchange, instead of narrative followed by 
speech, the speech is followed by the narrative. Again both are 
included within one paragraph in the English source text, but 
there is a speech alteration in the Russian text, producing two 
p a ra g ra p h s :
...’Yes,’ I exclaimed, 'I feel quite another person!’ - 
which was less than the truth. They all laughed at 
this. The talk drifted away from me, as it does from 
children, and I got down from my pedestal, realising 
that my moment was over; but what a moment it had 
b e e n .9
- Zla,- BCKpMMayi r -  r  MyBCTByio c e6 n  ApyrwM
MeAOBeKOM!
3TO H e BJIOYIHe COOTBeTCTBOBaAO MCTMHe. Bee 
3acM©HYiMCb. I IocT eneH H O  r  J te p e c T a y i  6biTb l je H T p o M  
BHMMaHHH - C AeTbMM B C erA a  TaK - M HeAOBKO CAe3 c
8P ett Ep3A6epM, Bmho M3 oayBaHHMKOB, translated by 3. Ka6aneBCKa# in 
P e tt Ep3A6epM, X apnep  Am, A xepoM  A . C3AMHA»ep, Bmho M3 oayBBH'iMKOB, 
y 6 itn  nepecMeuiHMKa..., Han, nponacnio bo pxpt, translated by 3. Ka6aneBCKa#et 
al. (Moscow, 1988), pp. 13-212, p. 40.
9L. P. Hartley, The Go-Between (Middlesex, 1958), p. 49.
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J ib e n e c T a / ia ,  JioHMMafl, mto  M ott Mac MMHOBaYi; h o  K aico tt
M ac!".10
The above extract from The Go-Between  is embedded in a 
larger paragraph which consists of exchanges between several 
charac ters  in terspersed  with narrative, all on the subject of 
C olston 's  new clothes. In the R ussian  transla tion this one 
paragraph has been divided into fourteen separate paragraphs.
The two examples above illustrate the frequent pattern in 
English in which direct speech is contained in the same paragraph 
as the narrative 'periphery' which introduces it or follows it or 
both introduces and follows the direct speech, whereas in Russian, 
as in the above extract, the peripheral material is separated from 
the direct speech. This peripheral narrative, or co-text, usually 
takes the form of a noun or pronoun + verb denoting speech. A 
typical exam ple of this is the construction: 'He said, "... 
However, the narrative peripheral to the speech may be more 
loosely related to the content of the speech but still contained 
within the one paragraph as in the following example from To Kill 
a Mockingbird:
"Miss Maudie had known Uncle Jack Finch, Atticus's 
brother, since they were children. Nearly the same age, 
they had grown up together at Finch's Landing. Miss 
Maudie was the daughter of a neighbouring landowner,
Dr Frank Buford. Dr Buford's profession was medicine 
and his obsession was anything that grew in the ground,
10/I . II. XapTnM, IIocpeaHJiK., translated by M. 3aroT, in JI. II. XapT/iM, 
IIocpeaH itK  , Ilo HattM y , translated by M. 3aroT et al. (Moscow, 1986), pp. 17- 
278. p. 60.
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so he stayed poor. Uncle Jack Finch confined his passion 
for digging to his window boxes in Nashville and stayed 
rich. We saw Uncle Jack every Christmas, and every 
Christmas he yelled across the street for Miss Maudie to 
come marry him. Miss Maudie would yell back, ’Call a 
little louder, Jack Finch, and they’ll hear you at the post 
office, I haven't heard you yet!' Jem and I thought this a 
strange way to ask for a lady's hand in marriage, but 
then Uncle Jack was rather strange...11
H a i u e r o  a h a k j  H s c e x a  $MHMa, 6 p a i a  ATTM Kyca, M m cc 
MOAM 3HaYia C AeTCTBa. IlOHTM pOBeCHMKM, OHM BMOCTe 
pOCAM H a «npMCTaHM 4>MHMa». OTeiJ MMCC MOAM, AOKTOp 
$ p 3 H K  BbIO(|)OpA, 6blA AaBHMtt COCeA $MHMetf. n o  npO<t»eCCMM 
B p a n ,  n o  npM3BaHMio caAOBOA m oropoA H M K , o h  6 e 3  naMHTM 
ak> 6m a K onaTbcn b 3eM A e m noTOM y o c T a A c n  6 o a h h k o m .  A 
AH AH 23)KeK 3T0tt CBOeft CTpaCTM BO AM H e A aB aA , lJBeTbl 
paCTMA TOAbKO Ha HOAOKOHHMKe y  Ce6H B H3UIBMAe M 
noTO M y o c ia A C H  6oraTbiM . KaxcAbitt t o a  Ha poxcA ecT B o 
A HAH ZI)KeK n p M e 3 * a A  K HaM  B rOCTM M KaXCAbltt TOA bo  
B ee  r o p A O  o p a A  n e p e 3  y A M i jy  m m cc M o a m ,  m to 6  0 H a  
BbixoAMAa 3a H e r o  3aM yxc. A mmcc M o a m  o p a A a  b OTBeT:
- KpMHM r p o M M e ,  i J x c e K  $ m h h ,  m t o 6  H a n o H T e  
CAbiniaAM, a  t o  m h o  T e6 n  He CAbixaTb!
H aM  C ZI)KMMOM Ka3aAOCb, MTO 3T0 CTpaHHbltt c n o c o 6  
A eA aTb npeA A O ^ceH M e, h o  a h a h  Zl^cex. B o o 6 n je  6 wa co  
CTpaHHOCTHMM12
^H arper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (London, 1974), p. 49.
12X apnep Am, Y 6 mti> nepecMemHMKa..., p. 255.
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This is the prevailing pattern for English: that is, if  there is 
narrative adjoining the direct speech which is related however 
loosely to the content of the speech it is generally included in the 
same paragraph. And the frequent pattern in Russian translation 
is for the paragraph to be divided either on the speech boundaries 
or near to the speech boundaries.
THE RUSSIAN PATTERN
In the Russian pattern, as seen in the above translations, direct 
speech is typically separated from the surrounding narrative, both 
when the co-text is closely related to the content of the speech 
and when the co-text is only loosely related to the content of the 
speech. The typical pattern for Russian is seen in the following 
ex trac t:
O Ha onflTb K aic-T o  H e n o y M e H H o  m K anpM 3H 0, KaK 
uiKo/ibHMLja KTiRKcy b cB oe l t  TeTpaaM , n o a a p a n a a a  6 y K B y  
«K» 3aT eM  c i c a 3 a / i a ,  n p M a e p a c M B a a  H a a  p t o m  6oy ib iuo tt  
UBeTHott K ap aH flan i :
- I I o h h t h o . VI K y a a  ohm  y  Bac aeT H T ?
E c a n  6bi y  m ohh cnpocMaM 3 to  Ha T p a y a e p e ,  a 
xeHUtMH y  Hac TaM He 6biao, a  6, HaBepHO, c x o a y  m Bcero 
YiMiiib aByMH caoBaMM oTBeTMa, K y a a  aeTHT mom 
aab6aipocbi, h o  TyT 6bia He T p a y a e p ,  m h  BeacaMBO CKa3aa, 
ht o  aab6aipocbi o6biMHo aeTHT 3a K opa6aeM .13
13KoHdaHTMH Bopo6beB, Bot n p jtw eji B e / u t K a H in KoHCTaHTMH Bopo6beB,J J p yr  
M ott M ommh ( M o s c o w ,  1988), pp. 309-512 (pp. 316-317).
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The extracts below illustrate the typical Russian pattern and 
the translations show how the pattern is altered to conform to the 
English paradigm.
In JJeHbrPt a a r  M app u t  for example, the following two 
paragraphs in the Russian text:
’K y3bM a MAeT H a K yxH io  m roB opviT  MapMM, K O T opan  b o 3mtch y  
JieHKM:
- Co6epM m h o  Mero-HMSyAb c co6ott, JioeAy.'14
are made into one paragraph in the English translation:
'Kuzma went into the kitchen and said to Maria, who was 
busy at the stove: "Pack me a little lunch. I'm going."'15
In the above pattern the speech utterance is linked to the 
previous narrative in the translated text. An example of the latter 
alteration, in which the speech utterance is linked to the following 
stretch of discourse, is the following:
' -K caB epM H  E opw cbiH a?  C mk> MM HyT-c. n a / ib T e i jo ,  noacaY iy ltT e . 
K ayiouieK  H e T y ?
MeAOBeK JipwHHA M oe nayibTo c TaKott 6epe)KHOCTbH) Kaic 6yATO 
3T0 6biAo ljepK O BH oe A p a ro i^ e H H o e  o6A aM eH M e'.16
'"Xavier Borisovich? At once, sir. Please take off your coat, 
sir. Have you no galoshes?" The man took off my coat as
reverently as if it had been a precious ecclesiastical vestment’.17
(ii) PUNCTUATION OF INDIRECT SPEECH IN ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN
14B a /ieH T M H  P a c n y T M H , JJemrM asix Mapuji, in M36paHHbie npou3BeAeHMMX, 2 
vols (Moscow, 1984),I, pp. 29-126 (p. 34).
15Valentin Rasputin, Money fo r  Maria, translated by Margaret Wettlin, in 
Valentin Rasputin, Money For Maria and Borrowed Time , translated by 
Kevin Windle et al. (London, 1981), pp. 1-142 (p 5).
16M w x a H 7 i E y Y i r a x o B ,  Tearpa/ibHbiit poMaH in  M n x a w A  E y y i r a x o B ,  PoMami 
(Moscow, 1973), pp. 273-420 (p. 276).
17Mikhail Bulgakov, Black Snow: A Theatrical Novel , translated by Michael 
Glenny (London, 1967), p. 19.
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The punctuation of indirect speech in English is similar to the
punctuation of indirect speech in Russian. The typical pattern for
a paragraph begins as follows:
H e said th a t  he ... and  in  R uss ian : Oh  c x a 3 a A ,  m t o ...
It will be seen from this that there are not likely to be
differences in the translation of indirect speech paragraphs. The 
differences that do occur tend to be not within the paragraph, but 
on the boundaries of the indirect speech paragraph. The problem 
then is to decide whether paragraph alterations which coincide 
with or occur in close proximity to indirect speech should be 
termed speech alterations or narrative alterations. The following 
extract from Tearpa/ibHbift pofttaH  and its translation illustrate the 
difficulty :
Ha TpeTbeM B en e p e  jio h b m ach  hobmH MeAOBeK. To»:e
TIMTepaTOp - C 71MLJOM 37lblM M MeiJ)MCTO<|)eAbCKMM, KOCOJt Ha 
TieBbitt ry ia3 , He6pMTbitt. CKa3aA, m to poM aH n /io x o tt, h o  
M3T>HBM/l )Ke7iaHMe CTiyiUaTb MOTBepTyiO, M JIOCYieAHlOH), 
MacTb. Ebi/ia em e K axan-TO  pa3BeA eH H an xceHa m oam h c 
rM Tpapott b ifiyTYiflpe. H noM epjiH y/i M Horo noA e3H oro  
a a h  ce6 n  Ha AaHHOM B eaepe . CKpoMHbie mom TOBapMmM M3 
«napoxoACTBa» nonpMBbiKAM k  pa3pocm eM ycH  o6ujecTBy m 
BblCKa3aAM M CBOM MHOHMH.
Oamh CKa3a/i, mto ceM HaAAaTan rv iaB a pacTHHyTa, 
A p y ro tt - MTO XapaK Tep BaceHbKM 0M©pM6H H©AOCTaTOMHO 
BbinyKAo. Id to m A p y ro e  6bi/io cnpaBeAAMBo.
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HeTBepToe, m nocyieAHee, MTeHMe cocTOHAocb He y  
MeHH, a y  Mo/ioAoro AMTepaTopa MCKycHo coMMHHBiuero 
paccKa3bi...18
On the third evening a new man appeared, also a 
writer, with an evil Mephistophelian face, a cast in his 
left eye and unshaven. He said the novel was bad, but he 
would like to hear the fourth and last part. A woman 
who had just been divorced came too and a man with a 
guitar in a case. I learned a lot by giving that party. My 
shy colleagues from the Gazette  thawed out slightly and 
exp ressed  the ir  op in ions . One said that ch ap te r  
seventeen was too long, the other that the character of 
Vasienka was not sufficiently rounded out. Both of them 
were right. The fourth and last reading was held not in 
my room, but in the flat of the young man who was so 
clever at writing short stories...19
In the example above, the first paragraph alteration which 
links 'One said...' to the preceding narrative, was termed a speech 
alteration as it occurs im m ediately  before the indirect speech. 
The second alteration, however, which links 'The fourth and last 
read ing ... ' to the preceding narra tive  was termed a narrative 
alteration because it does not occur in close proximity to the 
indirect speech.
INTERNAL NARRATIVE
18MwxaMYi EyyiraxoB, T e a rp a m m it t  poMaH, pp. 279-280.
19Mikhail Bulgakov, Black Snow: A Theatrical Novel , p. 24.
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As with indirect speech, the conventions for punctuating what 
may be termed internal narrative, the thoughts of the narrator or 
one of the characters in a narrative, are similar in English and 
Russian. The following extract is from XpaHMTesib ApeBHOCTeft.
'H CTOHTi, CM OTpe/i H a ro p b i, Ha t o jio a h , Ha 6 e /ib ie  aKaijMM jioa  
HMMM M A yM aTl: K y A a  )Ke MATH, BeAblb3AeCb HMKOrAa H e H attA eillb  
A o p o r y .  B c i a / i o  co y iH ite , m x o t h  a io a m  e m e  cnayiM  3 a  3aM KaMM, 
CTaBHHMM, 6oATaMM m peiueTK aM M  - r o p o A  y a c e  npocH yA C H ...'20
'I stood there looking at the mountains, at the poplars, at the 
white acacias beneath them and wondered how I was ever going 
to find my way. The sun had risen and although the people were 
still asleep behind their locks, shutters, bolts and grilles, the town 
was already awake...'21
(c) BORDERLINE EXAMPLES
Sometimes it was difficult to decide whether to assign a paragraph 
alteration to the category of narrative paragraph alterations or to 
the category of speech paragraph alterations. The example which 
follows has been chosen to illustrate this difficulty. The question 
that presents itself is whether the paragraph alteration introduced 
in the Russian translation is a narrative alteration as it occurs in 
the narrative or a speech alteration as it occurs in the same 
sentence as the utterance and in close proximity to the utterance 
and it could be argued that its function is to indicate the end of 
the dialogue:
20K)pMtt AoM6poBCKMtt, X p aH M T e/ib  A peB H O C Tett (Paris, 1978), p 9.
21 Yury Dombrovsky, The Keeper o f  Antiquities , translated by Michael 
Glenny (London, 1969) p 5.
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'"Luck to you," Red called after him. He watched until the 
screendoor slammed. Then he took his coffeecup over to where 
young Choy was sweating industriously at the steamy nickel urn, 
with its spouts and glass gauges, wishing it was five o' clock and 
he could have a beer instead’.22
' - H m n y x a  hm  n e p a !  - x p M K H y a  P e a ,  n p o B o a c a *  e r o  B 3rv ifm oM . 
K o r a a  3 a m H y T a n  ceT K ott A Bepb 3 a x y i o n H y a a c b ,  P e a  BCTaa m, 
x c a a e f l ,  mto p aH iu b e  jihtm  H eab3H  BbuiMTb JiMBa, n o H e c  cboio M a iu x y  k  
c T o t t x e ,  r a e  M o a o a o t t  H o t t ,  n o i e a  ot  y c e p a M H ,  b o 3 myich y  
ab iM H ii te t tca  KO<t»eBapKM - 6 o a b i u o r o  H M K e/iM poB aH H oro  n u tM x a  c 
MHOrOMMCaeHHbIMM KpaHMKaMM M CTeKaHHHblMM Tpy6K aM M ' 23
The above alteration was termed a speech alteration for the 
reasons specified above, although it is close to the margin between 
speech and narrative alterations.
SUMMARY
The conventions for recording utterances in English and Russian 
are different. In English direct speech tends not to be separated 
from the surrounding narrative. In Russian, direct speech is 
usually separated from the surrounding narrative and is indented. 
The conventions for recording indirect speech are similar, the only 
difficulty being to decide whether to assign an alteration occurring 
on or near to the boundary of a reported speech paragraph as a 
narrative alteration or a speech alteration.
Instances occur in which it is difficult to classify a paragraph 
alteration as pertaining to the dialogue or to the narrative of the 
text. This difficulty occurs where:
22James Jones, From Here to Eternity (Glasgow, 1987)(1953), p. 17.
23HxcettMC ZIhcohc, OTHbiHe vt BOBeK, translated by Ayiexcett Mwxa/ieB  
(M oscow, 1986) pp..31-32.
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1 The alteration occurs on the periphery between the end of 
the speech and the beginning of the narrative.
2 The alteration occurs at the beginning or end of indirect 
speech or in close proximity to indirect speech.
The general strategy adopted was, in the case of 1, to classify 
those alterations which occurred on or very close to the speech 
periphery as speech alterations. In the case of 2, i.e indirect 
speech, a similar strategy was adopted but only those alterations 
which occurred immediately before or after the reported speech 
were classified as speech alterations.
( I l l )  ANALYSIS O F A L T ER A TIO N S
Our hypothesis  was that this assym etry  in paragraphing 
conventions would result in alterations to paragraph structure in 
the  t ra n s la t io n  in co n fo rm ity  w ith  the ta rg e t  language  
co n v en tio n s .
(A) S p eech  A l te r a t io n s
In accordance with the restrictions outlined above, the number of 
a ltera tions occurring in the speech paragraph structure of the 
translated texts is given in the following two tables.
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T ab le 1-1 N um ber o f Speerh  A ltera tio n s  in T ra n sla tio n  (E n g lish
in to  R u ss ia n !
Title o f text S p e e c h  S p e e c h
P a r a g r a p h  P a r a g r a p h  
d iv is io n s  d iv is io n s
in tro d u ced  om itted
The Pearl 6 0
The Go-Between 42 0
Dandelion Wine 16 1
To Kill a Mockingbird 150 0
Corridors o f  Power 57 7
The Jewel in the Crown 7 2
The Word Child 9 0
For Reasons o f  State 63 0
Total number o f
a lte r a t io n s  350 10
T ab le 1-2 N um ber of S p eech  A lte r a t ion s in T ra n sla tio n  (R u ssian  
in to  E n g lis h !
Title o f text P a r a g r a p h P a r a g r a p h
d iv is io n s d iv is io n s
introduced om itted
M e/io  6bisio b 0 2
UeHbKOBe
Mom Ha nsiouta/w 0 21
M oktop XCvtBaro 2 12
/Kn3Hb m c y m 6 a 0 50
M e m r i t  a a h  M a p iw 0 9
M p y ra f i  XH3Hb 23 33
E e p e r 2 1
Tsrxesibiit necoic 0 45
Total number o f  
a lte r a t io n s 27 173
I l l
REASONS PROPOSED FOR ALTERATIONS
The asymmetry in paragraphing conventions between English and 
Russian which was suggested as a source of alterations is very 
evident in the above results. In the translations from English into 
Russian there was a clear tendency for the translator to divide the 
speech paragraph up in translation, according to the Russian 
convention. In the translations from Russian into English there 
was also a clear tendency for the translator to link together the 
content of the speech and the surrounding narrative, according to 
the English convention. Of course in every case the figures 
depend upon the amount of dialogue in the extract.
Some of the figures require some comment. The figure for 
M p y r a j j  )KM3Hb contains a high number of speech divisions which 
seems to contradict the overall pattern; however, all but one of 
these divisions were made in narrative that was introduced not 
with a dash, as is usual in Russian, but with quotation marks: «  » ,  
this was also the case in the divisions in B e p e r .
Four of the Russian into English translations were published 
in the Soviet Union: A e s io  6bi/io b  IleHbKOBe, M o m  Ha n /io m a a u ,  
A e m r n  n n n  M a p n n  and B e p e r .  These four translations tended to 
have fewer speech and narrative alterations (see following tables), 
than the translations published outside the Soviet Union. In 
Chapter 4 we suggest possible reasons for this difference.
(B) N a r r a t iv e  A l te ra t io n s
In accordance  with the res tric tions  ou tlined  above, the 
num ber of a ltera tions occurring  in the na rra tive  paragraph
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structure of the translated texts is given in the following two 
tab les .
Tahle 1-3 N u m b er  o f  N a rra t iv e  A l tera t io n s  in T r a n s la t io n
(E n g lish  in to  R u ss ia n l
Title of text P a r a g r a p h  P a r a g r a p h
d iv is io n s  d iv is io n s
in tro d u ced  om itted
The P earl 2 0
The G o-Between  1 0
D andelion  W ine 4 0
To K ill a M ockingbird 1 1
C orridors o f  Pow er 0 1
The Jewel in the Crown 0 2
The Word Child  0 0
For Reasons o f  State 1 0
Total number o f
a lte r a tio n s  9 4
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T ab le  1-4 N um ber o f N arrative  A ltera tio n s ill Translation
( R u s s i a n  i n t o  F .np lUh(
Title o f text P a r a g r a p h
d iv is io n s
introduced
P a r a g r a p h
d iv is io n s
o m itted
A e /io  6bi/io B 
[JeHbKOBe
1 10
A om  Ha nsioiifaAH 0 8
A oktop XMBaro 13 22
)KH3m m cyAk6a 9 65
A e m r x  a  a h  M apun 2 8
A p y r a x  xx3Hb 24 1
B eper 0 0
Txxe/ibitf necoK 14 46
Total number of  
a lte r a tio n s 63 160
REASONS PROPOSED FOR ALTERATIONS
The first striking feature when the two tables containing the 
speech alterations are compared with the two tables containing 
the narrative alterations is the much greater num ber of speech 
a l te ra t io n s  than n a rra t iv e  a l te ra t io n s ,  e s p e c ia l ly  in the 
translations from English into Russian. We would suggest that the 
greater num ber of this type of a ltera tion  indicates a strong 
convention in both English into Russian and Russian into English 
t ran s la t io n .
There was a clear discrepancy between the relatively small 
num ber o f a ltera tions in troduced  in to  the transla tions from 
English into Russian and the much larger number of alterations 
introduced into the translations from Russian into English. There
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are several reasons that may be proposed to account for this 
difference in the number of alterations. These proposed reasons, 
which will be discussed in detail in the following chapters, are the 
following:
1 The alterations to the paragraph structure in the translation 
of some of the analysed texts arise because these texts may not 
represent the stylistic norm of the respective source literatures 
with respect to their typical paragraph structure.
2 The a ltera tions may occur because of d ifferences in 
textlinguistic structure between the source and target languages.
3 The alterations to paragraph structure in translation may be 
due to the strategy of the particular translator, or to his or her 
location; or they may arise because of the different positions 
occupied by the source and target languages, l iteratures and 
cultures in general with respect to each other and to other 
linguistic and cultural systems.
Each of the above possible reasons which may account for the 
differences in paragraph structure that have been observed were 




DISCUSSION OF HYPOTHESIS 1:
THAT ALTERATIONS IN TRANSLATION MAY 
RESULT FROM A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SL AND TL
PARAGRAPH NORMS
(I) PA RAGRAPH CON STRUCTION
The first possibility that must be considered is that the source 
texts in either English or Russian or both do not adequately 
represent the norm of the English or Russian novel and that 
therefore the a lterations that appear in translation would not 
appear if another group of novels from the source literature was 
selected for comparison with the corresponding translations.
It may be argued that although the texts would seem to 
belong to the central core of their source literatures, they are not 
neccessarily representative from the point of view of their style 
and that therefore  any d ifferences that appear in translation 
result from the selection of a stylistically unusual group of novels. 
A ttention was paid to this when selecting the novels and an 
attem pt was made to reduce the possibly distorting effect of 
stylistic differences to a minimum. For this reason those novels 
which are known primarily for their innovative style such as 
those of William Faulkner or James Joyce were not included. To 
redu ce  the sty lis tic  in te rfe rence  in the survey  from  other
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languages and other linguistic environments only source texts 
written by native English speakers who had spent most of their 
lives up to the time of writing the text in either the United 
Kingdom or the United States were selected; and only the source 
texts of native Russian speakers who had spent most of their lives 
in the Soviet Union up to the time of writing the text were 
selected. Furthermore, in order to reduce the influence upon the 
survey of stylistic changes over time, the texts selected were all 
written in the twentieth century between 1948 and 1981. The 
E n g lish  and R u ss ian  so u rce  tex ts  w ere  se le c te d  from  
corresponding periods as far as this was possible.
A stylistic comparison was then carried out between the 
source texts in English and Russian and a group of other texts 
written at approximately the same time from each language.
The study concen tra ted  on the parag raph  fea tu res  in 
particular, in order to ascertain whether the source text group was 
representative of other works from the source literature in terms 
of paragraph features. If the source text group was found to have 
features of paragraph construction  that also appeared in the 
’c o n tro l’ group, this would adm it the p o ss ib il i ty  that the 
alterations that took place in translation might occur if  texts from 
the control group were also translated and would imply that the 




The sixteen source texts listed above were analysed, together 
with sixteen com parable texts in Russian and English  which 
formed the control group. The sixteen comparable texts consisted 
of eight Russian texts and eight English texts. Five texts written 
by English writers and three by American writers were chosen to 
compare with the English source texts, half of which were written 
by English writers and half by American writers. The possibility 
o f stylistic  changes over tim e was taken into account when 
selecting the texts in this group and texts were chosen that were 
written around the same time as the source texts. Extracts from 
the following texts were analysed:
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TEXTS
Daphne du Maurier, My Cousin Rachel (London, 1980) [1951]
Kurt Vonnegut Jr. Player Piano  (London, 1977) [1953]
Elizabeth Taylor The Sleeping Beauty  (London, 1983) [1953]
M. M. Kaye, Shadow o f  the Moon  (London, 1979) [1957]
Paul Gallico, Flowers fo r  Mrs Harris (London, 1991) [1957]
J. G. Farrell, Troubles  (Middlesex, 1982) [1970]
J. G. Ballard, Empire o f  the Sun (London, 1984)
Frederick Forsyth, The Day o f  the Jackal, (London, 1985) [1971]
RUSSIAN TEXTS
ApicaAMtt & Bopwc CTpyraTCKMtt, I J y n  Ha A M a m r e io  (Moscow, 
1 9 6 4 )
B/iaAMMMp TeHApfiKOB, V p e a B M v a t f H o e ,  in P l3 6 p a H H b ie  
JipoM3BeaeHMX b  A B y x  TOMax (Moscow, 1963), II, pp. 517-623 
KoHCTaHTMH IlaycTOBCKMtt, Mu m  OTenecTBa (Moscow, 1964)
Zlopa EperoBa, JJopora MCKaHMit (Moscow, 1971)
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KoHCTaHTMH Bopo6beB, B o t  npMiue/i BesutKaH..., in J J p y r  Mott 
M o m m h  ( M o s c o w , 1988) pp. 309-512, [1971]
BayiAMMMp Kpmbijob, I l y n  k  Be/utKOit creHe  (Leningrad, 1972) 
BayieHTMH IlMKy/i, BoraTCTBO, in SoraTCTBO: ABa p o M a n a  
(Leningrad, 1978)
C e p re t t  3ayibirMH, Kommccmx (Novosibirsk, 1981)
The first twenty narrative paragraphs from each text were 
examined. The definitions of and distinction between speech 
paragraphs and narrative paragraphs remain the same as in the 
previous analysis in Chapter 2.
The list o f  paragraph features that were being exam ined 
corresponds for the main part with those features o f discourse 
'units', episodes, paragraphs and other larger communication units 
identified by Barnwell, Beekman, Callow, Grimes, Larson and van 
Dijk (see Chapter 2).This list, which is discussed in detail below, 
comprises the following features:
(a) FEATURES THAT INDICATE THE BEGINNING OF A PARAGRAPH
Initiatory which comprises:
Grammatical construction or set expression 
(G Cons)
Expression denoting the beginning of an event or 
action (Beg)
General statement (Gen)
Indication of paragraph content (Indie)
Short opening sentence (Short)
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(B) FEATURES THAT INDICATE EITHER THE BEGINNING OR THE 




T e n s e /A s p e c t
Rhet/Voc (Rhetorical Question/ Vocative)
S u m m a ry








Viewpoint (Ext/Int) [V iewpoint(External/ Internal)]
On/Off Event-Line
(d) FEATURES THAT INDICATE THE END OF A PARAGRAPH
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Terminal Features which includes:
O u tc o m e /A s id e /E x p la n a t io n  
Partic ipan t rem oved 
Term inus (Term)
(B) Discussion o f  Features
The feature I n i t i a t o r y , like T erm ina l F e a tu re s , includes several 
features. Among them are certain grammatical constructions and 
set expressions that tend to occur at the beginning of a stretch of 
discourse. A range of expressions occur indicating the beginning 
of an event or an action, arrival or departure. The paragraph may 
begin with a general statement that is expanded upon in the 
rem ainder of the paragraph or a sentence that indicates the 
course of events in the paragraph. Other features included under 
In i t i a to ry  are sentence length - often a paragraph opens with a 
short sentence and the use of certain key words.
The category entitled L og ical R e la tion  applies where the 
beginning of a paragraph is connected to the previous paragraph 
by a logical relation or communication relation. These relations 
come within the province of both semantics and grammar, as they 
have to do with the m eaning of the text and are expressed 
through grammatical means. Various versions of these relations 
appear in the work of Halliday, Larson and Longacre. In the 
present study only the main categories of relationship that were 
not covered under another heading were included under Logical 
Relation. Thus temporal and spatial relations were not included 
under Logical Relation in the present study. The main categories
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of logical or communication relation are given in the following list
adapted from Callow and Larson. Although the explanations they
give are primarily in terms of propositions, larger units, which 
Larson terms semantic paragraphs and episodes are also related 
by the same communication relations.1
COMMUNICATION RELATIONS
c o n j o i n i n g :  the two units are of equal prominence, are not 
chronologically  related and there is no alternation or choice 
between them.
a l t e r n a t i o n :  this occurs where there is an alternation, a 
choice between one of two or more alternatives.2
R e s t a t e m e n t : g e n e r i c - s p e c i f i c :  'the specific part gives
more precise detail. The generic unit includes the information
that is in the specific unit’3
C l a r i f i c a t i o n : H E A D - c o m p a r i s o n :  'based on a point of
similarity between two units '.4 Here the term C o m p a r i s o n  was 
used to indicate this relation.
H E A D - i l l u s t r a t i o n : sim ilar to HEAD- 
comparison but used to describe a relation between larger units 
such as paragraphs.
H E A D -m a n n e r :  the manner part clarifies
and supports the HEAD by describing how the event contained in 
the HEAD unit was done.
M ildred  L. Larson, M eaning-Based Translation: A Guide to Cross-language  
Equivalence (New York, 1984), p. 272.
2Larson, pp 284-285.
3Larson, p 295.
4 Larson, p 297.(Note: where a natural prominence has been established
one of the relations is given in upper case, e.g. HEAD - comparison).
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c o n t r a s t - H E A D :  In this relation there is:
'1 A point of difference or contrast 2 A difference by opposition 
(usually a positive - negative) 3 A likeness; that is, at least one 
point of meaning overlap'.5 Here the term C o n t r a s t  was used to 
indicate this relation.
L o g ic a l : r e a s o n - R E S U L T  (or vice versa): the
reason part of this relation answers the question: 'Why did this 
result come about?' The relation is often expressed in English by 
such connectors as b e c a u se , so, therefore..
m e a n s - R E S U L T :  the means part of the
relation answers the question: 'How did this come about?' The 
relation is often expressed in English by words such as by and 
th rough .
M E A N S -p u rp o s e :  the means part of the
relation informs as to what was done in order to achieve the 
p u rp o s e .6
co n d it io n -C O N S E Q U E N C E : this relation is 
one of the cause-effect type of relations but the cause part is not 
definite but conditional and will often be indicated by the word i f  
in English.
c o n c e s s i o n - c o n t r a e x p e c t a t i o n :  in this
relation the concession part of the relation contains a cause and 
the contraexpectation part contains an unexpected result.
g ro u n d s - c o n c lu s io n :  the grounds part of
the relation give the fact(s) from which the conclusion is drawn.
In English the words so and must be are often used in this





GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL COHESION
The following two criteria likewise designate relations between 
the beginning of a paragraph and the previous paragraph. There 
are a wide variety of grammatical means of cohesion and this has 
been studied elsewhere. The present study is based on the list of 
m eans of g ram m atica l and lex ica l cohesion  estab lished  by 
Halliday, chief among which are:
A. Grammatical
1 Anaphora and cataphora
(a) pronouns
(i) personal pronouns, e.g. he, him, she, it, they 
(ii) pemonstrative pronouns: this, these, that,
th o se
(iii) relative pronouns: who, which, that, whom, 
w h o se
(b) determiners: the, this, these, that, those





(e) adverbs, e.g. there, then
(f) submodifiers, e.g. such, so




1 Repetition of item
2 Occurrence of synonym or item formed on same 
root.
3 Occurrence of item from same lexical set (co ­
occurrence group).
4.Use of an alternative expression (not a pronoun or 
a substitute) as a replacement for an expression in 
the context.8
To the above list of cohesive grammatical features we would 
add the use of parallelism and ellipsis.
The follow ing section includes features that occur at the 
border of the paragraph or longer stretch of discourse, either at 
the beginning or at the end or at both the beginning and the end.
It was decided to expand the 'change of tim e’ feature 
identified by Barnwell and Beekman into Tem poral Reference as a 
reference is sometimes given to a time at the beginning of a 
paragraph that does not change the overall time setting of the 
narrative as in the following extract from JjB e 3MMbi M Tpx  sieTa , 
in which the arrival of a steamer is being described. Without 
changing the overall setting of the episode the narrator opens a 
paragraph with a different temporal setting:
'B 3To m  r o n y  h m k to  He )KAa/i aapoB M3 ApxaHre/ibCKa' 
while in the next paragraph the writer returns to the events 
of the main narrative:
8A combination o f the adaptation o f Halliday's list in: Waldemar Gutwinski, 
Cohesion in Literary Texts: A Study o f Some Grammatical and Lexical 
Features o f English Discourse (The Hague, 1976), p. 57. 
and in: Geoffrey Leech and Michael Short, Style in Fiction: A Linguistic 
Introduction to English Fictional Prose (New York, 1981), p. 244.
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Tlapoxoa M3 -3a Mbica He noK a3biBa/icfl a o / i r o ' 9
The time setting of the narrative may be reiterated for 
emphasis. One of the opening paragraphs in The G reat Gatsby
begins:
’Across the courtesy bay the white palaces of fashionable East 
Egg glittered along the water, and the history of the summer 
really begins on the evening I drove over there to have dinner 
with the Tom Buchanans...'10
The temporal reference is reiterated three paragraphs further
on:
'And so it happened that on a warm windy evening I drove 
over to East Egg...'11
'Change of location ' was likewise expanded into S p a t i a l
R e fe re n c e  as a writer will not infrequently focus upon a particular 
part of the location in which the action takes place without 
changing the overall locus of the action. In the opening chapter of 
T e a T p a /ib H b it t  p o M a H ,  for exam ple, M axudov goes to the
Independent Theatre for the first time. His entry is described in 
the sixth narrative paragraph: '* BOiueyi b p e 3Hbie M y ry H H b ie  
B op oT a .. .’ A subsequent paragraph begins:
'fl noAbiMayicfl no MyryHHOIt yiecTHMije...'12
The position of the character has changed, but not the overall 
location.
9$eflop  A6paMOB, MBe 3MMbi vi rppt siera  (Leningrad, 1975) p.271.
10F. Scott Fitzgerald, The G reat Gatsby  (Middlesex, 1980), p. 11.
^ F . Scott Fitzgerald, p. 12.
12MwxaM/i EyyiraxoB, Tearpa/ibHbitt poMaH in MMxaiiTi EyyiraxoB, PoM ami 
(Moscow, 1973), pp. 273-420 (pp. 275-276).
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The writer may also reset the location of the action at the 
beginning of a paragraph. The following extract from The Day o f  
the Jackal by Frederick Forsyth illustrates such a repetition for 
emphasis in two paragraphs that occur within close proximity to 
each other, although they are not adjacent:
'The chauffeurs were at the wheels of their limousines when 
the first group of Ministers appeared behind the plate glass...' 
followed by:
'At 7.45 another group appeared behind the glass doors and
again the men on the gravel stiffened to attention...'13
T he sam e p r in c ip le  app lies  to the fo llow ing  fea tu re  
P a r t ic ip an t R e fe ren c e : the participant may be a new participant, 
but may also be a participant that has been introduced earlier in 
the narra tive  and is being rein troduced and brought to the 
attention of the reader by various means such as full name
reference or a descriptive phrase. In Flowers fo r  Mrs Gallico , the
full name of the central character is repeated several times. One
paragraph begins:
'The world in which Mrs Harris, now approaching the sixties, 
moved, was one of perpetual mess, slop and untidiness'
And the following paragraph begins:
'Mrs Harris cleaned up these messes because it was her 
p ro fess io n . . . '14
T e n s e /A s p e c t  refers to changes of tense and/or aspect that 
occur at paragraph boundaries. This is particularly noticable in
13Frederick Forsyth, The Day o f the Jackal (London, 1971), pp. 4-5.
14Paul Gallico, Flowers fo r  Mrs H arris (London, 1991), p. 8.
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the Russian texts in which a paragraph will often begin with a 
verb  in the P erfec tiv e  A spec t and will con tinue  in the
Imperfective Aspect, as in the following extract from J J p y r a x  
)KM3Hb by Trifonov:
onflTb cpeAM homm  JipocHyAacb, KaK npocwna/iacb Tenepb 
K a»A yw  HOMb, 6 y A T o  k t o - t o  npMBbiMHo m 3 A o 6 h o  6yAMA ee  
TOAHKOM'.15
There may also be a change of tense and/or aspect when one
paragraph ends and the follow ing one begins. A few pages
further on in the extract from J J p y r a x  )Kx3Hb one paragraph ends 
in the past imperfective and the next paragraph begins in the 
future perfective:
'OHa M CaMa He JIOHMMaAa: KaK-TO BCe AAMAOCb 6eCCMblCAeHHO/ 
THHyAOCb, IKMAOCb...
EyAMAbHMK no3BOHMT b ceMb. Eute noATopa n a ca  OHa 6yAeT 
AexcaTb...'16
Because of the non-correspondence between the English and 
Russian tense/aspect organisation, this feature was not included in 
the analysis.
R h e to r ic a l /V o c a t iv e  designates rhetorical questions and the
use of the vocative, both of which are associated with paragraph 
boundaries. In one of the opening paragraphs of T xxeY ib if i  JiecoK 
both occur in the one opening sentence of the following paragraph:
'Mto BaM CKa3aTb? 3 to 6biA MoMeHT, M o m s h t  c 6o/ibiuott 6yKBbi. 
3TO 6blAa AW6 0 Bb-M0 AHMH... '17
TpwijioHOB, J J p y ra x  )Kx3Hb (Moscow, 1976), p. 5.
16TpMl|>OHOB, p. 14.
17AHaTo/iMtt Pw6aKOB, T x x e m tit  Jiecox. (Moscow, 1979), p. 8.
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S u m m a r v  is a feature that usually occurs at the end of a 
paragraph, although it may also appear at the beginning of a 
p a ra g ra p h .
In the central section are listed those features that indicate 
unity of various kinds in a stretch of discourse: T em poral U n itv . 
Spatial U nitv . and Logical U n i tv . The criterion Viewpoint:Ext/Int 
indicates the viewpoint of the narrator with respect to the events 
he or she is narrating, whether he or she is simply narrating 
events (External Viewpoint) or reflecting on events and situations 
(Internal Viewpoint). Leech distinguishes five different categories 
of thought:
1 Does she still love me? (Free Direct Thought: FDT)
2 He wondered, 'Does she still love me?' (Direct
Thought: DT)
3 Did she still love him? (Free Indirect Thought: FIT)
4 He wondered if  she still loved him. (Indirect
Thought: IT)
5 He wondered about her love for him. (Narrative
Report of Thought Act: NRTA) 18
Frequently an entire paragraph or paragraphs will be written 
from the same viewpoint, External (Narrative) or Internal (one of 
the above five categories of thought) throughout. Sometimes, 
however, there will be a change within a paragraph. In his
discussion of the above categories of thought presentation, Leech 
observes that 'it is often difficult to tell which mode is being used'
18Leech, p. 337.
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but this is 'something which can be positively exploited in the
manipulation of point of view. It allows an author to slip from 
narra tive  sta tem ent to in te rio r  po rtraya l w ithout the reader
noticing what has occurred... The unobtrusive change from one 
mode to another...can occur more than once inside one sentence'.19
In the present study the aim was to note only the major
changes of viewpoint, such as a change from narrative to any of 
the forms of Indirect Thought. The following extract from T h e  
Jew el in the Crown  begins with the narrator's viewpoint, the
external viewpoint, and in the second sentence the viewpoint 
changes to M iss Crane's perspective , her in ternal view point 
(Indirect Thought):
W hat few people knew was that the Indian ladies 
themselves had taken the initiative over the question
of tea on Tuesdays at Edwina Crane's bungalow. Miss
Crane suspected that it was the ladies’ husbands who 
had d issu ad ed  them  from  m aking  the w eekly
appearance, not only because M r Ghandi's picture
had gone but in case such visits could have been 
thought of, in this explosive year, as a buttering-up 
of the raj. What hurt her most was that none of the 
ladies had bothered to discuss their reasons with her. 
They had one by one or two by two just stopped 
coming and made feeble excuses when she met any 
of them in the bazaar or on her way to the mission 
sch o o l-ro o m s .20
19Leech and Short, p.340
20paul Scott, The Jewel in the Crown, in The Raj Quartet (London, 1984), pp. 
1-451, p. 2.
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The changes in narrative  v iew point often co inc ide  with 
changes on the E v e n t -L in e . Depending on its relation to the main 
sequence of events in a narrative, a stretch of discourse may be 
described as being on the event-line or off the event-line. Not 
infrequently  a paragraph will contain m aterial that is on the 
event-line followed by material that is off the event-line and then 
there will be a return to the event-line  at the end of the 
paragraph. In the following paragraph from For Reasons o f  State , 
the narrative begins on the event-line and continues on it for the 
first three sentences. It then leaves the event-line as the narrator 
explains the reasons for Maria's reaction:
Maria heard one of their children calling out to her 
from the next room. She looked accusingly at her 
husband and then took the spirit lamp from the 
home-made table. Ernesto m uttered again angrily 
and switched off the radio. Her look of reproof had 
hidden her concern. The violent repression which 
followed the coup had mainly affected the larger 
towns, but then two weeks ago the National Guard 
had shot some cam pesinos  who had started to 
cultivate unused land in the valley. She was afraid 
that her usually  taciturn  husband would become 
involved  in one of the hopeless  p ro tes ts  over 
conditions. They were far luckier than most families 
since he occasionally found work with foreigners as a 
guide, and she was terrified of not being able both to 
work and care for the children if he was taken.21
2 A n to n y  Beevor, For Reasons o f State (London, 1981), pp. 7-8.
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The final section, Term inal Features contains those features 
that have been identified as occurring at the end of paragraphs 
and longer stretches of discourse. This may take the form of an 
o u tc o m e  of the situation developed in the paragraph, material that 
is as id e  from the situation in the paragraph, or an e x p la n a t io n  of 
what has emerged in the paragraph. The feature P a r t i c i p a n t  
R e m o v e d  refers to the removal of one of the participants at the 
end of the paragraph, as he or she leaves the stage as it were. The 
final criterion T e r m in u s  (T e rm )  designates any features that are 
not included in the previous three criteria. In this category come 
various expressions that indicate ending or fulfilment, the use of 
a general expression, repetition of material at the beginning of the 
paragraph and so on. This is seen in the final sentence of the 
following paragraph from Txxcesiuit JiecoK:
’B ocTayibHOM - o6biKHOBeHHbitt canoacHMK. II/ioxoR  canoacHMK. 
Ero oTeij, mo ft A eayuiK a, 6biYi b Ea3eyie npo(|ieccopoM  MenMijMHbi, a 
6paTbfl, mom an am ,- AOKTopaMM MeAMijMHbi. ]/[ M oeM y o n j y  to  ace 
cyienoBayio CTaTb a o k to p o m  MeAMijMHbi. Ho oh  CTa/i canoacHMKOM, m, 
Kax r  y x e  cKa3asi, HeBaxHbiM canoxHMKOM'"22 (my italics)
(C) Application of these criteria to the texts
(a) AIMS
The purpose of applying these criteria  to the texts, as stated 
above, was twofold. The first aim was to consider the suggestion
22AHaTo/iMtt Pbi6axoB, T x x esiu it necoK  (Moscow, 1979), p. 5.
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that the alterations to paragraph structure seen in the translations 
could be accounted for by untypical paragraph structure in the 
source texts. The way in which this assertion may be examined is 
to compare the features of paragraph structure in the source texts 
selected for translation with the paragraph structure in other 
texts in the source language.
The second purpose of this analysis depends on the answer to 
the last question. If the comparison between the two groups of 
texts in the source languages shows that the paragraph structures 
are similar, a further possibility then arises. This possibility is 
that the typical paragraph structures of English differ from the 
typical paragraph structures of Russian and that this is the cause 
of the alterations that occur in the translations.
A further aim in applying these criteria was to consider the 
feasibility of their application to such a diffuse form as the novel. 
The main application of the criteria , where they have been 
applied has been to simple narratives.
(b) APPLICATION
The application of the feature, I n i t i a t o r y ,  did not prove too 
difficult in spite of the large number of features included within 
the overall category.
The feature Logical Relation proved more difficult to apply. 
The main difficulty, which often occurred elsewhere, lay in the 
scope of application of the feature. Linguists write in terms of 
semantic paragraphs being related to one another as a whole, by
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logical or communication relations.23 While this may be the case 
with simple narrative, it is not usually possible in a complex 
narrative text, to find a logical or com m unication relation, as 
defined in the list above, that unites two adjacent paragraphs in 
their entirety, or even to find a logical relation between the 
te rm ina l sen ten ce (s)  of one p a ra g ra p h  and the  opening  
sentence(s) of the following paragraph. In this analysis both of 
these kinds of relation were considered as logical relations: that is, 
re la tions betw een orthographic  pa rag rap hs  as a whole and 
relations between the terminal sentence(s) o f one paragraph and 
the opening sentence(s) of the following paragraph. Both kinds of 
relation appeared occasionally. One of the clearest examples of 
such a relation, in this case the Head-contrast relation is seen in 
the following extract from Empire o f  the Sun:
Jim had no doubt which was real. The real war was 
everything he had seen for h im self since the Japanese 
invasion of China in 1937, the old battlegrounds at
Hungjao and Lunghua where the bones of the unburied 
dead rose to the surface of the paddy fields each spring.
Real war was thousands of Chinese refugees dying of 
cholera in the sealed stockades at Pootung, and the 
bloody heads of communist soldiers mounted on pikes 
along the Bund. In a real war no one knew which side he
was on, and there were no flags or com m entators or
winners. In a real war there were no enemies.
By contrast, the coming conflict between Britain and  
Japan, which everyone in Shanghai expected to break out
23Mildred L. Larson, M eaning-Based Translation: A Guide to Cross-language  
E qu ivalen ce  (New York, 1984), p. 272.
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in the sum m er o f  1942, be longed  to the realm o f
ru m o u r .. .24 (my italics).
Grammatical Cohesion was more commonly found than logical 
re la tion  as a rela tion betw een ad jacen t paragraphs. O f the 
grammatical features listed above, almost all appeared in the texts 
in a cohesive function at some point. Particularly frequent were 
personal and demonstrative pronouns, determ iners, adverbs and 
connectors. Again, the scope of application of the feature 
presented some problems and questions arose such as:
1 Does a personal pronoun reference at the beginning of a 
paragraph neccessarily indicate a cohesive tie with the previous
paragraph  if  the same p a rt ic ip an t appears  through several
p a ra g ra p h s ?
2 Should one include grammatical relations that occur as far 
apart as those which relate the beginning of one paragraph to the 
beginning of the previous paragraph (com m only termed head- 
head connection)?
In answer to the first question it was decided to term
cohesive  only those ties in which a pronoun reference  is
anaphorica lly  rela ted  to the im m edia te ly  p reced ing  nom inal
reference (e.g. a reference to 'Mrs Harris ' at the end of one
paragraph followed by the pronoun 'she' at or near the beginning 
of the following paragraph. With regard to the second question it 
was decided to include as grammatical cohesion those ties that 
clearly relate the opening sentence(s) of one paragraph to the
opening sentence(s) of the following paragraph, as well as those
that relate the final sentence(s) of a paragraph to the opening
24J. G. Ballard, Empire o f the Sun (London, 1984), pp. 5-6.
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sentence(s) of the following paragraph. In short, any  strong  
grammatical tie that functioned between two adjacent paragraphs  
was included in this category.
A similar problem  occurred when exam ining the texts for 
Lexical Cohesion between paragraphs. Again it was decided that 
any strong lexical link between two adjacent paragraphs  would be 
included. Instances of repetition over paragraph boundaries were 
fairly stra ightforw ard  and the occurrence  of a synonym , an 
alternative expression, or a word formed from the same root were 
not too difficult to detect. The problem  arose with the third 
category: the occurrence of an item from the same lexical set or 
co-occurrence group. The issue concerns the composition of such a 
group. It has been suggested that lexical sets are composed of 
items that can enter into collocations with each other,25 but in this 
analysis it was decided to widen the definition on the grounds 
that words may belong to the sam e sub ject area w ithout 
neccessarily being part of possible collocations. To take a simple 
exam ple , the nam es of an im als canno t usually  en te r  into 
collocations with each other, but if  the names of animals were 
introduced in one paragraph and further animal names appeared 
at the opening of the following paragraph, it would probably be 
expected that this would indicate some form of lexical cohesion 
functioning across the paragraph boundary, and this type of 
lexical cohesion is here termed the lexical set or co-occurrence 
g ro u p .26
25Halliday in Waldemar Gutwinski, Cohesion in Literary Texts: A Study o f  
Some Grammatical and Lexical Features o f  English Discourse  (The Hague, 
1976), p. 81.
26M. A. K. Halliday, 'The linguistic study o f literary texts', P roceedings o f  
the Ninth International Congress o f Linguists (Cambridge, M assachussetts, 
1962), pp. 302-307 (pp. 304-305).
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It must be said that ties that are categorised as instances of 
gram m atical and lexical cohesion may vary considerab ly  in 
strength. As in any categorisation some will be nearer to the 
centre of the category -the stronger ties - while others will be 
nearer to the periphery of the category - the weaker ties.
The next group of features are those that have been identified 
as indicating e i th e r  the beginning or the end of a paragraph or 
other large unit of discourse. The first three features: T e m p o r a l  
R e fe re n c e . Spatial Reference and Partic ipant R eference , occurred 
very often, and almost always at the beginning of a paragraph. 
Only rarely did they appear at the end of a paragraph, in which 
case the word end was added.
The content of the references was noted. Noun phrase 
in troduction  of new part ic ip an ts  and re in trod uc tion  of old 
partic ipan ts  were considered  as m ajor re ferences and were 
written without parentheses. References of lesser significance 
were enclosed  in pa ren theses . This p a rt icu la rly  applied  to 
participant references in which a participant had been introduced 
with a full noun phrase reference. If  the same participant was 
then referred to by only a pronoun reference in the following 
paragraph that reference was included in parentheses. This was 
readily applicable to third person narratives but could not be as 
strictly  applied to f irst person narra tives in which a major 
participant reference, such as the re in troduction  of the main 
participant, may not be a noun phrase reference but a pronoun 
re fe ren ce .
If there was no temporal, spatial or participant reference at 
the beginning or end of the paragraph the symbol - was used.
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Rhetorical Question and V oca tiv e  were not very common and 
neither was the following feature, S u m m a r y  but each appeared 
occasionally.
The following group o f  features have been identified  as 
occurring in various languages and indicating the unity  of a 
stretch of discourse.
Temporal. Spatial and Participant Unitv
We found sim ilar issues arising in the app lica tion  of 
Temporal, Spatial and Participant Unity and so we discuss only the 
first of them in detail.
Taking the first feature, Temporal Unitv as an example, it was 
found that in some cases there was a c lear ch ronolog ical 
development throughout a paragraph of the type, "He did x... then 
he did y... After this he did z... Very often, however, there may be 
a temporal reference at the beginning of a paragraph and then no 
further reference throughout the paragraph; or there may be no 
temporal reference at all, but no indication that the temporal 
setting has changed since the previous paragraph. A further 
difficulty is presented by those sections of discourse in which the 
narrative moves on and off the event-line and/or the viewpoint 
changes from external narration of events to an internal narration 
of the reaction of the character, which may be temporally unified 
but belong to a different temporal setting, and possibly back again 
to external narration and so on. In short, while it may be fairly 
easy to determine whether a paragraph in a simple narrative 
displays temporal unity, it is often more difficult to determine
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whether a paragraph in a modern novel, with all the narrative 
devices available to the author, may be described as displaying 
temporal unity.
In spite o f the d ifficu lties  the fo llow ing  schem e was 
introduced with four symbols that would give an approximate 
indication of the relative unity of time, space and participant in 
each paragraph. If  no temporal, spatial or participant reference 
had yet been introduced the symbol ( ) was used. If there was a 
c lear change of tem poral or spatial re fe ren ce  w ith in  the 
paragraph , as in a sudden flashback  to an ea r lie r  event, 
som etim es coincid ing  with a shift from external to internal 
narration or vice versa the symbol - was used. If the temporal, 
spatial or participant reference had been m ade in a previous 
paragraph and remains the same although is not mentioned in the 
paragraph in question, the symbol (+) was used. Finally, if there 
is a temporal, spatial or participant reference in the paragraph 
and there is no change within the paragraph, the symbol + was 
used .
Logical Unity
The issues of logical, lexical and grammatical unity may be 
d iscussed together as they p resen t s im ila r  problem s. The 
question concerns the relevance of these criteria  as distinctive 
paragraph features. How may one define a paragraph that is 
unified logically, lexically or grammatically? Does the existence of 
one logical, lexical or gram m atical re la tion  suffice for the 
paragraph to be described as unified in these respects? What is 
the relevance of the length of the paragraph? If there were only 
one logical relation in a paragraph of 500 words, such a paragraph
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would clearly be less unified logically than a paragraph of only 15 
words that had one logical relation. The whole issue of logical 
unity both between paragraphs, as mentioned above, and within 
paragraphs is questionable  as a means o f  defining paragraph 
structure and paragraph relations in the novel.
The questions of lexical and grammatical unity pose similar 
d ifficu lties . In contrast to logical unity  which may appear 
infrequently in a fictional narrative, lexical and grammatical unity 
appea r  in a lm ost every  sen ten ce . T h ese  fea tu res  are 
characteristic not only of paragraphs but of sentences and often 
clauses as well.
V ie w p o in t  ( E x t e r n a l / I n  te rn  a l )  and E v e n t - L i n e  were often 
interrelated. When the narrator switches from describing a series 
of events to describing thoughts or background scenery this 
usually involves a change from event-line material to non event- 
line material.
The only problem with applying these criteria is again the 
complexity that was seen in many of the paragraphs. As noted 
above, narra tive  may move from an in ternal to an external 
viewpoint and back again even within one sentence. Likewise the 
narrative moves from event-line to non event-line material very 
frequently  in fictional narrative. D ocum enting  every m inor 
change of viewpoint and transition onto and off the event-line did 
not seem to have any particular value for describing paragraph 
structure. What was recorded, however, were the occasions when 




T erm inal Features  were much less common than I n i t i a to r y  
features. There were few problems in identifying those features 
described as terminal features in the texts and those features 
were indicated in the sub-categories.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The detailed analysis of the first twenty paragraphs of each text is 
given in Appendix B and the total num ber of features in each 
category is given in Appendix C.
The figures clearly indicate that there is a significant degree 
of similarity not only between the translated and non-translated 
texts in both English and Russian but also when the English texts 
are compared with the Russian texts. Statistical tests (See
appendix C) showed that there was no statistically significant 
difference between the translated and non-translated texts in the 
two languages or between the English and the Russian texts.
There had been two main aims of this analysis. The first aim
was to compare the source texts with other non-translated texts in 
the source language to see if the source texts were typical in their 
paragraph structure. The second aim was to compare the texts in 
the source language with those in the target language to see 
whether they had similar paragraph structure, for if  there was a 
difference in paragraph features between the source and target 
languages this d ifference might be influencing the translation 
practice of some translators as they sought to adjust source text 
features to a form acceptable to readers of the target text.
The results showed that here was in fact a significant 
similarity in the proportions of features in each of the four
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groupings and the conclusion  that was draw n is that the 
alterations that were observed in translation do not result from a 
difference in paragraph features between the source and target 
languages.
A further aim had been to apply these features to the more 
com plex narra tive  s tructure  found in a novel, as previous 
applications had tended to be m ade on sim pler narratives. 
A lthough  there  were som e d if f icu lt ie s ,  m en tioned  in the 
application section above, in categorising the paragraph features, 
quite a number of them appeared consistently . The features 
indicating  the beginning of a paragraph  had a very high 
frequency, while those indicating the end of a paragraph were 
much less frequent.
Another point of interest was the considerable number of 
references to time and/or place and/or participant at the start of 
a paragraph, where these references were mainly reiterating a 
previous reference. Thus the reader is constantly kept aware of 
these reference points. This would agree with studies of rheme 
and theme beyond sentence level, with the known information 
being given first and the new information afterwards. Giora also 
argues that new references are often encountered in paragraph 
final position, which we also noted, but not very often.27
To return to the main aims of the analysis, given that the 
alterations that were observed in translation do not result from a 
difference in paragraph features between the source and target 
languages then there must be other factors involved. One of the
27Rachel Giora, 'Segmentation and Segment Cohesion: On the Thematic 
Organization of the Text', T ext, 3, no. 2 (1983), 155-181.
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important features of paragraph construction that remains to be 
examined is that of paragraph length.
(II) ALTERATIONS AND PARAGRAPH LENGTH
The hypothesis concerning paragraph length was similar to 
that concerning the other paragraph features examined in Section 
I above, that is, that there may be a difference in norms of
paragraph length, firstly between translated and non-translated 
texts, and secondly, between texts in the source and target
languages.
(A) A nalysis
The number of words in the first fifty paragraphs of the same 
sixteen English and sixteen Russian texts was counted. The 
number of words in each paragraph is given in the tables in
Appendix D.
When the number of words in the paragraphs of the texts
selected for translation was compared with the number of words 
in the non-translated texts another interesting result was seen. In 
both the English and the Russian texts the average paragraph 
length was greater in the texts selected for translation than in the 
non-translated texts. The following figures were obtained:
English texts selected for translation: 108.4 words per paragraph
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English non-translated texts: 89.9 words per paragraph
Russian texts selected for translation: 68.8 words per paragraph
Russian non-translated texts: 48.9 words per paragraph
The difference in the average length of the paragraphs in the
texts selected for translation and the non-translated texts is an 
interesting feature and may well be indicative of a significant 
difference between the texts that are selected for translation and 
those which are not selected for translation. It may be that we 
are dealing with two different groupings of literature, sometimes 
overlapping, with differing textual norms. The works that are 
perceived as more important and enduring and therefore more 
suitable for translation might also be those which make more 
dem ands on the reader 's  co n ce n tra t io n  and have long er  
paragraphs than those not selected for translation.
But the other factors besides cultural status involved in the 
selection of works for translation must also be borne in mind, 
especially , in transla tion  betw een Russian  and E nglish , the 
interrelated political and commercial factors. Furthermore, there 
was a considerable range in the paragraph length within the 
translated and non-translated groupings and this, together with 
the limited size of the sample would make it desirable to analyse 
a larger number of texts before coming to any general conclusions. 
In the next section we consider the d ifference  between the 
paragraph lengths in the two languages and its possible bearing 
on alterations to paragraph structure in translation.
When the average number of words in the English paragraphs 
was compared with the average number of words in the Russian 
paragraphs it was found that the English paragraphs had an
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average of 99.15 words per paragraph whereas the Russian 
paragraphs had an average of only 58.85 words per paragraph. In 
other words the average Russian paragraph in these texts had 
only around half of the number of words in the average English 
paragraph. It is suggested that the inflected character of the 
Russian language, as opposed to English, may partly account for 
this difference.
W hile bearing in mind the structural d ifferences between 
Russian and English, the difference in paragraph length between 
Russian and English would seem to be a possible explanation for 
alterations to paragraph structure. We would then expect to find 
that the translator will tend to alter those paragraphs that are 
sign ifican tly  longer or shorter than the average  length of 
paragraph in the target language: paragraphs much shorter than 
the average target language paragraph would tend to be grouped 
together while paragraphs much longer than the average TL 
paragraph would tend to be divided into shorter paragraphs.
Such a comparison was carried out on the sixteen texts and 
their translations in order to provide evidence for or against the 
above hypothesis - that there is a correlation between the number 
of paragraph alterations and the average paragraph length for a 
given text in relation to the target average. The results were 
expected to indicate few alterations where the average paragraph 
length of the source text was sim ilar to that of the target 
l i te ra tu re ; and an increasing num ber o f  a lte ra tions  as the 
difference between the source and target averages increased, with 
more linkages where the source text paragraphs were shorter 
than the target literature average, and more divisions where the
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source text paragraphs were longer than the target literature 
average paragraph length. The following results were obtained:
(B) R esu lts
(a) TRANSLATIONS FROM RUSSIAN INTO ENGLISH
Table L i  Number of  Narrative Alterations \n Translation
(Russian into English) in Relation to Average Paragraph
L e n g t h
Title of text P a r a g r a p h  
d iv is io n s  
in trod u ced
P a r a g r a p h
d iv is io n s
om itted
A v e r a g e  
p a r a g r a p h  
length (ST)
MeAo 6biAO b 
IlemKOBe
l 10 48.8
Mom Ha jiAowaaJt 0 8 66.7
Moktop IKHBaro 13 22 46.0
)K\t3Ht> it  cym 6 a 9 65 40.1
M em rit a  a h  M apjtit 2 8 49.6
M p y ra x  XM3H' 24 1 123.9
B eper 0 0 83.4
TxxeAbitt necoK 14 46 91.5
Total number of  
a ltera t io n s 63 160
The expected result from the above analysis '
A v e r a g e  
p a r a g r a p h  
length (TL)
99.15 words
would be more linkages between paragraphs than divisions, as the 
sh o rte r  R ussian  parag raph s  w ould  be l inked  to g e th e r  in 
translation to conform to the longer average paragraph length 
familiar to the English reader. On the whole this appears to be the 
case: those texts with a paragraph length that is shorter than the 
English average had more linkages than divisions, while J J p y r a x  
)KM3Hb, with a longer average paragraph length had more divisions
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than linkages. There are some figures that do not seem to 
correspond to this hypothesis, however. If  the entry for the
translation of B e p e r  is compared with that of T x x e s ib i t t  JiecoK, for 
example, one might expect the translation of B e p e r  to have some
alterations to its paragraph structure . Or again when the
translation of JJOKTop JKMBaro is compared with that of XCm3HI> m 
cyAt>6a, the average paragraph lengths are similar, but the pattern 
of alterations is very different.
The pattern of alterations above did not consistently conform 
to the a n tic ip a ted  re su l ts  if  t ran s la to rs  w ere m o tiva ted , 
consciously or unconsciously, to make the translations conform to 
average paragraph length in the target literature. This finding is 
supported by the analysis o f  transla tions from English into
Russian:
(b) TRANSLATIONS FROM ENGLISH INTO RUSSIAN
Table 1-6 Number of  Narrative Alterations in Translation
(English into Russian) in Relation to Average Paragraph
Le_ngth
Title of text P a r a g r a p h  P a r a g r a p h  A v e r a g e  A v e r a g e
d iv is io n s  d iv i s io n s  p a r a g r a p h  p a r a g r a p h
in trod u ced  om itted  length (ST) length (TL)
The Pearl 2 0 105.8 words 58.85 words
The Go-Between  1 0 126.8
D andelion Wine 4 0 42.8
To K ill a Mocking- 1 1 78.8
b i r d
Corridors o f  Power 0 1 70.4
The Jewel in the 0 2 148.5
C ro w n
The Word Child  0 0 186.4
For Reasons o f  1 0 107.8
S ta te
Total number of
a l te r a t io n s  9 4
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In all of the English texts apart from Dandelion Wine  t h e  
average number of words per paragraph was considerably greater 
than the average num ber o f  words in the average  Russian 
paragraph. This leads us to anticipate that there might be more 
instances in which longer English paragraphs are divided up into 
shorter paragraphs in translation to conform more to the standard 
length of Russian paragraphs. When the individual entries are 
considered  they show a cons iderab le  d ivergence  from  the 
expected results. In the entry for Dandelion Wine, for example, 
there are divisions where linkages would be expected from the 
short paragraph length relative to the average paragraph length 
in the target literature.; and in the translation of The Jewel in the 
Crown there are linkages where one would expect divisions, given 
the long paragraph length in the novel relative to the average 
paragraph length in the target literature.
CONCLUSION
From the above com parisons it appears that the num ber of 
alterations to paragraph structure that occur in translation is not 
directly influenced by the average length of paragraph in the
target literature. A more detailed study of paragraph length is 
required, however: the comparisons thus far have been carried
out on the basis of average numbers of words per paragraph, but 
any conclusions concerning paragraph length in translation must 
be based on evidence from the specific instances of alterations. 
F u r th e rm o re , the s tru c tu ra l  d i f fe re n c e s  b e tw een  the two 
lan guag es  mean tha t c o n c lu s io n s  w ill  d ep en d  upon the
corrobora tion  of more ex tensive  research  in the re la tive ly
unexplored area of contrastive discourse analysis.
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(c) ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL ALTERATIONS
(i) ANALYSIS
Each instance of paragraph linkage and division in translation was 
examined (See Appendix E) The hypothesis at this stage was that 
paragraph length was a significant factor at alterations, and that 
other factors were also involved. We considered  not only
paragraph length in relation to the target average  paragraph 
length to ascertain whether the translator was altering the source 
text to conform to target textual norms, but also the paragraph 
length at the alterations was considered in relation to the average 
paragraph length of the source text (see appendix D for average 
paragraph lengths). It was suggested that the textual norms of 
the source text itself influence a translator and that he or she 
a d ju s ts  the text in translation to conform to these internal norms.
Here we are assuming that the translator is guided by the
norms of the source text, the translator, however, may introduce 
paragraph alterations when revising the text at a later date, in 
which case the translator may be guided by the norms of the 
translated text instead of the source text. Although we have 
noted that the norms of both languages differ as far as paragraph 
length is concerned, the main principle is that the translator is 
being influenced by internal norms
A simple example of what we expected to find would be the
following: in a Russian source text with an average paragraph
length of 40 words, that two paragraphs of around 20 words 
would be linked and that other factors indicating paragraph unity 
would be present such as lexical or grammatical cohesion. In 
other words, as well as being motivated by paragraph length the
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alteration would also be motivated by or at least not violate the 
patterns of paragraph features established in Section I above. We 
would not expect to see such a linkage where there were clear 
factors indicating a boundary, such as change of time, place, 
participant or viewpoint.
We would suggest that a similar pattern may be expected if 
we assume that the translator alters the text relative to the norms 
of the translated text: if the same Russian source text in English 
translation has an average of 60 words per paragraph, we would 
expect that a transla tor would link toge ther  two translated 
paragraphs of around 30 words, providing that such a linkage did 
not disrupt the patterns of paragraph features.
(ii) RESULTS
(See Appendix E for a detailed explanation of the table headings 
and for entries. Here the overall totals are given).
Ia fr le  h i  Paragraph D iv isions
(R u ss ia n -into E n g lish )
30rig inal  
Paragraph 
L on ger  













4 6 + /5  6 3 3 + / 5 6 9 / 1 1 5
T ab le  1-8 Paragraph  L inkages
(R u ss ia n in to  E n g lish )
30rig inal  
Paragraphs 
S h o r te r  













2 5 3 + / 3 0 2 2 8 5 + / 3 0 2 1 5 0 / 3 0 2
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4 + / 9 7 + / 9 5 / 1 8
The findings supported the hypothesis that the paragraphs which 
are divided in translation are alm ost always longer than the 
average paragraph length in the source text (in 46 cases out of 
56), while those that are linked in translation are very likely to be 
shorter than the average paragraph length in the source text (in 
253 cases out of 302). When the texts were examined in detail 
there did not seem to be a consistent relationship between the 
lengths of paragraphs altered by the translator and the average 
paragraph length in the target literature.
(d) ONE-SENTENCE PARAGRAPHS
(i) ANALYSIS
Another feature that was noted was the num ber of alterations 
involving paragraphs consisting of one sentence. If the translator 
tends to normalise paragraphs then we would expect to see such
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short pa rag raphs  being added to a d ja ce n t  p a ra g rap h s  in 
tran s la tion .
This is based on the assumption that one-sentence paragraphs 
are not the norm, not a central phenomenon in either o f the two 
languages, but a peripheral phenomenon. This assumption itself 
had to be verified  and so the p roportion  of one-sentence  
paragraphs in the first fifty paragraphs of the source texts (see 
appendix D for detailed figures) was noted:
Table 1-11 Percentage of One-Sentence Paragraphs in First Fifty 
Paragraphs of  Russian Source Texts








X x B a r o
>Kx3m h  
cyat>6a
M e m r x
M apptu
M p y r a x
XH3Ht>
T x x e -
Slbltt
necoK
% 18 14 24 42 18 - 6 12
(Note: the entry - in column 6 indicates that this text was not included 
as there were no alterations to paragraph structure in the extract).
The above percentages were compared with the proportion of 
one-sentence paragraphs involved in the alterations. This was 
only carried out on the Russian texts as the number of alterations 
in the English texts was considered to small for such a comparison 
to be accurate.
(ii) RESULTS
As predicted, relative to the normal proportion of one-sentence 
paragraphs , there was a large  p ro p o r tio n  of one-sen tence  
paragraphs added to adjacent paragraphs:
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Table 1-12 Percentage of  One-Sentence Paragraphs  Involved  in 




















% 55.6 43 30.2 70.8 20 - 50 35.2
And as predicted there was a relatively small number of one- 
sentence paragraphs resulting from divisions:
T ab le  1-13 P ercen ta g e  o f  O n e-S en ten ce  Paragraphs La.Y-Dlved ill




















% 0 23 0 0 - 2.5 7.6
CONCLUSION
TRANSLATIONS FROM RUSSIAN INTO ENGLISH
The above findings substantiated the hypothesis that there are a 
number of factors involved in translation alterations at paragraph 
level. The factor most clearly identified was that of one-sentence 
paragraphs: the alterations introduced by a translator will tend to 
resu lt  in one-sen tence  parag raphs being added to ad jacen t 
paragraphs and will hardly ever result in the creation of new one- 
sentence paragraphs. The other factor was that of paragraph 
length: there is evidence to suggest that the alterations introduced 
by a translator will tend to be in keeping with the normal 
paragraph length of the source text ra ther than the normal 
paragraph length of the target literature.
It was also evident from  the exam ination  of individual 
alterations (See Appendix E), that other factors had a bearing. 
Paragraph divisions were usually accompanied by other features
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of paragraph construction which indicated some kind of change, 
such as a change of time, location, participant etc. Likewise a 
linkage between paragraphs was usually accompanied by other 
features which indicated unity. It is the combination of all these 
factors, together with the difference between language types, we 
would argue, which motivates a paragraph alteration. Gindin 
expresses this, although referring to the writing process rather 
than translation: 'the use of a new line can be and often is 
prom oted  by p u re ly  quan tita tive  c h a rac te r is t ic s  o f hum an 
perception. There is, for example, a tendency to avoid paragraphs 
consisting of too few or, vice versa, too many sentences'. The 
influence of these quantitative factors, however, is outweighed by 
the influence of the internal structure of the text: 'it is fair to
assume that quantitative fac tors  do not o f  themselves determine  
the division into paragraphs irrespective o f  the inner structure o f  
the text but contribute to the choice o f  one o f  several divisions to 
which that structure (or, rather, its subjective reflection in the 
recipient’s mind) lends i t s e l f italics).
TRANSLATIONS FROM ENGLISH INTO RUSSIAN
There were very few alterations to narrative paragraphs in the 
translations from English into Russian. The number is too small to 
generalise about the factors involved, although each instance was 
analysed (See Appendix E).
The very fact of there being so few alterations is of interest in 
itself, however. It may be that the inflected structure of the 
Russian language itself results a more ready accommodation of
28S . I. Gindin, ’Contributions to Textlinguistics in the Soviet Union1, in 
Current Trends in Textlinguistics, edited by Wolfgang Dressier, Research in 
Text Theory,2- (Berlin, New York, 197#), pp. 261-274, (p.266).
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English paragraph structure than can occur in translation from 
Russian into English. The actual linguistic and stylistic choices that 
are made, however, are influenced by the social environm ent 
which makes them possible. In the next chapter we explore this 




DISCUSSION OF HYPOTHESIS 2:
THAT ALTERATIONS TO PARAGRAPH 
STRUCTURE ARE THE RESULT OF EXTRALINGUISTIC
FACTORS
(I) STRATEGY OF THE TRANSLATOR AND/OR PUBLISHER  
AND DIFFERENCES IN STATUS BETWEEN SOURCE AND 
TARGET LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND CULTURES WITH 
RESPECT TO EACH OTHER
In Chapter 3 a relationship between alterations introduced by a 
transla tor and various features of paragraph construction was 
identified. There are still a number of questions concerning the 
alterations that remain, however. In this chapter we consider the 
results of the translation analysis from the perspective of concepts 
from pragmatic and polysystem theories introduced in Chapter 1, 
such as the strategy of the sender of the translator and the status 
of the translation within the cultural polysystem with the aim of 
finding answers to some of the remaining questions and seeing 
the broader trends in translation between Russian and English.
Taking the translations from Russian into English first and 
then the translations from English into Russian, we shall be 
investigating  the reasons for the variation in the num ber of 
alterations in the translations from Russian into English: relatively 
few alterations were found in the texts by Antonov, Kazakevich,
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Rasputin and none at all in the translation of Bondarev's novel; 
while there a much larger number was found in the translations 
of the works of Trifonov, Grossman, Pasternak and Rybakov. We 
shall also be considering the question as to why there is a 
relatively  small num ber of alterations in the translations from 
English into Russian.
In Section A of this chap ter  the questions concerning 
translation from Russian into English will be examined and in 
Section B the translations from English into Russian will be 
discussed. In both sections we will be looking at the questions in 
the l ig h t  o f the concep ts  in tro d u ced  in C h ap te r  1 of 
i n t e n t i o n a l i t y ,  a c c e p t a b i l i t y ,  s i t u a t i o n a l i t y ,  n o r m s  in 
transla tion and the position of translation within the cultural 
p o l y s y s t e m .
(A) T ra n s la t io n  fro m  R uss ian  in to  E ng lish
(a) TRANSLATIONS PUBLISHED OUTSIDE THE SOVIET UNION
The eight translations from Russian into English examined in the 
previous chapters comprised four translations published outside 
the Soviet Union and four translations published within the Soviet 
Union. In the first part of this section we discuss those novels 
from the corpus that were translated into English and published 
outside the Soviet Union. They are: D r Z h iv a g o , published by 
F lam ingo (Fontana); Life and Fate , published by Collins-Harvill; 
Another L i fe , published by Abacus; and Heavy Sand , published by 
Allen Lane (Penguin Books Ltd).
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It is the normal practice for a translation to be published in 
the country of the target readership and so one would expect all 
eight translations into English to be published in an English- 
speaking country. This was often not the case, however, for 
various reasons. Until 1973 the Soviet Union was not a signatory 
to the appropriate copyright agreements (Berne 1886, revised in 
1948 and the Universal Copyright Convention of 1956) and so it 
was impossible to protect the foreign rights of Soviet authors 
unless their works were published in copyright-protecting foreign 
territory b e fo re  being published in the USSR. In 1973 the USSR 
became a signatory of the Universal Copyright Convention. This 
did not solve the problem, however, for at the same time a new 
organisation, the 'All-Union Copyright Association' (VAPP), was 
established. After the formation of VAPP all Soviet authors living 
in the Soviet Union were required to leave any transactions over 
foreign rights to be dealt with by VAPP. Writers have not had 
positions of influence within VAPP and this organisation has not 
had any independence from the State in decision making.1
Soviet literature has continued to reach the W est by other 
channels as well as those of the state such as VAPP, however, and 
it has often been these works, such as )KM3Hb M cyat>6a, which are 
of the greatest interest to Western publishers.
Considering first the intentions of the senders, here the 
publishers , of the four transla tions:D r Z h iv a g o , published by 
Flamingo (Fontana); Life and Fate , published by Collins-Harvill; 
A nother L i fe , published by Abacus; and Heavy Sand , published by 
Allen Lane (Penguin Books Ltd), the first significant feature is the
D o n a ld  Hingley, Russian W riters and Soviet Society 1917-1978  (L ondon ,  
1979), pp. 57-58.
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identity of these publishers, all of which, apart from Abacus, are 
m ajor com m ercial publishers. This gives an indication that 
com m ercial factors, possib ly  more than aesthetic  or political 
factors, have influenced the intentions behind the selection and 
presentation  of the translations: from the pub lisher’s point of 
view, we are aiming for something that will sell, that will be 
a c c e p ta b le , in pragmatic terms, to the book-buying public.
C onside r ing  the four novels  from  the p e rsp ec tiv e  of 
acceptability, we see that most of the publishers have presented 
the novels in such a way as to make them maximally acceptable. 
They do not differ in their appearance from non-translated novels 
and there is nothing to identify them at first glance, apart from 
Life and Fate , as translations; only Life and Fate  has the name of 
the translator on the outside cover. This policy is followed inside 
the novels as well, with three of the translations giving only the 
nam e of the translator; while only Life and Fate  contains an 
introduction by the translator. In other words, only Life and Fate 
c learly identifies itself as a translation, the other novels do not 
present themselves as translations, in this way aiming at greater 
acceptability in the target culture.
As far as situationality is concerned, the situation in which 
the four novels were translated was one of relative hostility 
between the Soviet Union and Western Europe together with the 
United States. In Chapter 1 we noted Neubert's suggestion that 
where there was a significant difference in outlook between the 
source and target receivers of the text, then the translator was 
free and indeed required to edit the text for the target reader. 
One might expect such editing here, but in fact all of the novels, 
although originating in the Soviet Union, contain varying degrees
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of challenge to Soviet values and thus are in agreement with the 
prevailing attitude of the target culture outside the Soviet Union. 
The only significant editing that has taken place is in the 
translation of Life and Fate. This was not because of ideological 
d ifferences, but because the source text was unrevised  and 
consisted of two incomplete microfilms.2
In short, the se lec tion  and p ro duction  of these  four 
translations, published by major publishers, has been influenced 
significantly by commercial, as well as aesthetic and political 
factors, they are designed to be highly acceptable in the target 
culture in terms of appearance and content, in which they coincide 
with a critical attitude towards the Soviet Union.
In his description of translational norms, discussed in Chapter 
1, Toury distinguishes between two basic orientations open to the 
translator: either he or she is governed by the norms of the target 
l inguistic  and literary  system and produces an a c c e p t a b l e  
translation, acceptable, that is, in the target culture; or he or she is 
governed by the linguistic  and literary norms of the source 
system and produces an a d e q u a te  translation containing only the 
minimum changes required by the target language system. Our 
observations of the texts thus far would lead us to expect that the 
form er orientation predom inates in the four texts, resulting in 
transla tions that are acceptable. The areas in which these 
orientations manifest themselves, according to Toury, are those of 
prelim inary  norms and operational norms. Prelim inary norms 
have to do with the selection of works to be translated and we 
have noted trends in the four novels, favouring those that are
2Vasily Grossman, Life and Fate, translated by f& b& rt' Chandler (London, 
1985), p. 15.
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readily  acceptable comm ercially, politically and aesthetically  in 
the target culture. In the area of operational norms, the norms 
that govern the actual decision-making in translation and affect 
the distribution of material in the text, such as segmentation 
alterations, we have seen a considerable number of alterations at 
the level of paragraph structure in all four texts. According to 
Toury's hypothesis this would lead us to the conclusion that the 
translator is altering the text in order to correspond to target 
norm s. In Chapters 2 and 3, however, we found that the 
translators were not in fact altering the paragraph structure in 
accordance  with target norm s, but instead  appeared  to be 
responding to norms within the text itself and altering the text 
acco rd ing ly . At a h igher  level, how ever, the transla tor 's  
a ltera tions make the texts easier to read and therefore more 
acceptable to the target readership and so one could argue that 
their decisions are being indirectly governed by target norms.
In Chapter 1 we noted Even-Zohar's distinction between the 
tw o posit ion s  which trans la tions , and indeed  any lite rary  
grouping, can occupy in a literary polysystem: either they can 
occupy a primary, innovative position; or they can occupy a 
secondary or conservative position. Anglo-american literature has 
traditionally been in the dominant, primary position in its own 
cu ltu ra l  p o lysystem , w hereas tran s la tion s  have occup ied  a 
secondary position. The four translated texts, as anticipated, 
occupy a secondary or conservative position within the British 
literary polysystem. We would argue that this dominant position 
o f  the Anglo-am erican cultural polysystem  correlates with the 
orientation towards target norms in the selection and production
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of these translations, one of the results o f which is the evident 
readiness of the translators to introduce alterations to the text.
(b) TRANSLATIONS PUBLISHED WITHIN THE SOVIET UNION 
Turning to the four translations from Russian into English that 
were published within the Soviet Union a very different picture 
appears when seen from the perspectives of pragmatics, norms 
and polysystem. The texts we analysed are: I t  H appened  in 
P e n k o v o , published by the Foreign Languages Publishing House; 
The House on the Square , also published by the Foreign Languages 
Publishing House; The Shore , published by Raduga Publishers and 
Money fo r  M aria , published in the journal 'Soviet literature' and in
book form most recently by Raduga Publishers.3
The very existence of the publishing houses mentioned above 
is significant. A distinctive feature of publishing in the Soviet 
Union until recently  has been the large scale production of
trans la tio ns  from  Russian into m any o ther languages. The
publishing house Progress, successor to The Publishing House of 
Foreign Languages as well as parts of The Publishing House of
Foreign Literature, had as its main function the publication of
translations of political, philosophical and technical works from 
Russian into a variety of languages. The main publishers of
translated literary works from Russian into other languages until 
recently  was the Raduga publishing house. Raduga published 
translations into a great number of languages including Arabic, 
Nepali, Vietnamese, as well as various languages spoken in India. 
Their 1990 catalogue listed translations into no less than thirty
eight languages, twenty-four of which were non-European.
3A1so published in London by Quartet Books (1981).
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The re la tive  im portance  of the fac tors  in fluencing  the
intentions of these senders/publishing houses differs from that 
influencing  the four previously  exam ined transla tions in that 
political considerations were generally given more weight than 
commercial and aesthetic factors. The 1989 Progress Catalogue 
illustrates this aim: '3H<m co m ctbo  c T iM T ep aT y p o tt H a MHOCTpaHHbix 
H 3biK ax7 B b in y c K a e M o tt M3AaTe/ibCTBOM « I l p o r p e c c » ,  jio 3 b o ,amt 
3 a p y 6 e x c H O M y  MMTaieyiio y iy n n ie  JioHHTb o 6 p a 3  )KM3HM m B3rviflAbi 
coBeTCKMX /lio A ett H a pa3/iMMHbie npo6yieM bi coB peM eH H ocTH '.4
The advent of g lasnost' and perestro ika  has very much
affected the production of translations out of Russian in the Soviet 
Union, also indicating the political, rather than commercial, basis 
of this form of translation. Alex Miller, a translator for Progress, 
wrote in 1991 that both Progress and Raduga 'are now primarily 
concerned with translation into Russian, and the foreign-language 
sections (French, English, Arabic, Hindu etc.) have been drastically 
whittled dow n'.5
This orientation towards Soviet values in turn leads us to 
expect that commercial, political and aesthetic acceptability in the 
target culture will be less important than for the previous four 
translations. The culture aimed at is the English-speaking world 
in gen era l ,6 to which access is gained mainly by the mailing 
system, and not the UK in particular, where Soviet-published texts 
have also  been available alm ost exclusively  by mail order. 
Looking at the texts themselves, they do not seem to be aiming at
a high level of acceptability in Western countries: unlike the four
4M3AaTeyibCTBo «Ilporpecc», AHHowpoBaHHbiPt reMaTHHecxHit n/iaH BbinycKa 
JiHTeparypu Ha HHocrpaHHbix H3bixax Ha 1939  ro a  Ha p yccxoM  H3bixe (Moscow, 
1988), p. 4.
5 Private communication.
6 Alex Miller, Private communication.
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previous translations, they do resemble any British non-translated 
publications available, the foreign origin is also im m ediately 
apparent on the front cover of It H appened in Penkovo , in which 
the authorship is unusually written as 'by Sergei Antonov' (my 
italics). There is no attem pt to downplay their identity  as 
translations, as was the case with the previous translations: in 
both It Happened in Penkovoy and The House on the Square , the 
title page is in English and the same details of title, author and 
publisher are given in Russian on the opposite page, and in all 
four translations an invitation is given at the end to the reader to 
write to the publishers with comm ents on the translation and 
design of the book.
In term s of the ir  s i tu a t io n a l i ty  these  tran s la tio ns  are 
fascinating in that, as translations, they are in principle designed 
to cross a cultural divide, but there does not seem to be attempt 
on the part of the translator, as Neubert suggested often occurs, to 
adapt the text to the target 'outlook on the situation'. One of the 
reasons for this, we would suggest, is the didactic purpose which 
c h a rac te r ised  Sovie t l ite ra ry  p rodu c tion , and the part icu la r  
function  of transla tions, expressed  in the ex trac t from the 
Progress catalogue above, as means of sharing and disseminating 
officially sanctioned Soviet values.
As expected, the norms governing the translations tended to 
be source culture oriented rather than target oriented. At the 
level of preliminary norms governing selection, the criteria for 
selection are much more political than commercial or aesthetic. 
The publishing of the source texts will have been highly regulated
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in the first p lace,7 and it can be confidently predicted that the 
greatest degree of selection has taken place before the source text
was published. The operational norm s governing the actual
translation process seem to be source rather than target oriented: 
there were relatively few adjustments to the segmentation of the 
text and at lower levels, such as lexicalisation, constructions were 
used which are peripheral in the English language. There also 
tended to be less alteration to speech paragraphs. This resulted in 
renderings which kept closely to the Russian speech format and
contained some unusual expressions as in the following translation 
from It Happened in Penkovo :
'W3-3a 6y0eTa HeToponyiMBO Bbiiueyi PlBaH CaBBMM. He o6paTMB 
Ha TOHK) BHMMaHMH, OH npOCYieAOBa/l K TflTIOllIKMHy M CKa3aA:
-Tax bot. Taxoe JipMMeM peuieHMe. Bo3MTb 3a peicy. Hcho?'8
'Ivan Savich made an unhurried appearance from behind the
sideboard. He took no notice of Tonya and, striding towards 
Tyatyushkin, said:
"Well, then, that's what we'll do. W e’ll take it across the river. 
Clear enough?"'9 (my italics)
The speech pattern has not been changed to conform to the 
English pattern; and the rendering of Echo? as 'Clear enough?' is 
also rather unusual. The main reason for this, we would suggest is 
the factor of linguistic and literary assimilation which must be
7The Red Pencil: Artists, Scholars and Censors in the USSR, edited by 
Marianna Tax Choldin and Maurice Friedberg (Boston, 1989).
8Ceprett Ahtohob, A e /io  6bi/io b IJemKOBe, in Cepreit Ahtohob, IIoBecTM m 
pacCKa3bi, (Moscow, 1961), pp. 204-359, p. 238.
9 Sergei Antonov, It H appened in Penkovo , translated by Olga Shartse 
(Moscow, 1959), p. 52.
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considered when discussing texts that have been translated into 
E ngli sh in the Soviet Union. Certain transla tors have been 
translating literary texts for Progress publishers and for Soviet 
L iterature  for many years and it may be expected that such 
prolonged contact of a target-language native speaker with the 
source language and culture will result in a decreased awareness 
of target literary and linguistic norms. The translations seem to 
correspond to Toury's description of source-oriented translations 
as translations that are ’made into a model-language, which is at 
best some part of TL and at worst an artificial, as such non­
existing language, and that TT is not introduced into the target 
literary polysystem but imposed on i t ' .10
These translations do not appear to have any definable role in 
the UK or US polysystems, it is more likely that they have had a 
more significant role in newly emerging literary systems.
(B) Translations from English into Russian
The English and American texts translated into Russian were: 
X e M v y x M H a  (The Pearl), published by MHOCTpaHHax /iM T eparypa \  
I lo c p e a H M K  (The Go-Between), published by Xy AOx c e c T Be HHa n  
TiM TepaTypa; Bmho m  OAyBaH'iMKOB (Dandelion Wine) and ySviTb  
JiepecMeiUHMKa (To Kill a Mockingbird), published by I I p a BAa ;  
K opjtaopbi B/iacTM (Corridors of Power) published by I l p o r p e c c ;  
XCeMHyxcMHa b  KopoHe  (The Jewel in the Crown) and B M HTepecax
^ G id eon  Toury, The Nature and Role o f  Norms in Literary Translation1 in 
Literature and Translation: New P erspectives in Literary S tudies, edited by 
James S. Holmes, Jose Lambert and Raymond van den Broeck (Louvain, 
1978), pp. 83-100, p. 89.
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r o c y a a p c T B a  (For Reasons of State) published by P a A y r a .  The 
question that we are considering concerns the relatively small 
number of alterations in these translations. We have mentioned 
above the relevance of structural differences between English and 
Russian as one possible reason which may account to some extent 
for this difference. In this section we exam ine the role of 
ex tra lin gu is t ic  factors w hich may also a ffec t a ltera tions in 
t ra n s la t io n .
As with the previous four translations from Russian into 
English in the Soviet Union the intentionality behind English- 
Russian  transla tions has tended to be m ainly influenced by 
political factors. As with Russian-English translation, translation is 
financed and controlled by the state. There is no competition 
between the publishing houses in terms of markets and all were 
subject to the same strict regulations, which could sometimes
allow surprising things through. There are indications, however, 
that the market influences introduced under perestroika and the 
ideological influences of glasnost' are beginning to affect Soviet 
publishing policy including the publication of translations (e.g. the 
appearance of detective stories and docum entaries now being 
published  in Russian and English translation, the demand for
which was previously criticised).11
The acceptability  of foreign works has varied with the
po lit ica l clim ate. The particu la r  caution with which foreign 
literature has been treated can be seen in the existence of the
monthly periodical ’New Books Abroad' which not only listed new
^M aurice Friedberg, 'Soviet Books, Censors and Readers' in Literature in 
Soviet Russia , edited by Max Hayward and Leopold Labedz (London, 1963), 
pp. 198-210 (pp. 204-205).
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pu b lica tions  but also gave recom m endations concern ing  the 
suitability of the publications for translation into Russian.12
In general the influence of the situationality has a noticeable 
effect on foreign works entering the Soviet Union. Its effect on 
the translation process can be seen in the editing and presentation 
of texts, ranging  from the m ilder form  of p resen ting  the 
translation with an introduction which indicated how the novel 
was to be interpreted from a socialist perspective, to the extreme 
form  of censorship  of transla tions, docum ented in detail in 
F r ie d b e rg 13 and Lieghton. Leighton also mentions the less obvious 
form  of con tro l which opera ted  know n as se lf-censorsh ip , 
whereby a translator or writer knew automatically what was and 
what was not allowable.14
The eight works examined in this study were not in this 
category, but adjustments were made to the text such as the 
add ing  of an in troduc tion , se tting  the fram ew ork  of the 
in te rp re ta t io n  of the novel. O ther ad ju s tm en ts  inc luded  
transferring the list of contents to the end of the novel in all of the 
novels and adding illustrations, which is a much more target 
oriented practice.
In terms of preliminary norms the translations have all been 
through a strict selection process. Gregory W alker notes that 'the 
importance of careful and vigilant selection by Soviet publishers 
in choosing works for translation from foreign languages has been 
frequently stressed by Party and government and is visible in a
12Book Publishing in the USSR: Reports o f  the Delegations o f  US Book 
Publishers visiting the USSR, second edition (Cambridge, M assachussets, 
1971), pp. 32-33.
13Maurice Friedberg, A Decade o f  Euphoria: Western Literature in Post- 
Stalin Russia, 1954-64  (Bloomington, 1977).
14Lauren G. Leighton, Two Worlds, One Art: Literary Translation in Russia 
and America  (Illinois, 1991), p. 36.
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num ber of special regulations applying to the publication of 
t r a n s la t i o n s ' .15 The common factor in all eight novels which is 
expected to have influenced their selection is that their themes do 
not contradict official Soviet values.
In terms of operational norms they are target-oriented in 
some aspects, seen in the presentation of the translation and the 
adding of an introduction; stylistically the translations tend to be 
ta rg e t-o r ien ted ,  and a la rge  num ber o f  speech a lte ra t ions  
conforming to target norms was noted; yet at higher levels of text 
structure, in segmentation, for example, they adhere to the norms 
of the source text. This may be a result of the traditional 
accep tance  of foreign w orks and to lerance  of foreign  text 
structures, perhaps because of the high prestige of the works 
translated and the literatures to which they belong.
Translations of foreign works have occupied both primary 
and secondary positions in the history of the Soviet literary 
polysystem, depending on the prevailing political atmosphere. In 
the translations belonging to period being studied a combination 
of features characteristic of both primary and secondary positions 
can be seen. As far as form is concerned, translation has at times 
occupied a primary position and has been a means of introducing 
new forms, with translations of experimental works such as those 
of Joyce and Faulkner being regularly reprinted. At the higher 
levels of text structure and paragraph structure in particular we 
also noted the acceptance into the target culture of source text 
n o rm s .
15Gregory Walker, Soviet Book Publishing Policy  (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 
118-119.
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As far as themes are concerned, however, there has been less 
scope for innovation  through o ffic ia l trans la tion  ch anne ls , 
although this applied less to classical works, such as the well 
known translations of Shakespearean tragedy during the Stalinist 
period. We also noted that there was adaptation to the stylistic 
norms of the target culture and adaptation in term s of the 
introduction and overall presentation of the novels.
An interesting effect of differing norms within the Soviet and 
Anglo-american polysystems is that sometimes an author whose 
work is not highly rated in one system becomes central to the 
other system. The works of James Aldridge, for example, are not 
very well known outside the Soviet Union but have gained a 
central place in the official Soviet canon.
SUMMARY
We began with the question as to why there was such a variety in 
the numbers of alterations introduced by translators from Russian 
into E nglish  and why there were so few alterations in the 
translations from English into Russian. The examination of the 
extra linguistic  situations surrounding the process of translation 
from the initiation to its final publication has shown up clear 
differences in the basic priorities of those translations produced in 
the Soviet Union - both English into Russian and Russian into 
English - and the translations produced outside the Soviet Union. 
These d ifferences have a sign ifican t effect upon the norms 
adhered to in the translation process which affects, among other 
features, the level of alteration that a translator is allowed to or 
motivated to introduce into the translation.
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(II) TRANSLATIONS EAST AND WEST
In the light of the previous section we would expect that a literary 
text that is translated in the Soviet Union will tend to have less 
alterations to paragraph and section alterations than the same text 
that is translated outside the Soviet Union.
In order to verify this the ideal method would be to compare
the versions of a text in Russian that has been translated both
within and outside the Soviet Union. It is rare, however, to find 
texts belonging to the Soviet period that have been translated into 
English both in the Soviet Union and in the West. There are some 
examples from a period before that of the corpus, however. The 
w r i t in g s  o f  M axim  G orky  in p a r t ic u la r  p ro v id e  am ple  
opportunities for comparing Soviet and Western translations.
Two novels by Gorky were examined and the first twenty
pages of both STs were compared with the two translations of 
each ST .16 Alterations at paragraph and section level were noted 
and certain tendencies in translational norms were observed.
In the following extract from M om yHMBopcMTOTbi ( M y  
U n i v e r s i t i e s )  the translator has omitted a paragraph division, 
whereas in the translation published in the Soviet Union the
translator has not done so:
16MaKCMM TopbKMfl, JJotctbo, B siioamx, M om yHMBepcMTem, (Moscow, 1958).
M. Gorky, My U niversities , translated by Helen Altschuler, third edition 
(M oscow, 1923).
Maxim Gorki, Reminiscences of  my Youth, translated by Veronica Dewey 
(London, 1924).
MaKCMM ropbKMft, M a n  (Moscow, 1948).
M. Gorky, M o th er ,  translated by Margaret Wettlin, fourth edition, 2 vols 
(M oscow, 1955).
Maxim Gorky, M other,  (New York, 1930).
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’PaccKa3biBafl, oh pmtmmmockm JioKaHMBa/icn, jipMKpbiBa/i ryia3a 
M MaCTO MHrKMM 5KOCTOM KacaYlCfl rpyAM CBOett npOTMB CepAIia.
*royioc y  H ero 6bi/i r / iy x o tt  TycxYibitt, a  cyioBa - apKMe, m mto- 
to coYioBbMHoe neYio b hmx '.17
Soviet-published translation:
'He would talk with half-closed eyes, his body swaying 
ry thm ically , his hand rising softly, in a frequently  repeated 
gesture, to touch his chest, over his heart.
*His voice was dull and colourless, yet his words were vivid, 
with something of the nightingale throbbing through them '.18
Translation published outside the Soviet Union:
'He swayed rhythmically to and fro as he told the story, 
shielding his eyes from the light and now and then touching his 
heart with a gentle gesture of his hand, *and though his voice was 
thick and muffled, his words were as clear as a nightingale's 
so n g '.19
A clear difference in the translational norms being adhered to 
is evident when the two translations above are compared. The 
S ov ie t-p u b lish ed  trans la tion  is m ore S T -o rien ted  than the 
translation published in the West. This difference in orientation 
occurs not only at paragraph level, but also at micro-level, at the 
levels of lexis and word order. The adverb 'softly' for example,
17MaKCMM ro p b K M tt, JJercTBo, B siioaxx , Mom yHMBepcitTem, p . 500.
18M. Gorky, My U niversities , translated by Helen Altschuler, third edition 
(M oscow, 1923).
19Maxim Gorki, Reminiscences o f  my Youth, translated by Veronica Dewey 
(London, 1924).
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together with the verb ’to rise’ is a peripheral combination in 
English prose.
In the comparison between the novel A fa r*  (M o t h e r ) and its 
translations a similar pattern emerges. There were not only 
paragraph and section alterations but also alterations at the level 
of chapters in the translation published outside the Soviet Union:
Tax uiam h©a©am, M©CAAb, m He3aM©TH0 JipouiAo ABa 
TOAa CTpaHHOtt MOAMaAMBOtt 3KM3HM, JIOAHOR CMyTHbIX 
AyM m onac©HMR, bc© B03pacTaBiiiMX.
IV
OAHaxcAbi jioca© yxcMHa IIaB©A onycTMA 3aHaB©cxy Ha 
OKH©, C©A B yrOA M CTaA MMTaTb, IIOB©CMB Ha CT©HKy HaA 
cbo©R roAOBott xc©CTHHyio AaMixy. MaTb y6paAa nocyAy m 
BblMAA M3 KyXHM, OCTOpO)KHO IIOAOllIAa K H©My. OH 
nOAHAA TOAOBy M BOnpOCMT©AbHO B3rAAHyA ©R B AMIJO.20
Soviet-published translation:
And so the weeks and months passed until two years 
had gone by - two years of this strange, silent life full of 
vague thoughts and growing apprehension.
IV
One evening after supper Pavel drew the curtain 
over the window, and after hanging the tin lamp on the 
nail over his chair, sat down in the corner and began to 
read. His mother came out of the kitchen when the
20MaiccMM ropbK M tt, M a n  (Moscow, 1948), p. 12.
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dishes were washed and slowly went over to him. He 
raised his head and looked at her inquiringly.21
Translation published in the West:
Thus weeks and months elapsed; and imperceptibly 
two years slipped by, two years o f a strange, silent life, 
full of d isqu ie ting  thoughts and anxie ties that kept
continually  increasing.
Once, when after supper Pavel drew the curtain over 
the window, sat down in a corner, and began to read, his 
tin lamp hanging on the wall over his head, the mother, 
after removing the dishes, came out of the kitchen and 
carefully walked up to him. He raised his head, and
w ithout speaking looked at her with a questioning
e x p re s s io n .22
When the first twenty pages of the two novels by Gorky and 
their corresponding  transla tions were com pared the follow ing 
results were obtained:
Text P a r a g r a p h  S e c tio n  C h apter
A lter a tio n s  A lte r a t io n s  A lter a tio n s
M o th e r
(USA published ) 8 2 2
M o th e r
(USSR published) 0 0 0
R em in iscences  o f  
my Youth
(UK published) 6 0 0
My U niversities
(USSR published) 0 0 0
21M. Gorky, M o th e r , translated by Margaret Wettlin, fourth edition, 2 vols
(Moscow, 1955), p. 20.
22Maxim Gorky, M o th er , (New York, 1930), p. 17.
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The translations that were published in Britain or the United 
States contained alterations at the level of paragraph, section and 
chapter structure while those published in the USSR did not. This 
gave more evidence in support of the hypothesis that the USSR 
published texts adhere more to ST norms than those published 
outside the USSR.
Further evidence to support this hypothesis comes from other 
macrostructural features. Both of the USSR published translations 
contain two adjacent title pages, one in Russian and the other in 
English. There is no attempt made to disguise the origin of the ST. 
The USSR published translations also contain illustrations (even in 
the latest reprinting) which is much more of a source culture 
practice. Most revealing of all is the final note to the reader at the 
end of each volume:
TO THE READER 
The Foreign Languages Publishing House would be 
grateful fo r  your comments on the content, translation  
and design o f  this book. We would also be pleased to 
receive any other suggestions you may wish to make.
Our address is: 21, Zubovsky Boulevard, Moscow, 
U.S.S.R13
The UK and USA published translations were less ST oriented 
at macrostructural levels. There was one title page in English and
23 P \ . L\crr\cij , IkotV W  , tfofOJCovQi iA)ei\Uw i jovafU -edition t
z  \jo\S CMos<fc*J, X J p-3£X
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there were no illustrations. In many recent translations from 
Russian that have been published in the W est there has been a 
tendency to present the work as belonging to the target literary 
system, rather than being a translation. This tendency is also 
evident to some extent in the translation of M a r i ,  p roduced 
outside the Soviet Union in that there is no mention of the fact 
that the text is a translation and the translator's name is not 
given. There was no attempt to disguise the foreign origin of the 
source text, however. Both texts contain an introduction: one text 
begins with a note from the translator and in the other text begins 
with a Foreword by Charles Edward Russell. In both of these 
introductory texts the social conditions in Russia play a prominent 
role which one would expect as the translations were published at 
a time of m omentous change in Russia. Indeed one of the 
strategies of the translations appears to be to give an insight both 
into the Russian character and into the conditions of life in Russia 
that provoked such unrest. The translator's note at the beginning 
of R e m in is c e n c e s  o f  M y Y o u th , com m ents  on the w ider 
implications of Gorky's writing:
’in his hero-tramps he typified ... the struggle of a human 
being groping his way upwards from the depths of ignorance and 
degradation to the light. It is a m otive which is constantly 
recurring in his work, and which is perhaps one of the greatest 
contributions he has made towards Russian spiritual growth'.24
In the Foreword to the translation M o t h e r , ra ther more 
sweeping claims are made for the achievements of the novel:
24Maxim Gorki, Reminiscences o f  my Youth, translated by Veronica Dewey
(London, 1924), ix.
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No one can understand the Russia of these days that 
does not understand the Russia of those. Of all single 
illuminants upon this terrific struggle Gorky is the 
most competent, the most accurate, the most moving. 
W hat a h is to r ian  or p h i lo so p h e r  m igh t have 
attempted in vain through many tomes, Gorky effects 
infallibly in a few chapters. Piece by piece with 
deliberate care he has joined his luciferous mosaic. 
When he is done Russia stands forth in a flood of 
l igh t .25
One surprising alteration is the change of title in the USA 
published translation from My  U nivers ities ,  the direct Russian 
translation, to Reminiscences o f  M y Youth. The explanation for 
this is found in a note to the reader:
T h e  Russian title of the present volume is M y U nivers ities , 
but since Gorky never went to a university, and the book deals 
entirely with the reminiscences of his early youth, the title has 
been changed to R em in iscences  o f  M y Y o u th , as being more 
descriptive in English of the contents of the book'.26
SUMMARY
1 The translations into English published in the Soviet Union are 
likely to be ST oriented or 'adequate' at the levels of paragraph, 
section  and chapter; w hereas the tran s la tions  into English  
published outside the Soviet Union are likely to be more oriented
25Maxim Gorky, M o th er , (New York, 1930), ix.
25Maxim Gorki, Reminiscences o f  my Youth, translated by Veronica Dewey
(London, 1924), vii.
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towards target literature norms, or 'acceptable' at the levels of 
paragraph, section and chapter.
2 If a novel is both translated into English and published in 
the Soviet Union it will tend to differ in higher level features, such 
as paragraph segm entation and to be m ore 'adequate ' than a 
translation of the same novel that has been both translated and 
published outside the Soviet Union.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In Chapter 1 we examined various developments in linguistics of 
relevance to the study of translation. Of particular interest was 
the approach of structuralism in its Prague School development, 
which was pioneering in its application of linguistics to literature 
and which contributed much to translation studies. Recent writing 
on the subject of norms and polysystem which we introduce later 
in the chapter in relation to translation acknowledges its origins in 
the Prague School. We also considered the role of extralinguistic 
factors, or pragmatics, which is a well established aspect of Soviet 
translation studies. We consider the application of textlinguistics 
to transla tion , from the early work of Nida to more recent 
frameworks which combine concepts from the areas of semiotics, 
linguistics and pragmatics. In the second part of the chapter we 
discussed various sometimes contradictory views of the nature of 
the p a rag rap h , g roup ing  them  in to  p re sc r ip t iv e  and non- 
prescriptive and subdividing the non-prescriptive views according 
to the  s tren g th  of the  re la t io n sh ip  su g g e s te d  be tw een  
orthographic  paragraph structure and semantic structure. We 
re jec ted  the views at both ex trem es - that there  was no 
re la t io n sh ip  be tw een  sem an tic  s t ru c tu re  and o r th o g rap h ic  
paragraph structure and that there was a direct correspondence 
between the two, in favour of a less categorical approach in which 
it is suggested that there is a relationship between orthographic 
paragraph structure and semantic structure, but that there was 
not always a direct correspondence between units at orthographic
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and semantic level, which makes it possible for alterations to 
orthographic paragraph structure to occur in translation.
In Chapter 2 we made a general distinction between what we 
termed speech paragraphs and narrative paragraphs, although we 
found borderline cases. In considering speech paragraphs we 
found regular differences in the conventions between English and 
Russian. In English the speech is usually grouped together with 
the surrounding narrative, whereas in Russian the speech part is 
usually divided from the surrounding narrative by a new line, 
e ither preceding or following the speech. W hen the speech 
paragraphs were examined in the corpus of sixteen texts and their 
translations it was found that the translators regularly altered the 
speech paragraphs in accordance with the conventions of the
target language.
This con tras ted  with the find ings when the narra tive  
p a ra g rap h s  w ere com pared  in the source  tex ts  and the
translations. Here it was found a) that the translations from 
Russian into English contained many more alterations to narrative 
paragraph structure in translation than translations from English 
into Russian and b) that there was a wide range in the number of 
a lte ra tions in troduced in the transla tions from Russian into 
English, ranging from none to seventy-four. The remainder of the 
study focussed on these results and the possible reasons for them.
In Chapter 3 we proposed a framework of paragraph features 
com bined  m ainly  from  studies o f pa rag raph  s truc tu re  by
Barnwell, Beekman, Callow, Larson and Longacre. Most of these
studies had not been applied to such a diffuse form as the modem 
novel and one of the aims was to consider the applicability of such 
a framework in such a context. There were two main aims as far
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as exp la in ing  the resu lts  in the p rev ious pa rag raph  were 
concerned . The first aim was to assess how typical the 
tran s la tio n s  w ere of non -trans la ted  l i te ra tu re  in te rm s of 
paragraph construction; for this analysis the paragraph structure 
of the translations was compared with the paragraph structure of 
a similar number of non-translated texts. The second aim was to 
assess the level of similarity or difference between paragraph 
construction in the source and target literatures; for this analysis 
the number of features in all the English texts (both the non- 
transla ted  texts and the texts transla ted  into R ussian) was 
compared with the number of features in all the Russian texts 
(both the non-transla ted  texts and the texts transla ted  into 
English). The results showed that there was no sta tistically  
significant difference between the translated and non-translated 
texts in either English or Russian; and that there was also no 
statistically significant difference between all of the English texts 
and all of the Russian texts, i.e. no difference in paragraph 
structure norms between the source and target languages which 
might have accounted for the alterations in translation.
Having established that the reason for the alterations was not 
differences in paragraph features between the source and target 
languages, we went on to consider the issue of paragraph length. 
One p o ss ib i l i ty  was tha t the tran s la to r  was a lte r ing  the 
paragraphs in translation to conform  to the standard paragraph 
length in the target literature; another possibility  was that the 
transla tor was altering paragraphs to conform  to the average 
paragraph length within the source text itself. In order to test 
these hypotheses the length of the first fifty paragraphs in all 
thirty-two translated and non-translated texts was noted. Each
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instance  of paragraph altera tion was then exam ined and the
paragraph length as well as other features was noted. The 
pa rag raph  leng ths in the ind iv idu a l  a lte ra t io n s  w ere  then 
compared first with the average paragraph length in the target 
literature and second with the average paragraph length of that 
tex t itself . A corre la tion  was noted betw een the average
paragraph length of the source text and the paragraph lengths of 
the paragraphs before a ltera tion  in transla tion: there was a
tendency to link together paragraphs that were shorter than the
source text average and to divide paragraphs that were longer 
than the source text average. No correlation was found between 
the average paragraph length of the target litera ture  and the
p a rag rap h  leng ths of the pa rag rap h s  befo re  a l te ra t io n  in 
translation. It was suggested that the alterations that took place 
tended to conform to the source text norm rather than to the 
norm of the target literature. The difference between Russian and 
English as language types was noted as a relevant area requiring 
further investigation.
When the alterations were examine a considerable number of 
paragraphs consisting  of one sentence was noted. It was 
suggested that since one-sentence paragraphs were not the norm, 
translators might tend to add one-sentence paragraphs to adjacent 
paragraphs as another way of conforming to the norms in the 
source text. In order to test this hypothesis the percentage of 
one-sentence paragraphs in the first fifty paragraphs of all the 
English texts was compared with the percentage of one-sentence 
paragraphs involved in the alterations. As predicted it was found 
that a much higher percentage of one-sentence paragraphs were 
involved in linkages than occurred over the first fifty paragraphs.
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Alterations frequently resulted in one-sentence paragraphs being 
added to adjacent paragraphs, whereas very rare ly  did one- 
sentence paragraphs result from a division. The conclusion was 
that the examination of the alterations from the perspectives of 
paragraph length and one-sentence paragraphs clearly  indicated 
that translators tended to alter according to the norms of the 
source text.
The immediate causes of the alterations had been analysed 
and m ost accounted for, but there were still questions that 
rem ained concerning the wide range of paragraph alterations in 
the translations from Russian into English; and the relatively few 
alterations in the translations from English into Russian. In 
Chapter 4 we sought answers to the remaining questions from the 
areas of p ragm atics, norms and polysystem  with a view to 
explaining these wider trends in translation. Concepts from the 
areas of pragmatics, norms and polysystem were applied to: 1 - 
translations from Russian into English published outside the Soviet 
Union, 2 - translations from Russian into English published within 
the Soviet Union, and 3 - translations from English into Russian 
published within the Soviet Union. D ifferences were found 
between all three groups, but groups 2 and 3 had much more in 
com m on in terms of pragm atics, norms and polysystem  than 
either had with group 1. The reasons for the established practice 
of translation out of Russian within the Soviet Union - group 2 - 
were identified as mainly political and contrasted with the mainly 
com m erc ia l  m otivation  behind the publish ing  o f  transla tions 
outside the Soviet Union - group 1.
In the final section we compared the translations of two 
novels by Gorky in order to illustrate the two approaches seen in
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the translation groups 1 and 2. It was found that the translations 
published within the Soviet Union had no alterations to paragraph 
structure, whereas the translations published outside the Soviet
Union had several a lterations. The general presentation and
orientation of the translations was also examined. The results
were consisten t with the previous findings of the study: the 
translations published within the Soviet Union were more source- 
oriented which was seen in the lack of paragraph alterations and 
lack of adaptation to the target text norms in the appearance of 
the texts; whereas the translations published outside the Soviet
U nion  w ere m ore ta rge t-o r ien ted  which was seen in the 
paragraph alterations and the adaptation to the target text norms 
in the presentation of the texts.
Several significant findings resulted  from  the study. The
analysis of paragraph features confirm ed that the orthographic
paragraph structure of a text is related to its semantic structure 
and that this is seen in the regular appearance of features 
marking the opening of a paragraph. The relationship is not a 
r ig id  how ever, and this enables a ltera tion  to be made to 
paragraph structure in translation, Some types of alteration in 
translation are conventional, such as alterations relating to the 
reporting of speech which occur frequently in both translations 
from  Russian into English and translations from English into
Russian. A lterations to the structure o f narrative paragraphs 
w ere  a lso  analysed  and the m ain  fac to rs  m o tiva ting  the
alterations were suggested to be those of paragraph length and 
the presence of one-sentence paragraphs in com bination with 
other features of paragraph construction. Alterations to narrative
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paragraph structure occur much more often in translations from 
Russian into English published outside the Soviet Union than in 
either translations from Russian into English published within the 
Soviet Union or translations from English into Russian published 
within the Soviet Union. It was suggested that although the 
relatively few alterations to translations from English into Russian 
may be partly the result of structural differences between Russian 
and English , the organisation of transla tion production itse lf  
within and outside the Soviet Union had a direct bearing on the 
tendency of a transla tion  to be a ltered  both in paragraph 
construction and general presentation. This was supported in an 
analysis of translations of the same novels published within and 
outside the Soviet Union.
With the advent of glasnost' and perestroika the organisation 
of translation in Eastern Europe has been considerably affected. 
Some forms of translation, such as the translation of Russian texts 
into English may disappear entirely, and commercial rather than 
po lit ica l considera tions are expected  to p redom inate  in the 
selection and production of translations.
APPENDIX A
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OPENING WORDS OF FIRST TWENTY PARAGRAPHS 
(A) E nglish  Texts
1 John Steinbeck, The Pearl (London, 1967)
Para 1 p. 7 'Kino awakened.
2 P- 7 'Kino's eyes...'
3 pp. 7-8 'Kino heard...'
4 P- 8 'His blanket...’
5 P- 8 'Juana went...’
6 P- 8 'Now Kino...'
7 P- 8 'Outside the...'
8 pp. 8-9 'The dawn...’
9 P- 9 'Kino heard...'
10 pp. 9-10 'Across the...'
1 1 P- 10 'As he came...'
12 P- 10 'The sun...’
13 P- 10 'It was a...'
14 PP . 10-11 'Kino’s breath...’
15 P- 11 'The scorpion...’
16 P- 11 'Kino stood...’
17 P- 11 'Kino's hand...'
1 8 P- 12 'But Juana had...
1 9 P- 12 'Kino hovered...'
2 0 P- 12 'The screams...'
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2 Daphne du Maurier, My Cousin Rachel (London, 1980)
Para 1 p. 5 'They used to...'
2 p. 5 ’Not any...'
3 p. 5 'He swung...'
4 p. 5 'It was winter...’
5 p. 6 'I wished...'
6 p. 6 'I shrugged...'
7 p. 7 'He turned...'
8 p. 7 'Well, that...’
9 pp. 7-8 'He may...’
10 p. 8 'The point...'
1 1 p. 8 'How soft...'
1 2 pp. 8-9 'I still have...'
13 p. 9 'Ambrose, those...’
14 pp. 9-10 'But I was...'
15 p. 10 'It did not happen...'
16 pp. 10-11 'Did she...'
17 P . i i 'There is no...'
1 8 P . i i 'No, there is no...'
1 9 pp. 11-12 'Had I looked...’
2 0 p. 12 'I had no...'
3 L. P. Hartley, The Go-Between (Midd
Para 1 p. 7 'The past...'
2 p. 7 'When I came...'
3 P- 7 'It was a...'
4 p. 7 'My first...'
5 pp. 7-8 'I did not...'
6 p. 8 'Yet even...'
7 p. 9 The Fishes...'
8 pp. 9-10 'And the expansion...'
9 p. 10 'The diary...'
10 p. 10 'In my zodiacal...'
1 1 p. 10 'My birthday...'
12 pp. 10-11 'There were only...'
13 P. i i 'One result...'
14 P. i i 'What had I...’
15 pp. 11-12 'After that...'
1 6 p. 12 'So I tried...’
17 pp. 12-13 'For the moment...'
1 8 p. 13 'Strangely enough...'
1 9 p. 13 'They would...’
2 0 p. 14 'In the privacy...'
4 Kurt Vonnegut Jr., Player Piano  (London,
Para 1 p. 9 'Ilium, New York...'
2 p. 9 'In the Northwest...'
3 p. 9 'If the bridge...'
4 p. 9 'During the...'
5 p. 9 'Ten years...'
6 p. 9 'He didn't feel...’
7 p. 9 Those  old...'
8 pp. 9-10 'As for the Proteus...’
9 p. 10 'Doctor Katharine...'
1 0 p. 10 'Bud, who...
1 1 pp. 10-11 'He was showing...'
1 2 P. i i Paul raised...'
13 P. i i 'Three walls...'
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14 pp. 11-12 'As Paul walked...'
15 pp. 12-13 'Paul drove...'
16 p. 13 'Some people...'
17 p. 13 'Paul felt...’
1 8 p. 13 'Objectively, Paul...
19 pp. 13-14 Paul wished...'
2 0 p. 14 'He stood...'
5 Ray Bradbury, Dandelion Wine (London,
Para 1 p. 7 'It was a quiet...'
2 p. 7 'Douglas Spalding...'
3 p. 7 'A whole summer...’
4 p. 7 'But now...’
5 p. 7 'One night...'
6 p. 7 'He stood...'
7 p. 7 'The street...'
8 p. 7 'Douglas smiled...’
9 p. 7 'There, and...'
10 pp. 7-8 'Yellow squares...’
1 1 p. 8 'Clock alarms...'
12 p. 8 'The sun...'
13 p. 8 'He gave...'
14 p. 8 'Doors slammed...'
15 p. 8 'Summer 1928...'
16 p. 8 'Crossing the...'
17 p. 9 'So, with the...'
1 8 p. 9 'Douglas watched...'
19 p. 9 'Yet the fact...'
2 0 p. 9 'The car stopped...'
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6 Elizabeth Taylor, The Sleeping Beauty  (London, 1983)
Para 1 p. 1 'Now that...'
2 p. 1 'Seeing him...'
3 pp. 1-2 'One thing...’
4 p. 2 'A large...’
5 p. 2 'While she...’
6 p. 2 'The window...’
7 p. 2 'Out on the...'
8 p. 3 'The children had...'
9 p. 4 'At the top...'
10 p. 5 'The children were...
1 1 p. 6 'When she opened...'
12 p. 6 'There was dust...'
13 p. 7 'He turned...'
1 4 p. 8 'Vinny could...’
1 5 p. 8 'Laurence, hearing...
16 p. 8 'He turned his chin..
17 p. 8 'When Isabella...'
1 8 p. 9 'He stood up...'
1 9 pp. 9-10 'He seemed...'
2 0 p. 10 'Laurence tried...’
7 Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (London, 1974) 
Para 1 p. 9 ’When he was...'
2 p. 9 'When enough years...'
3 pp. 9-10 'Being Southerners...'
4 p. 10 'It was customary...’
5 p. 10 'Simon would...'
6 pp. 10-11 'When my father...’
7 P- 1 'During his...'
8 P- 1 'Maycomb was...'
9 P- 1 'People moved...'
10 pp. 11-12 'We lived...’
1 1 P- 2 'Calpurnia was...’
12 P- 2 'Our mother...'
13 P- 2 'When I was...'
1 4 P- 2 'That was the...'
15 P- 3 'Dill was from...'
1 6 P- 3 'Dill was a curiosity...’
1 7 P- 4 'Dill blushed...'
1 8 P- 4 'But by the end...'
1 9 P- 4 'The Radley Place fascinated.
2 0 P- 4 'The Radley Place jutted...'
8 M.M. Kaye, Shadow o f  the Moon (London, 1979)
Para 1 p. 3 'Mrs Grantham knew.
2 p. 3 'But Sabrina...’
3 p. 3 'Sabrina's paternal... '
4 pp. 3-4 'Their union...'
5 p. 4 'The Earl...'
6 p. 4 'His first-born...'
7 p. 4 'Only John...’
8 p. 4 'Johnny was...'
9 pp. 4-5 'Johnny, had he...'
10 p. 5 'But Charles...'
1 1 p. 5 'Two years later...'
1 2 p. 5 'The Earl could...'
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13 p. 5 'But it was a day...'
14 p. 5 'Perhaps there...'
15 p. 5 'For a time...'
1 6 pp. 5-6 'When he...'
17 p. 6 'But there was...’
1 8 p. 6 'Johnny’s daughter...
19 p. 6 'But it was...'
2 0 p. 6 'Sabrina grew...’
9 C P Snow, The Corridors o f  Power  (London, 1964).
Para 1 p. 2 'I stopped...’
2 p. 2 'We walked...'
3 p. 2 'There was nothing.
4 pp. 2-3 'Prompt to...'
5 p. 3 'She was tall...'
6 p. 3 'Other people...'
7 p. 3 'As for...’
8 p. 3 'As we sat...'
9 pp. 3-4 'There was going...'
10 p. 4 'It was not...'
1 1 p. 4 'I looked...'
12 p. 4 'Caro Quaife...'
13 p. 5 'The conversation...'
14 p. 5 'The other...’
15 pp. 5-6 'As Rodger...'
16 p. 6 'He had...'
17 p. 6 'For a moment...'
1 8 pp. 6-7 'She was so...'
19 p. 7 'I tried...’
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2 0  p. 7 'He had interested...'
10 Paul Gallico, Flowers fo r  Mrs Harris (London, 1991)
Para 1 p. 5 The small...'
2 pp. 5-6 'She was neatly...'
3 p. 6 'Any knowledgeable...
4 p. 6 'On the Viscount's...'
5 p. 6 'Up to that...'
6 pp. 6-7 'The world...'
7 p. 7 'Mrs Harris cleaned...'
8 pp. 7-8 'The green...'
9 p. 8 'A wholesome...'
10 pp. 8-9 'A minute...'
1 1 p. 10 'At the bureau...'
12 pp. 10-11 'The Airways man...'
13 p. 11 'As Mrs Harris...’
14 p. 11 'Riding along...'
15 pp. 11-12 'Mrs Harris's list...'
16 p. 12 'There was a Major...'
17 p. 12 'She was fond...'
1 8 p. 12 'She 'did' for...'
19 p. 12 'There were others...’
2 0 pp. 12-13 'All of these...'
11 Paul Scott, The Jew el in the C row n , in The R a j Q uartet  
(London ,1984), pp. 1-451
Para 1 p. 1 'Imagine, then...'
2 p. 1 'It is a landscape...'
3 p. 1 'This is the story...'
4 p. 1 'In the Bibighar...'
5 pp. 1-2 'In 1942...’
6 p. 2 'As they were fond...’
7 p. 2 ’What few people...’
8 p. 2 ’She was sorry...’
9 pp. 2-3 ’Reacting from...’
10 pp. 3-4 ’However, Miss Crane...
1 1 p. 4 ’The soldiers...’
1 2 p. 4 ’There was one...’
13 pp. 4-5 ’Clancy, she was...’
1 4 p. 5 ’Sometimes, when...’
1 5 p. 5 ’She was, as...’
16 p. 5 ’Edwina Crane...’
1 7 pp. 5-6 ’She was not...’
1 8 p. 6 ’So the little...’
1 9 pp. 6-7 ’The voyage...’
2 0 P- 7 ’She was with...’
12 J. G. Farrell, Troubles  (Middlesex, 1982
Para 1 p. 7 ’In those days...’
2 pp. 7-8 ’Curiously, in spite...’
3 p. 8 ’It had once...’
4 pp. 8-9 ’In the summer...’
5 p. 9 ’Home on leave...’
6 p. 9 ’Although he was...’
7 pp. 9-10 ’Angela was...’
8 p. 10 ’After he...’
9 pp. 10-11 ’On leaving...’
10 P. i i ’The Major...’
11 pp. 11-12 'And there was...'
1 2 p. 12 'It was the early...'
1 3 p. 13 T h e  Major stood...'
14 p. 13 T h e  train...'
15 p. 13 'A few minutes...’
1 6 pp. 13-14 'Angela, who...'
17 p. 14 'They were now...'
1 8 pp. 14-15 'Abruptly, Ripon...'
1 9 p. 15 'Not far away...'
2 0 pp. 15-16 'Ripon brought...'
13 Iris Murdoch, The Word Child (London,
Para 1 p. 1 'The first speaker...'
2 p. 1 'We emerged...'
3 p. 1 'We entered...’
4 pp. 1-2 'My 'home'...'
5 pp. 2-3 'I will briefly...'
6 pp. 3-4 'The wind...'
7 p. 4 'I went into the hall...'
8 pp. 4-5 'I went into the bedroom
9 p. 5 'The Impiatts...'
1 0 p. 6 'Clifford Larr...'
1 1 p. 6 'Freddie Impiatt and...’
12 p. 6 'Freddie then was...'
13 p. 7 'As I may sometimes...’
14 pp. 7-8 'Laura, no longer...'
1 5 pp. 8-9 'I never minded...'
1 6 p. 12 'When I left...’
1 7 p. 13 'Crystal lived in a...'
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18 p. 13 'Crystal lived alone...'
19  p. 13 'I let myself in...'
2 0 p. 14 'I sat down...'
14 J.G Ballard, Empire o f the Sun (London, 1984).
Para 1 p. 3 'Wars came early...’
2 p. 3 'Jim had begun...’
3 p. 3 ’To Jim’s dismay...’
4 p. 3 ’Thinking of all...’
5 p. 4 ’Outside the vestry...’
6 p. 4 ’Usually Jim devoured...'
7 p. 4 'Jim was glad...'
8 pp. 4-5 'The commentator's... '
9 p. 5 'Jim hated...’
1 0 p. 5 'Had his brain...'
1 1 pp. 5-6 'Jim had no doubt...'
1 2 p. 6 'By contrast...'
13 p. 6 'At the beginning...'
14 p. 6 'As soon as they...'
15 p. 7 'By way of...'
16 p. 7 'However, if the task...'
1 7 p. 7 'As he flung...'
1 8 p. 8 'Awed by this...'
1 9 p. 8 'Fortunately, Vera's pride.
2 0 p. 9 'His father turned...'
15 Antony Beevor, For Reasons o f State (London, 1981). 
Para 1 p. 7 'The driver of the...'
2 p. 7 'The driver was not...'
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3 pp. 7-8 ’Maria heard one...'
4 p. 8 ’Ernesto sat...'
5 pp. 8-9 'Two hours later...'
6 p. 9 'The tapes...'
7 p. 9 'Within twenty-four hours...
8 p. 10 'It was fear...'
9 p. 10 'The officer looked...'
1 0 p. i i 'There was an unnatural...'
1 1 p. i i 'His attention...'
1 2 pp. 1 1 - 1 2 'The vicar...’
13 p. 12 'While the final...'
14 pp. 12-13 'As he watched...'
15 p. 13 'While the notes...'
1 6 p. 13 'The more...'
1 7 p. 13 'He again...'
1 8 pp. 13-14 'During the last...'
1 9 p. 14 'Outside in the...'
2 0 p. 14 'Sherman glanced...'
16 Frederick Forsyth, The Day o f  the Jackal (London, 1985)
Para 1 p. 5 'It is cold...’
2 P- 5 'A foot...'
3 P* 5 'Beyond the...'
4 P- 5 'The death...'
5 P- 5 'The sun...’
6 P- 6 'While the city's...
7 P- 6 'The drivers...'
8 P- 6 'There was more..
9 P- 6 'The chauffeurs...’
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1 0 p. 6 ’Within ten minutes..
1 1 p. 6 ’At 7.45...’
1 2 pp. 6-7 'Their son-in-law...'
1 3 p. 7 'In the second...'
14 p. 7 'From beside...'
15 p. 7 'Again the iron...'
1 6 p. 7 'The convoy...'
17 p. 7 'L ieutenant-Colonel...
1 8 pp. 7-8 'He had lost...’
1 9 p. 8 'He was sipping...'
2 0 p. 8 'Across the street...’
(B) Russian Texts
1 C epreft  A h to h o b , J J e s i o  6 b m o  b I l e m K O B e ,  in C e p re t t  A h to h o b , 
I I O B e c m  m  p a c c K a 3 t > i  (Moscow, 1961), pp. 204-359.
Para 1 p. 204 'K o ra a -T o , aaB H biM -aaB H o
2 p. 204 'Z la/ieK O  OTCTyiTMTlM...'
3 p. 205 TleHbKOBCKMtt KO/IX03...'
4 p. 205 'Xopoiuvte aeT H M e...'
5 p. 205 'COAHlje, HeCTHO...'
6 p. 205 'Ha CTO /i6e...'
7 p. 205 'CTaHOBMTCfl CBeXCO...'
8 p. 205 '21a, x o p o u iM ...'
9 p. 205 'B TaKMe...'
1 0 pp. 205 'B o a m h ...'
1 1 p. 206 'JleK ijM fl Ha3biBayiacb...'
1 2 p. 206 'Oh  cw aey i... '
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13 P- 206 'MaTBett meYi...’
14 P- 206 '3to 6biA...’
15 P- 208 'Pa3rOBOp 3T0T...'
16 P* 208 'BOT 3T0T...'
17 P- 209 'Oh ycyioBMACH...'
18 P- 209 B 3T0 BpeMH...’
19 P- 209 ’OHa nocMOTpe/ia...'
20 P- 210 'HaKOHeij JlapMca...1
2 ApKaAMtt & Bopwc dpyraTCKMtt, I J y n  Ha AMasibTeio (Moscow, 
1 9 6 4 )
Para 1 p. 3 'AMayibTen, JiHTbitt...'
2 p. 4 'Bocxoa lOJiMTepa...’
3 p. 4 'Koraa r\/ia3a...'
4 p. 4 'EbiBaeT, hto...'
5 p. 4 ’HO BCe 3T0...'
6 pp. 4-5 TIo-HacTOHmeMy KpacMBo...’
7 p. 5 'IIOMeMR-TO CMMTaeTCH...'
8 p. 5 'K cojKayieHMH)...'
9 p. 5 'ZlnpeKTop «23)Kett-CTaHi4MM»
10 p. 5 'B TeHM CKayi...’
1 1 pp. 5-6 'ZlMpeKTOp B JIOC/ieflHMft...'
12 p. 6 'ZlMpeKTop Boiiie/i...'
13 p. 6 'ZlMpeKTop 3aryiHHyyi...'
14 p. 6 TIpOUITlM ABOe...'
15 p. 6 TIoBap AHAa...'
16 pp. 6-7 'Ha KaYiAMCTo...'
17 p. 7 'ZlMpeKTop He y cn e /i...’
18 p. 7 'Oh JioAomeyi...'
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19 pp. 9-10 'Oh MeA/ieHHo...'
2 0 p. 10 'A/ieKcett neTpoBMM...’
3 SMMaHywyi Ka3aiceBMM, M o m  H a  n s i o m a a x  (Moscow, 1957)
Para 1 p. 7 'KoMaHAa coAAaT...'
2 p. 7 'CeHO YiexaYio...’
3 pp. 7-8 ’3aTO OHM...'
4 p. 8 'BpeMfl uiao...'
5 p. 8 '3to CTpaHHoe...'
6 p. 8 'BepHyBuiMCb b pomy...'
7 p. 8 'Bo BpeMH...'
8 p. 9 'B 3T0T npoinaAbHbitt...'
9 p. 9 'B 3T0M MaAOHbKOM...’
10 p. 9 'COAAaTbl peiUMAM...’
1 1 p. 9 'OamhokmR neiyxoB...'
12 p. 9 'BepeTeHHMKOB npomeA..
13 p. 9 'Ha paccBeTe...’
1 4 pp. 9-10 'Ohm BHanaAe...'
15 p. 10 'BaroH, b ...'
16 p. 10 TIoe3A AOAro...’
17 p. 10 'BHe3anH0 3anAaKaA...’
1 8 p. 10 ’IIoe3A to rneA...'
19 pp. 10-11 ’Ha3BaHMe «BpecT»...'
20 p. 11 'Bo3Ae MOCTa...'
4 B/iaAMMMp TeHApHKOB, Vp e 3 B b i H a t t H o e , in M 3 6 p a H H t > i e  
n p o M 3 B e a e H M X  b  A B y x  T O M a x  (Moscow, 1963), II, pp. 517-623 
Para 1 p. 519 'UleA oam h ...'
2 p. 519-20 'Bot yace...’
3 p . 5 2 0 'Y TpoM  06blMH0...'
4 p . 5 2 0 H m k to  He ...'
5 p . 5 2 0 3 to BacM AM tt...'
6 p p . 5 2 0 -2 1 T o * ©  yneH M K ...’
7 p . 521 l/[ npM ...'
8 p . 521 'lU e /l OAMH...'
9 p . 521 'Ko M H e...'
1 0 p . 521 T o a o c  copB a/iC H ...'
1 1 p . 521 '3 a  n o p o r . . . '
1 2 p . 5 2 2 ’OHa p B aH y y iacb ...'
1 3 p . 5 2 2 'B nepB bie 3 a ... '
1 4 p . 5 2 2 ’3H aio B c e x ... '
1 5 p . 523 'ZlHeBHMK n e p e c T a y i
1 6 p . 523 ’06biMHafl TeTpaA b...'
1 7 p . 525 'fl BCTaA...’
1 8 p . 525 ’TTeHMBbie K pynH bie..
1 9 p . 525 'ZlHeBHMK T ocm ...'
2 0 p p . 5 2 5 -6 'B niK O A e...'
5 Bopwc nacTepH aic, M o K T o p  X M B a r o  (Milan, 1957)
Para 1 p. 3 'lllAM M 11IAM...'
2 p. 3 '3aMeAbKaAM noaneAHMe.
3 p. 3 'TOAbKO B COCTOHHMM...'
4 pp. 3-4 'Oh jio a h h a ...'
5 p. 4 'Ohm HOMeBaAM...’
6 p. 4 'K B en e p y ...'
7 p. 4 'HoMbio K)py...'
8 p. 4 '3a OKHOM...’
9 p. 4 'IlepBblM ABM^CeHMeM...'
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1 0 p p . 4 -5  'ZIeAO ojiflTb...’
1 1 p . 5 Tloica 3KMBa...'
1 2 p . 5 'A noTOM...'
1 3 p . 5 ’MayieHbKMM MaAbHMKOM...'
1 4 p . 5 ’Ebiyia M a H y ^ a K T y p a ... '
1 5 p . 5 'B a p y r  B ee ...’
1 6 p . 5 'JleTOM  TblCHMa...’
1 7 p . 6 'Ebi/ia K a3aH C K an...'
1 8 p . 6 'H o AOlliaAM...'
1 9 p . 6 'HMKOTiatt HMKOAaeBMM...'
2 0 P. 7 '3 t o  6bi7ia...'
6 KOHCTaHTMH naycTO BCK H Jt, AbiM orevecTBa  (M oscow ,
P a ra 1 p . 7 'Bcio 3MMy
2 p. 7 'Ot c H e ra . . . '
3 p . 7 'X o x H ttx a  6biA a...'
4 p . 7 'Y bm a o b  c T a p y iiiK a ... '
5 p . 8 'B a p B a p a  raB pM A O B H a...'
6 p . 8 'Bot m c e t tH a c ...’
7 p. 8 'B a p B a p a  raBpM A O BH a y B a a c a A a ... '
8 p . 8 'B a p B a p y  raB pM A O B H y...'
9 p . 9 'OCTaBllIMCb BAOBOtt...'
1 0 p . 9 'Aoh\> e e . . . '
1 1 P- 9 'B epM eA b m IlaxoM O B ...'
1 2 p . 9 ’n ax o M O B y  b ...’
1 3 p. 9 'M aA ettu iM ft 3B yK ...'
1 4 p . 10 'B epM eA b ycnoKOM ACA...’
1 5 p . 10 'C H an aA a  o h ...'
1 6 p . 10 TlaXOMOB AK)6MA...’
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1 7  p . 10 TIaxoM OB He 6 b ia ...'
1 8  p . 10 'C B o e ro  o m a . . . '
1 9  p. 10 'Ka6MHeT OTi^a...'
2 0  p p . 10 -11  'MaTb naxoMOBa...'
7 BacM/iMtt fpoccM aH , )KM3Hb m cyAt>6a (Lausanne, 1980)
Para 1 p. 1 ’H aa 3eM7ie tt...'
2 P- 1 ’ZIohcah He...'
3 P- 1 TlpOTfl]KHO M...'
4 P- 1 'lllocce JipMHcaaocb...'
5 P- 1 '143 TyMaHa...'
6 P- 1 'B 6 0 AbllI0 M MMAAMOHe..
7 P- 1 'BHMMaTeyibHbitt m
8 P- 1 TIpOXOXCMtt COCTaB...’
9 P- 2 'B HeMeijKOM...'
1 0 P- 2 'C ocea no ...’
1 1 P- 2 'C yab6 a, aBeT...'
1 2 P- 2 'ZlAfl HaMaabCTBa...’
13 P- 2 TTioam He...'
14 P- 2 'B c y a b 6 e...'
15 P- 2 ’MeM TH aceaeJt...’
16 P- 2 3 T a ao^cb ../
17 P- 2 '3 t o t  a a re p b .. . '
1 8 P- 2 'B03HMK HOBbltt...'
19 P- 2 ’M Horwe 3aKaioHeHHbie..
2 0 P* 2 '3aKaioHeHHbie bo...'
8 Zlopa EperoBa, JJopora MCKaHMtt (Moscow, 1971) 
Para 1 p. 3 'B sto t ...'
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2 p. 3 'Me/ioBeK ABaAijaTb...’
3 p. 3 'B p y K ax ... '
4 p. 3 ’Pl3BeCTHblJt B...'
5 p. 3 'AynMTop MeA/ieHHO...'
6 P. 4 ’MexcAy TeM...'
7 p. 4 'HoCTOeBCKMft 3HaA...’
8 p. 4 '23a, o h ...’
9 p. 4 '3acAOHHBUiee Becb...’
1 0 p. 4 '3a h to ...’
1 1 p. 4 'Oh, 4>eAop...'
1 2 p. 4 'PI Bee...'
1 3 p. 4 'BnponeM , m ...’
14 pp. 4-5 'Oh He...’
15 p. 5 'BAyMMMBO M...'
1 6 p. 5 'Pe3KMM ABM5KeHMeM...
1 7 p. 5 'Tenepb ocTaeTCH...'
1 8 p. 5 'PI OH...’
19 pp. 5-6 ’Co3HaHMe 6AM3KOK...’
2 0 p. 6 'Ero npepB aA a...'
9 BayieHTMH PacnyTM H , JJeHt>rvt a / i x  M apvm , in Pl36paHHbie  
JipoM 3B eA eH m tfl, 2vols (Moscow, 1984), I, pp. 29-126
Para 1 p. 32 'Ky3bMa npocHyACH..
2 p. 32 'CBeT, jioKaMMBaflCb...'
3 p. 32 ’Ky3bMa HOAHHACH...’
4 p. 32 TTotom o h ...'
5 p. 33 'Oh npocbinaeTCH...'
6 p. 33 'TeMHOTa. Bee...'
7 p. 33 ’Ky3bMa AexMT...'
2 0 4
8 p. 33 ’Ky3bMa AyMaeT...’
9 p. 33 ’YTpo. Ky3bMa...'
1 0 p. 34 ’Oh oTCTaB/ifleT...'
1 1 p. 34 'Oh oaeBaeTCfl...’
1 2 p. 34 'Ha yyivme...'
13 p. 34 'BeTep flyeT...'
14 p. 34 'Ky3bMa CMAMT...’
15 p. 35 TIioam b aBTo6 yce...'
16 p. 35 'Ha noAT»eMe...'
1 7 p. 35 ’ABTo6 y c  CHOBa...'
1 8 p. 35 'OnHTb AepeBHH...'
1 9 p. 35 'Ky3bMe ecTb...'
2 0 p. 35 ’Ky3bMa noAxoAMT...
10 KoHCTaHTMH Bopo6 beB, B o t npuiuesi BesiMKaH..., in J J p y r  moR 
M om m h  ( M o s c o w , 1988) pp. 309-512
Para 1 p. 311 'H IT03BOHMA...'
2 p. 311 "EH HeM Horo...'
3 p. 312 'H HapOMHO...'
4 p. 312-3 'C BeHMaMMHOM...'
5 p. 313 'KorAa Bee...'
6 p. 315 'A HeAeyiio...'
7 p. 315-6 'W3AaieAbCTBo pa3MeuxaAocb.
8 p. 317 'OHa 3acMeHAacb...'
9 p. 318 'OH B3HYI...'
1 0 p. 318 'IlpOCTMACH H...'
1 1 p. 318 'HecKOAbKo AHett...'
1 2 p. 321 'B tot xce...’
13 p. 322 'OHa 6ecnoM ouiHo...'
1 4 P- 322-3 'A pbi6 a...’
1 5 P- 323 ’Ha CYieAyHJUjMtt...’
16 P- 325 ’Oh c...’
17 P- 325 Tiro, H aB epH O ...'
1 8 P- 325 B  M o e tt... '
19 P- 325-6 ’Y TpoM  B ee...'
2 0 P- 326 U b iraH K e , H aBepH O .
11 K Jpntt E o H A ap eB , B e p e r  (M o sc o w , 1980)
P a ra 1 p . 9 ’Bo3A yuiH bitt / la t tH e p . . . '
2 p . 9 '14 XOTfl...'
3 p . 9 -1 0 3 to ocB o6o)K A eH H oe..'
4 p . 10 'CaMCOHOB OTJiyCTM/l...’
5 p . 12 ’3T a p a 3 A p a x a w m a H ... ’
6 p . 12 '14 CTOMAO...'
7 p . 13 ’3 a  MAAIOMMHaTOpOM...'
8 p . 16 ’CaMCOHOB CKpeCTMA...’
9 p . 17 '14 K o rA a ... '
1 0 p . 17 'A OHa...'
1 1 p . 18 ’Oh  oT B en aA ...'
1 2 p . 18 ’Oh  CM OTpeA...’
1 3 p. 21 'OHa ocTaHOBHAa...'
1 4 p . 22 'B CKOpOCTHOM...'
1 5 p . 22 'B H O M epe...'
1 6 p . 23 'Oh  H e ...'
1 7 p . 23 'IIocacbiBaH  K apaM eA bK M .
1 8 p . 24 T o c n o x c a  r e p 6 e p T . . . '
1 9 p . 24 'MOTpAOTeAb, HeCAbllUHO.
2 0 p . 25 'ycTaA ocTM  c e t tn a c . . . '
2 0 6
12 BayiAMMMp KpMBijOB, n y ib  K BesiMKoft CTeHe (Leningrad, 
1 9 7 2 )
Para 1 p. 7 TIeTO 1600...’
2 p. 7 ’HMKMTa, 6e3...'
3 p. 7 'C peKM...’
4 p. 7 'Oh o6oiue7i..:
5 p. 7 'ZIoYiro, npMuiypflCb..
6 p. 7 'M epe3 HecKOAbKo..:
7 p. 7 'A MOECeT...'
8 p. 8 ’Zla m ..:
9 p. 8 'HMKMTa 3aKpbl71..:
1 0 p. 8 'IlJibiyi o h ...'
1 1 p. 8 'Boaa xA biH yaa ..:
1 2 p. 8 'Oh C Taa..:
13 p. 8 'Bot m ...’
14 p. 8 'Cepaije  cxcayiocb...’
15 p. 8 'A cmti..:
1 6 p. 8 'HaKOHeij 6yiecHyyio.
17 p. 8 'C TpyaoM ...'
1 8 p. 8 'HecKoyibKO pa3...'
1 9 p. 9 'Oh ae}K ayi..:
2 0 p. 9 'Euje MMHyTa...'
13 WpMtt TpM((>OHOB, A p y r a x  XM3Hb (M oscow, 1976) 
P ara 1 p. 404 'OflHaKO OHa...'
2 p. 404-5 ’A o h ...’
3 p. 405 ’A M H oraa...'
4 p. 405 'CBeKpoBb npoAOYDKayia..:
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5 p. 405-6 3 i a  ^ceHiUMHa...'
6 p. 406 ’IIoflo6Hoe KpeHAe/ibKaM...’
7 p. 406-7 '06blKHOBeHHOe UiyTOBCTBO...
8 p. 404 'OMeHb yac ...’
9 p. 408 ’OaceCTMMBllIMCb OT...'
1 0 pp. 408-9 3 i o r o  B onpoca...’
1 1 pp. 409-10 B ee  a ro ... '
1 2 p. 410-11 ByAMAbHMK. J103BOHMT...’
13 p. 411 'EblA TaKOtt...'
14 pp. 411-12 'W Bee...’
15 p. 412 '3araAOMHoe c a o b o . . . '
1 6 p. 413-4 y  MaTepw...'
1 7 p. 414-5 TlpaBAa, y . . .’
1 8 p. 415 ’A JiocAe...'
19 p. 415-6 ’BeceAbMaKM M3...'
2 0 p. 416 ’Ho OAbra...'
14 Ba/ieHTMH IlMKyA, BorarcTBO, in BoraTCTBO: aBa poMana 
(L en in g rad , 1978)
Para 1 p. 263 ’(WHorAa eM y...'
2 p. 263 'HOBbltt MOp03Hbltt...'
3 p. 263 'Co ABopa...’
4 p. 263-4 TIOAKMHyB B...'
5 p. 264 ’WCJIOAaTOB Horoio...
6 p. 264 'IIoTpenaB 3a...'
7 p. 266 'Co6aKM A py^H o...'
8 p. 266 '...WcjioAaTOB y ...'
9 p. 266 'MaTBett npoTAHyA.
1 0 p. 267 'O rypijbi 6biAM...’
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1 1 P- 268 T p a n n e p  ocMOTpeA...'
1 2 P- 268 ’06MTaTeyiK Yienpo3opMfl...
1 3 PP . 268-9 ToyibKo cettMac...'
14 P- 269 'C/iyHayiocb, mto...'
15 P- 269 HepBbie copoK...'
16 P- 269 ’HaKOHeij m ...’
1 7 P- 269 •M to -to  TaM...'
1 8 P- 269 ’MoMeHTayibHO octoa ...'
19 P- 270 'HcnoyiaTOB AocTaA...'
2 0 P- 270 'BblAO BMAHO...’
15 AHaTOTiMtt Pbi6aKOB, Txxcesibift JiecoK (Moscow,1979)
P a ra  1 p . 5 ’Mto 6biA o...'
2 p . 5 'B OCTa/lbHOM...'
3 p . 5 ’MOW (J)aMMAMH)...'
4 p p . 5 -6 ’WTaic, y  ...’
5 p . 6 ’B o 6 m eM ...'
6 p p . 6 -7 TOBOpflT, B ...'
7 p . 7 'K o r a a  oT eij... '
8 p . 7 ’Ha t o m ...’
9 p p . 7 -8 'T e n e p b  JipeACTaBbTe
1 0 p . 8 'VI BOT...'
1 1 p . 8 ’B ee , KOHeMHO...’
1 2 p . 8 'VI TOAbKO...’
1 3 p p . 8 -9 ’BbiuiAa H a ...’
1 4 p . 9 TIpeA C T aB A fleT e...’
1 5 p . 9 'Mto BaM ...'
1 6 p . 9 'n o3 )K e, M H o ro ...’
1 7 p . 9 ’Ho BepH eM CH ...'
1 8  p . 10 'K o rA a  AeAyiiixa...'
1 9  p. 10 'B Te...'
2 0  p . 10 'B o3A e r o p o A a .. . ’
16 C e p re t t  3aA birM H , Kommccmx (Novosibirsk, 1981)
P a ra 1 p . 26 'K aicoe cyiyMM yiocb...'
2 p . 26 ’H a B e p H o e , To/ibKO...’
3 p . 26 'OneHb OAHa...’
4 p . 26 'CTapMKM XOTeYlM...'
5 p . 26 'K aicafl TaM ...'
6 p . 26 ’Zlo CMX...'
7 p . 2 6 -7 ’B noCTaHOBYieHMM...'
8 p . 27 ’14 H acM euiK a...'
9 p . 27 'VI AaBHO...’
1 0 p . 27 'Hot , B epbi...’
1 1 p . 27 'Pa3M axH yY iocb  T oproB aT b
1 2 p . 27 ’BapaxoAbiAM KM, Te...'
1 3 p . 27 ’Mto 6biYio...'
1 4 p . 27 ’H e  MMHOBaTb...’
1 5 p . 27 ’H ep eB H H  J I e 6 H » K a . . . '
1 6 p . 27 ’HanaAbCTBO M o rv ia ... '
1 7 p . 27 'ripM  BCeM...'
1 8 p . 28 'VI AOArMe -AOArne
1 9 p . 28 'VI A axce...'
2 0 p . 28 ’0  K O H o x p aA ax ...'
APPENDIX B
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ANALYSIS OF FIRST TWENTY PARAGRAPHS
The first twenty narrative paragraphs of the sixteen source 
texts and sixteen non-transla ted  texts were analysed for the 
following paragraph features (See Chapter 3 for a full discussion 
of the features):
The following abbreviations were used:
Features that indicate the beginning of a paragraph:
In i t ia to r y  which comprises:
Grammatical construction or set expression (G
Cons)
Expression denoting the beginning of an event or 
action (Beg)
General statement (Gen)
Indication of paragraph content (Indie)
Short opening sentence (Short)
Use of keyword(s) (Keywords)
(Note: If none of the above features were present but at least 
one of the features in the category headed Features that indicate 
either the beginning or the end of a paragraph or both was 
present at the beginning of the paragraph, that was counted as an 
initiatory feature. The content of the reference was not given as it 
appears in the following set of features).
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Logical Relation These include the following: conjoining, 
alternation, generic-specific, comparison, head-illustration, head- 
m anner, con trast ,  reason -resu lt ,  m eans-resu lt,  m eans-purpose , 
cond it io n -co n seq u en ce ,co n cess io n -co n traex p ec ta tio n  (concession- 
contraexp), grounds-conclusion. (See Chapter 3 for details).
G ra m m a tic a l  Cohesion  This includes 1) the anaphoric and 
cataphoric use of: personal pronouns, possessive pronouns (poss 
p ro n ) ,  d e m o n s tra t iv e  p ro n o u n s  (dem  p ro n ) ,  d e te rm in e rs ,  
subs ti tu tes ,  adverbs and subm odifie rs ; 2) C oord ination  and 
subordination: connectors; 3) paralle lism  and ellipsis. (See
Chapter 3 for details of grammatical cohesion).
L exical C ohesion  This includes: 1 Repetition of item; 2 
O ccurrence of synonym or item formed on the same roo t;.3 
Occurrence of item from same lexical set (co-occurrence group) 4 
Use of an alternative expression (not a pronoun or a substitute) to 
replace an expression. (See Chapter 3 for details of lexical 
cohesion).
Features that indicate either the beginning or the end of a 
paragraph or both:
T e m p o r a l  R e fe re n c e
S p a t ia l  R e fe re n c e
P a r t ic ip a n t  R eference  (Note: Noun phrase introduction of 
new participants and re in troduction  of old partic ipan ts  were 
cons idered  as m ajor re fe ren ces  and w ere w ritten  w ithout 
parentheses. References of lesser significance were enclosed in 
p a re n th e s e s ) .
R h e t/V o c  ( R h e to r ic a l  Q u e s t io n /V o c a t iv e )
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S u m m a r y
Features that indicate the internal unitv of a paragraph:
T e m p o r a l  U n ity
S p a t ia l  U n ity
P a r t i c i p a n t  U n ity
(Note: If no temporal, spatial or participant reference had yet 
been introduced the symbol ( ) was used. If there was a clear 
change of temporal or spatial reference within the paragraph, as 
in a sudden flashback to an earlier event, sometimes coinciding 
with a shift from external to internal narration or vice versa the 
sym bol - was used. If  the tem poral, spatial or participant 
reference had been made in a previous paragraph and remains 
the same although is not mentioned in the paragraph in question, 
the symbol (+) was used. Finally, if there is a temporal, spatial or 
participant reference in the paragraph and there is no change 
within the paragraph, the symbol + was used.
L o g ica l  U nity
V i e w p o i n t ( E x t / I n t )  [ V i e w p o i n t ( E x t e r n a l / I n t e r n a l ) ]  A
major change of viewpoint ocurring either within the paragraph 
(mid) or at the end of the paragraph (end) was noted.
O n /O ff  E v en t-L ine  A major change from event-line to non 
even t-line  m ateria l and v ice-versa  ocurring  e ither within the 
paragraph (mid) or at the end of the paragraph (end) was noted.
Features that indicate the end of a paragraph:
T e rm in a l  F e a tu r e s  which includes:
O u tc o m e /A s id e /E x p la n a t io n
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Partic ipan t rem oved 
Terminus (Term)
W here the narrative paragraphs were not adjacent to each 
other, i.e. were interspersed with speech paragraphs, this was 
ind ica ted  with a double  line  be tw een  the two narra tive  
p a ra g ra p h s :______
SAMPLE TEXT AND ANALYSIS
The opening paragraph of The P earl by John Steinbeck was
analysed in the light of the features listed above.
(A) Text
Kino awakened in the near dark. The stars still 
shone and the day had drawn only a pale wash of light 
in the lower sky to the east. The roosters had been 
crowing for some time, and the early pigs were alteady 
beginning their ceaseless turning of twigs and bits of 
wood to see whether anything had been overlooked. 
Outside the brush house in the tuna clump, a covey of 
little birds chittered and flurried with their w ings.*
(B) Analys is
The paragraph features are entered in the first column of the
first Table below. There were no particular Initiatory features,
ijohn Steinbeck, The Pearl (London, 1967), p. 7.
2 1 4
but there were Spatial, Temporal and Participant References at 
the beginning of the paragraph and so the entry - indicating no 
Initiatory features was not entered. As it is the first paragraph 
there cannot be any logical, lexical or grammatical ties linking it to 
a preceding paragraph.
The Spatial, Temporal and Participant References were noted. 
There were no Rhetorical Questions, V ocatives or Summary 
s ta te m e n ts .
Unity of time, place and the main participant were all present 
in this paragraph. There was also logical unity (conjoining) in the 
second and third sentences: T h e  stars still shone and the day had 
drawn only a pale wash o f light in the lower sky to the east. The 
roosters had been crowing for some time, and the early pigs were 
alteady beginning their ceaseless turning o f  twigs '.
The viewpoint begins with that of the narrator and there was 
no change of viewpoint in the paragraph. Likewise the narrative 
describes a series of events, there were no flashbacks or major 
departures from the main event-line.
There were no features ind ica ting  the term inus of the 
p a ra g ra p h .
.
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE ENTRIES AND 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The entries in the four Tables in Appendix C represent the 
totals of each of the paragraph features in the Tables in Appendix 
B, i.e. the entries in the first Table of Appendix C for Text 1 
correspond to the total number of paragraph features for Text 1 
( The Pearl) in Appendix B.
Most of the totals are out of 20 but some totals are out of a 
figure less than 20. This is because not all of the narrative 
paragraphs are adjacent to each other. If all of the narrative 
paragraphs were adjacent to each other, the totals of features 
which appear at paragraph boundaries would be out of 19 (the 
f irs t paragraph only shares one boundary). If  only fifteen 
paragraphs have a shared boundary then features which operate 
across paragraph boundaries can only be assessed against the 
fifteen paragraph boundaries. The number of boundaries in each 
case is given at the top of each Table in Appendix B.
A correlation test was carried out between the four columns 
of percentage totals using a Minitab statistical package. This test 
m easures the degree of in terdependence between two sets of 
data. The correlation coefficient lies between -1 and +1, i.e. -1 
indicates perfect negative correlation or com plete  d issim ilarity  
between the two variables and +1 indicates perfect positive 
correlation  or com plete  sim ilarity  between the two variables,
2 8 0
assum ing  norm al d is tr ibu tion  of the variab les . The null 
hypothesis being tested is that the correlation between the data is 
+1 which would imply that the data were exactly identical. 1 
The following results were obtained:
C l=  Percentage totals of English source texts
C2= Percentage totals of English non-translated texts
C3= Percentage totals of Russian source texts
C4= Percentage totals of Russian non-translated texts
T ab le  4-1 C o r re la t io n  C1-C4
Ct C Z  C 3
Cl  0.992
C3 0.970 0.979
C4 0.960 0.962 0.978
The correlation figures above are not statistically significantly 
different from +1. This indicates that all four columns of figures 
are highly positively correlated.
A M ann-W hitney test (unreported) which does not assume 
normal distribution of the variables was carried out with similar 
re su l ts .
A n th on y  Woods, Paul Fletcher and Arthur Hughes, Statistics in Language 
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WORD COUNT OVER THE FIRST FIFTY PARAGRAPHS
Table 5-1 Russian Source Texts Translated into English
(Text numbers correspond to text numbers in Appendices A and 
B)_________________________________________________________________
T e x t 1 3 5 |7 9 1 1 1 3 1 5
P a r a  1 123 64 21 + 15 16 + 45 + 124 30
2 69 56 56 52 36 122 105 40
3 66 19 + 22 + 6 + 69 70 + 132 196
4 5 + 75 98 40 50 62 + 12 215
5 40 70 56 24 5 + 164 312 47
6 30 + 27 + 55 35 33 111 128 162
7 19 85 27 49 44 48 235 122
8 19 + 77 71 32 + 138 54 38 53
9 72 31 + 49 48 57 44 + 81 176
10 36 85 26 16 + 37 32 + 228 61 +
11 152 8 + 50 29 + 22 67 + 361 82
12 48 + 36 58 25 + 7 + 128 116 43
13 30 + 24 16 + 76 53 135 172 22 +
14 18 + 65 91 44 55 34 + 199 177
15 126 43 6 11 + 42 78 316 43
16 21 29 34 + 17 + 50 44 + 296 69
17 21 + 81 64 9 + 34 57 + 40 4 +
18 20 + 16 40 + 11 + 9 34 + 250 37
19 22 + 101 18 + 40 69 80 46 + 129
20 21 + 78 91 43 78 114 50 149
21 38 103 24 25 31 + 54 128 65
22 89 74 97 35 42 60 260 97
23 33 88 69 23 + 125 92 37 + 165
24 22 + 74 81 10 + 9 + 83 143 115
25 29 + 27 36 43 90 340 295 172
26 21 + 88 13 59 47 29 165 149
27 34 + 184 7 + 30 + 76 111 169 143
28 44 66 + 35 69 35 + 59 126 57
29 25 25 87 24 + 89 103 12 66
30 11 + 91 66 70 42 176 48 27
31 24 59 23 92 49 93 53 75
32 13 + 68 33 26 + 11 + 57 87 26
33 30 108 30 43 18 47 25 93
34 18 52 42 28 + 25 14 152 59
35 106 79 83 158 60 25 61 20 +
36 22 95 22 154 98 60 9 112
37 111 85 28 + 36 51 139 18 61
38 56 98 14 12 + 47 119 63 27 +
39 64 35 + 38 34 + 20 145 163 157
2 8 6
40 37 86 37 26 62 74 10 + 116
41 45 65 52 38 12 61 127 36
42 86 35 8 + 21 + 13 + 36 109 70
43 8 116 47 11 + 215 54 88 32
44 5 + 33 + 25 + 41 14 + 58 131 80
45 106 22 97 110 109 47 51 51
46 25+ 95 47 15 + 34 61 9 76
47 16+ 47 82 23 + 50 154 202 14 +
48 156 94 38 + 36 61 89 82 142
49 38 111 32 37 24 78 96 371
50 168 61 60 54 17 127 36 45
Total 2438 3334 2302 2005 2480 4168 6196 4576
A v . 
l e n g t h 4 8 . 8 6 6 .7 4 6 . 0 4 0 .1 4 9 . 6 8 3 . 4 1 2 3 . 9 9 1 .5
Table 5-2 Number and Percentage o f  One-Sentence  
Paragraphs in First Fifty Paragraphs of  Russian Source 
T e x t s
l s e n t
p a r a s . 1 9 7 1 2 2 1 9 1 0 3 6
% 1 8 1 4 2 4 4 2 1 8 2 0 6 1 2
Overall average: 68.4 words per paragraph.
Table 5-3 Russian Texts Not Translated into English
T e x t 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6
l 40 72 19 29 174 46 38 12
2 19 32 28 45 52 22 6 19
3 51 33 32 32 105 7 6 24
4 102 18 49 28 130 35 37 43
5 9 99 15 34 103 52 46 3
6 42 95 55 14 138 68 67 23
7 72 37 74 30 252 25 7 61
8 32 11 48 34 63 17 51 25
9 23 18 30 21 47 104 61 27
10 17 42 82 2 52 47 24 26
11 80 30 25 66 122 4 24 26
12 52 12 30 18 229 10 61 64
13 69 10 39 57 24 3 108 9
14 41 67 69 55 328 44 89 11
15 67 17 19 49 501 22 67 30
16 99 13 44 24 45 3 52 48
17 34 4 29 6 70 11 5 14
18 65 74 32 90 102 16 5 64
19 124 19 70 93 261 78 36 45
20 66 29 56 6 60 26 59 12
21 46 18 41 28 152 24 76 6
287
22 40 20 24 3 114 4 30 13
23 61 30 76 38 134 45 40 108
24 118 16 42 42 90 12 37 84
25 40 12 24 12 59 9 98 42
26 62 8 40 68 27 19 36 23
27 13 121 89 42 61 19 68 28
28 12 13 83 18 26 28 34 8
29 11 28 27 20 97 38 21 3
30 27 13 13 36 79 4 26 24
31 27 36 25 32 112 26 22 43
32 13 90 32 43 35 74 26 36
33 19 59 26 93 31 10 31 56
34 13 65 59 38 114 20 26 59
35 25 40 33 26 56 11 80 43
36 30 38 22 38 76 11 14 92
37 34 48 18 38 109 117 52 40
38 100 34 11 45 10 67 39 126
39 33 139 52 12 254 35 10 17
40 124 22 43 29 61 28 169 51
41 145 33 46 32 139 24 44 75
42 85 20 36 35 32 33 60 21
43 183 25 10 47 24 19 15 25
44 15 20 50 12 140 18 6 41
45 23 8 27 50 277 38 56 61
46 13 26 63 21 85 33 167 49
47 71 9 48 7 61 19 46 14
48 38 138 47 62 108 6 53 28
49 16 80 40 37 10 41 18 36
50 76 67 60 55 5 16 51 41
Total 2617 2008 2052 1792 5436 1488 2300 1879
A v . 
l e n g t h 5 2 . 3 4 0 . 2 4 1 . 0 3 5 . 8 1 0 8 .7 2 9 . 8 4 6 3 7 . 6
Overall average: 48.9
Table 5-4 English Source Texts Translated into Russian
T e x t 1 3 5 7 9 1 1 1 3 1 5
1 80 l l 68 82 97 75 64 131
2 107 197 68 68 33 113 44 87
3 119 26 63 196 93 54 24 137
4 64 69 7 56 46 123 226 286
5 23 219 61 98 60 89 563 96
6 29 212 15 189 82 111 152 198
7 110 247 22 100 57 122 114 84
8 154 141 6 101 80 143 139 72
9 96 35 8 89 82 280 54 70
10 154 32 27 37 33 254 9 78
11 137 115 29 102 78 195 211 90
12 34 212 5 124 99 195 224 126
13 55 115 10 76 48 78 160 156
14 66 250 6 8 32 92 307 190
15 115 187 3 69 131 47 121 138
288
16 72 91 29 69 30 55 132 94
17 100 97 150 117 28 158 145 94
18 38 258 34 29 51 224 143 139
19 10 149 13 51 92 290 151 102
20 106 28 11 94 134 250 78 110
21 61 71 20 183 54 243 159 69
22 48 38 57 133 75 141 122 86
23 68 76 25 90 28 97 64 130
24 114 134 128 125 27 250 53 39
25 227 91 31 203 23 271 84 121
26 54 98 40 56 40 139 215 124
27 193 334 75 73 114 108 115 243
28 50 133 18 36 54 133 324 58
29 267 96 40 81 68 27 134 53
30 78 28 95 52 13 13 214 126
31 43 98 37 50 89 148 327 252
32 56 179 34 105 11 114 303 101
33 78 120 13 66 140 275 170 129
34 104 98 16 41 71 207 175 156
35 31 114 75 85 40 113 206 86
36 184 52 6 74 53 45 214 41
37 30 257 27 30 103 56 235 89
38 149 120 19 38 66 189 238 71
39 182 134 12 27 243 178 168 114
40 190 167 144 58 65 34 463 57
41 230 184 44 21 106 76 85 28
42 103 34 27 29 123 110 129 70
43 61 97 59 5 80 241 346 46
4 4 267 143 46 51 52 133 248 120
45 182 37 159 35 82 276 307 104
46 214 184 33 104 47 203 183 114
47 89 64 73 147 43 199 208 54
48 105 187 7 42 62 73 204 69
49 80 224 4 58 54 305 354 54
50 85 58 41 85 109 82 214 106
Total 5292 6342 2140 3988 3521 7427 9321 5388
A v .  
l e n g t h 1 0 5 . 8 1 2 6 .8 4 2 . 8 7 8 . 8 7 0 .4 1 4 8 . 5 1 8 6 . 4 1 0 7 .8
Overall average 108.^
Table 5-5 English Texts Not Translated into Russian
T e x t 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6
l 12 8 125 125 99 169 82 35
2 114 44 47 29 149 169 54 82
3 91 27 70 46 59 252 92 73
4 107 70 42 73 51 51 81 100
5 115 77 45 126 46 80 91 124
6 58 31 54 170 116 93 62 150
7 133 85 68 30 137 249 36 75
8 170 53 52 92 95 195 76 137
9 134 122 35 76 34 278 92 117
10 115 44 71 22 109 88 111 81
289
11 117 109 50 78 34 157 93 107
12 98 38 26 64 66 172 37 126
13 308 93 371 12 20 48 112 143
14 144 117 31 90 28 117 63 78
15 186 125 48 12 53 56 116 220
16 78 148 29 90 24 72 119 96
17 44 168 25 50 41 83 69 37
18 86 64 53 74 50 150 83 63
19 23 97 152 69 81 216 76 174
20 130 163 29 123 52 147 48 106
21 85 164 26 32 46 46 42 66
22 38 55 25 57 157 73 48 59
23 104 61 29 66 109 179 35 135
24 127 120 119 132 19 67 113 95
25 34 40 71 60 28 137 74 133
26 56 86 234 59 109 219 98 90
27 119 34 43 45 88 222 41 114
28 104 66 46 59 64 143 82 160
29 21 105 22 84 84 49 27 120
30 74 48 49 42 29 94 94 98
31 173 69 26 104 35 226 61 109
32 49 95 106 36 87 67 84 56
33 83 62 48 82 21 215 64 95
34 43 142 60 48 91 207 87 62
35 96 35 137 112 60 154 39 128
36 187 118 218 90 49 104 37 82
37 24 121 33 14 110 119 98 84
38 58 105 68 55 72 65 50 214
39 35 156 145 113 114 15 38 48
40 70 145 87 51 84 109 96 61
41 248 64 176 66 75 88 85 63
42 95 56 59 28 75 203 69 127
43 62 140 145 7 78 145 40 129
44 73 58 50 94 75 25 33 103
45 35 26 97 106 162 107 57 82
46 30 35 90 67 37 73 103 161
47 96 28 82 55 36 142 132 140
48 97 46 85 54 141 103 34 101
49 332 85 57 127 184 132 130 56
50 173 43 19 110 85 267 95 238
Total 5084 4083 3875 3506 3748 6637 3679 5333
A v.  




ANALYSIS OF ALTERATIONS TO PARAGRAPH
STRUCTURE
(I) SA M PLE T EX T  AND ANALYSIS
Russian Source Text: iJeyzo 6b/io B IJeHbKOBe
O A H a K o  W rH a T b e B  m H a  3 t o  H M M e ro  H e  oTBeTM A. 
3aA yM aB lliM C b, OH CM OTpeA BCAeA yA aA H H lltM M C fl OrHHM  
T p a K T o p a  m MOAMaA. 3 t o  6 u / i  e m e  M o / i o a o t t , H e x c e H a m f t  
J ia p e H b ,  H eA aB H M tt KOMCOMOAOLl, y M H b ltt ,  HaHMTaHHbltt, 
OT3blBMMBblJt, 3aCTeHMMBbltt M MaCTO OT 3aCTeHHMBOCTM H e  K 
M e c T y  y A b i6 a io m M ttc H .  BbiA y  H e r o  TO A bK o o a m h  
HeAOCTaTOK: OH JIAOXO 3 H a A  CeAbCKOO X 0 3 f l t tC T B 0  M 
M exaHM 3au[HK). VI, x a x  n a c T o  6biBaeT b T a x v ix  C A y n a f l x ,  
MMeHHO n o  CeA bCKO M y X 03H ttC T B y M M e x a H H 3 a i tM M  OH 
a k ) 6 h a  AaBaTb caM bie p a 3 H o o 6 p a 3 H b ie  y x a 3 a H M H  m  coBeTbi.l
English Translation: 
This, too, Ignatyev ignored. He stood lost in thought 
watching the disappearing lights of the tractor and said 
no th ing .
^ e p r e t t  A hiohob,Me/io 6b/io b IlemKOBe in  C e p r e t t  A h t o h o b ,  IIoBecTM m 
paccKa3bi (Moscow, 1961), pp. 204-359, p. 221.
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Ignatyev was a young , unmarried chap , just past the 
Komsomol age, clever, well-read and responsive, but he 
was shy and to cover up his shyness he often smiled
when a smile was uncalled for. His only shortcoming was 
tha t he had a poor know ledge  of ag ricu ltu re  and
machinery. And as often happens in such cases, it was
ju s t  ag ricu ltu re  and m achinery  he was fondes t of,
offering advice on and giving all sorts of instructions in.2











L onger  
















D i v i s i o n s
1 p30 E 
p221 R
7 1
Tex Av 48.8 
+
Tar Av 99.2 Av. 38% 
O Gen, G.Cons.
1+/1 0+/1 0 /2
C o lu m n  H e ad in g s
1 In the first column the number of the alteration and the 
page references are given in the translated text and in the source 
t e x t .
2 In the second column the length of the source text 
paragraph(s) before alteration in the process of translation are
given. In the case of a division the length of the source text
paragraph before division is given. In the case of a linkage the 
length of the two source text paragraphs are given. In some cases 
a paragraph may be divided into more than two paragraphs in
translation; these divisions are numbered as separate alterations, 
but the paragraph is analysed only once in the third, fourth and
2 Sergei Antonov, It Happened in Penkovo , translated by Olga Shartse 
(Moscow, 1959), p. 30.
2 9 2
fifth columns. Likewise more than two paragraphs may be linked 
in translation and these are numbered as separate alterations, but 
each paragraph is analysed only once in the third, fourth and fifth 
columns. The paragraphs concerned are indicated by bold type.
3 In the third column the paragraph length(s) in the second 
column are compared with the average paragraph length for each 
text. In the case of divisions, where the original paragraph length 
in the second column was greater than the text average, the 
expected result, this was indicated by a + in the third column, 
where the original paragraph length in the second column was 
less than the text average, this was indicated by -.
In the case of linkages, where the original paragraph length in
the second column were less than the text average, the expected
result,this was indicated by a + for each paragraph in the third 
column, where the original paragraph length in the second column 
was greater than the text average, this was indicated by a - for 
each paragraph.
4 In the fourth column the paragraph length(s) in the second 
column are compared with the average paragraph length for the 
target literature. In the case of divisions, where the original 
paragraph length in the second column was greater than the 
target average, this was indicated by a + in the fourth column,
where the original paragraph length in the second column was 
less than the target average, this was indicated by a -.
In the case of linkages, where the original paragraph length in 
the second column were less than the target average, this was
indicated by a + for each paragraph in the fourth column, where 
the original paragraph length in the second column was greater
293
than the target average, this was indicated by a - for each
p a ra g ra p h .
There was not an expected result for the fourth column, as 
there was no predicted correlation between the paragraph lengths 
at alterations and the target average paragraph length.
5 In the fifth column the num ber of alterations involving
paragraphs of one sentence were given. It was expected that a
large num ber of linkages would involve  sentences of one 
paragraph being added to adjacent paragraphs; and that few one-
sentence paragraphs would be created through divisions. At the 
head of the colum n the num ber of one-sentence paragraphs
occurring in the first fifty paragraphs of each text were given as a 
percen tage  (See Appendix D T ransla tions from Russian into 
English). It was expected that the linkages would involve a 
greater percentage of one-sentence paragraphs than the average 
for each text, while the divisions would involve a sm aller 
percentage of one-sentence paragraphs than the average of each 
tex t .
6 In the sixth column any additional paragraph features, as
estab lished  in Appendix B were given. W here there were 
d ivisions, any other paragraph feature  often accom panying a 
paragraph boundary, such as a temporal or spatial reference was
given; where there were linkages, any other paragraph feature
often present within a paragraph unit, such as spatial or temporal 
unity was given.
The following abbreviations were used:
Features that indicate the beginning of a paragraph:
2 9 4
Initiatory which comprises:
Grammatical construction or set expression (G 
Cons)
Expression denoting the beginning of an event or 
action (Beg)
General statement (Gen)
Indication of paragraph content (Indie)
Short opening sentence (Short)
Use of keyword(s) (Keywords)
Logical Relation (Log Relat)
Grammatical Cohesion (Gram Coh)
Lexical Cohesion (Lex Coh)
Features that indicate either the beginning or the end of a 
paragraph or both:
Temporal Reference (Temp Ref)
Spatial Reference (Spat Ref)
Participant Reference (Part Ref)
Rhet/Voc (Rhetorical Question/ Vocative)
S u m m a r y
Features that indicate the internal unitv of a paragraph: 
Temporal Unity (Temp Unity)
Spatial Unity (Spat Unity)
Participant Unity (Part Unity)
Logical Unity (Log Unity)
Grammatical Cohesion (Gram Coh)
Lexical Cohesion (Lex Coh)
V iew point:Ext/In t [Vpt(Ex/In)]
On/Off Event-Line (Ev-Line)
295
Features that indicate the end of a paragraph: 
Terminal Features which includes: 
O utcom e/A side/E xplanation  (O ut/A s/Ex) 
Participant removed (Rem Part)
Term inus (Term)
(II) TRANSLATIONS FROM RUSSIAN INTO ENGLISH
Table 6-1 H e s i o  6 h / i o  B TleHbKOBe





























D i v i s i o n s
1 p 30 E 
p 221 R
7 1
Tex Av 48.8 
+
Tar Av 99.2 Av 38% 
0 Gen, G Cons
1+/1 0+/1 0 /2
0%
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S h o r te r  
















L in k a g e s  
1 p 8 E 
p 205 R
5+40
Tex Av 48.8 
+ +




2 p 8 E 
p 205 R 40+ 30 + + 1 Lex Coh
3 p 8 E 
p 205 R 30 + 1 9 + + 0 Lex Coh, Summary
4 p 17 E 
p2 11 R 29+21 + + + + 2 Ev-Line
5 p 24 E 
p 217 R 5 + 106 + - + - 1
Log Unity 
Gram Coh
6 p 44 E 
p 231/2 R 20+63 + - + + 1
Log Unity 
Lex Coh
7 p 68 E 
p 249/50 R 5+50 + - + + 1 Lex Coh
8 p 69 E 
p 250 R 10+18 + + + + 1
Ev-Line 
Lex Coh
9 p70 E 
p251 R 7 + 39 + + + + 1
Log Unity 
Lex Coh
10 p 78 E 






Table 6-3 U o m  Ha n / i o w a / i x












S h o rter  
















L in k a g e s
1 p 33 E 
p 23 R
42+52
Tex Av 66.7 
+ +




2 p 60 E 
p 46 R 11+60 + + + + 1
Log Unity, Lex 
Coh, Spat Unity
3 p 63 E 
p 48 R 33+30 + + + + 2
Log Unity, Part 
Unitv
4 p78 E 
p62 R 13+95 + - + + 1
Spat Unity, Ev- 
Line
5 p 88 E 
p 71 R 36+22 + + + + 1
Ev-Line LexCoh, 
Spat Unity
6 p 91 E 
p 73/4 R 56+28 + + + + 0
Lex Coh
7 p 100 E 
p 81 R 38+16 + + + + 1
Lex Coh
8 p 111 E 
p 90 R 50+11 + + + + 1
Log Unity, Lex 
Coh
15+/16 16+/16 7 /1 6
43.8%
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Table 6-4 HOKTOp X H B a r o












L onger  
















D i v i s i o n s
1 p 12 E 
p 4 R
91
Tex Av 46.0 
+
Tar Av 99.2 Av 24% 
1
Beg, Ev-Line
2 p 21 E 
p 12 R 47 + 1 Spat Ref
3 p 42 E 
p 32 R 77 + 0 Temp Ref, Ev-Line
4 p 54 E 
p 43 R 86 + 0 Gen, Ev-Line
5 p 68 E 
p 56 R 98 + 0 Part Ref, Ev-Line
6 p 73 E 
p 60 R 9 1 + 1 Temp Ref, PartRef
7 p 74 E 
p 61 R 90 + 0 Spat Ref
8 p 91 E 
p 78 R 121 + + 0 Part Ref
9 p 93 E 
p 80 R 64 + 1 Ev-Line
10 p 94 E 
p 80 R 29 1
Vpt (In/Ex)
See Linkage 19
11 p 100 E 
p 87 R 40 0 Part Ref
12 p 106 E 
p 92 R 103 + 0 Temp Ref, Beg
13 p 111 E 
p 97 R 108 + 1 Part Ref
1 1+/13 1+/13 23%
6 /2 6
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Table 6-5 U o K T o p  X H B a r o












S h o r te r  
















L in k a g e s
1 p 13 E 
p 5 R
16+91
Tex Av 46.0 
+ -
Tar Av 99.2 
+ +
Av 24% 
1 Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
2 p 14 E 
p 6 R 48+39 -  + + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
3 p 20 E 
p 11 R 22+28 + + + + 1 Spat Unity
4 p 27 E 
p 17 R 73+40 - + + + 0
5 p 28 E 
p 18 R 23+31 + + + + 0 Gram Coh
6 p 32 E 
p 22/3 R 14+20 + + + + 1 Part Unity
7 p 37 E 
p 27 R 35+27 + + + + 0 Part Unity
8 p 47 E 
p 36 R 23+44 + + + + 1 Part Unity
9 p 47 E 
p 36 R 40+71 + - + + 0
Gram Coh, Lex 
Unity
10 p 48 E 
p 38 R 32+61 + - + + 0
Lex Coh 
Spat Unity
11 p 51 E 
p 40 R 34+16 + + + + 1 Lex Coh
12 p 52 E 
p 41 R 27+13 + + + + 2 Part Unity
13 p 67 E 
p 54 R 33+39 + + + + 0 Lex Coh
14 p 69 E 
p 56 R 27+13 + + + + 0 Lex Coh
15 p 69 E 
p 57 R 40+18 + + + + 0 Log Unity
16 p 73 E 
p 60 R 26+43 + + + + 1 Spat Unity
17 p 79 E 
p 66 R 58+8 - + + + 1 Log Unity
18 p 88 E 
p 75 R 19+19 + + + + 0
Gram Coh 
Lex Coh
19 p 93 E 
p 80 R 29+25 + + + + 1
Gram Coh 
Lex Coh
20 p 94 E 
p 80 R 26+30 + + + + 1 Log Unity
21 p 94 E 
p 80 R 3 0 + 9 + + 1
Gram Coh 
Lex Coh
22 p 101 E 




Table 6-6 Xk3HI> m c v n b 6 a












L onger  
















D i v i s i o n s
1 p 23 E 
p 4 R
93
Tex Av 40.1 
+
Tar Av 99.2 Av 42% 
0 Vpt (Ex-In) 
Gen
2 p 24 E 
p 4 R 158 + + 0
Spat Ref, Beg, 
Temp Ref Part Ref
3 p 24 E 
p 4 R
154->
36+67 + + 0
Part Ref, Log 
Relat
4 p 24 E 
p 4 R
->
67+5 1 0 Gen
5 p 27 E 
p 6 R 54 + 0 Gen
6 p 31 E 
p 9 R 54 + 0 Temp Ref, Gen
7 p 48 E 
p 22 R 34 0 Log Relat
8 p 49 E 
p 22 R 45 + 0 Gen, Gram Coh
9 p 59 E 
p 30 R 65 + 0
Spat Ref, Part Ref, 
Ev-Line
7+/8 2+/8 0 /1 7
0%
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Table 6-7 XH3Hi> h  cv/ii>6a












S h o r te r  
















L in k a g e s
1 p 20 E 
p 2 R
16+29
Tex Av 40.1 
+ +




2 p 21 E 
p 2R 11 + 17 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
3 p 21 E 
p 2 R 9+12 + + + + 2 Lex Coh
4 p 21 E 
p 2 R 12+40 + + 0
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
5 p 22 E 
p 3 R 23+10 + + + + 2 Lex Coh
6 p 25 E 
p 5 R 27+38 + + + + 0
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
7 p 25 E 
p 5 R 21 + 11 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
8 p 25 E 
p 5 R 11 + 41 + 0
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
9 p 26 E 
p 6 R 15+23 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
10 p 26 E 
p 6 R 23+14 + + 1
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
11 p 26 E 
p 6 R 37+15 + + + + 1 Lex Coh
12 p 28 E 
p 7 R 28+79 + - + + 0
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity, Log Unity
13 p 31 E 
p 9 R 18 + 23 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
14 p 32 E 
p 10 R 14+19 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
15 p 32 E 
p 10 R 19+27 + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
16 p 32 E 
p 10 R 22+24 + + + + 2 Lex Coh
17 p 33 E 
p 11 R 12+19 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
18 p 33 E 
p 11 R 19+ 26 + + 0 Lex Coh
19 p 33 E 
p 11 R 26+ 22 + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
20 p 35 E 
p 12 R 42+25 - + + + 1 Lex Coh
21 p 35 E 
p 12 R 9+54 + - + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
22 p 37 E 
p 13 R 6+27 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
23 p 37 E 
p 13 R 30+44 + - + + 0
Lex Coh,, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
3 0 2
24 p 42 E 
p 17 R 25+24 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
25 p 42 E 
p 17 R 29+11 + + + + 1 Lex Coh
26 p 43 E 
p 18 R 16+15 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
27 p 45 E 
p 19 R 17+14 + + + + 2
28 p 48 E 
p 22 R 15+33 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
29 p 48 E 
p 22 R 22+27 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
30 p 49 E 
p 22 R 15+25 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
31 p 49 E 
p 23 R 12+73 + - + + 1 Part Unity
32 p 51 E 
p 24 R 7+22 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
33 p 51 E 
p 24 R 18+56 + - + + 1 Lex Coh
34 p 52 E 
p 25 R 10+8 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh, Log Unity
35 p 52 E 
0 25 R 8+15 + + 1
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh, Log Unity
36 p 53 E 
p 25 R 17+29 + + + + 2 Lex Coh
37 p 53 E 
p 25 R 17+44 + - + + 1
Lex Coh
38 p 53 E 
p 25 R 19+22 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
39 p 54 E 
p 26 R 18+6 + + + + 2
Gram Coh, Log 
Unity
40 p 54 E 
p 26 R 3+32 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
41 p 54 E 
p 27 R 12+18 + + + + 2
Gram Coh, Spat 
Unity
42 p 54 E 
p 27 R 57+25 - + + + 0 Lex Coh, Vpt
43 p 54 E 
p 27 R 14+18 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
44 p 55 E 
p 27 R 5+66 + - + + 1 Lex Coh,
45 p 57 E 
p 29 R 27+42 + - + + 1
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
46 p 57 E 
p 29 R 13+29 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
47 p 59 E 
p 30 R 43+25 - + + + 0
Lex Coh, Spat 
Unity
48 p 59 E 
p 30 R 9+50 + - + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
49 p 59 E 
p 30 R 15 + 17 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Temp 
Unity, Part Unity
50 p 60 E 
p 30/1 R 9+20 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Temp 
Unity, Part Unity
51 p 60 E 
p 31 R 20+ 34 + + 0
Lex Coh, Spat 
Unity, Part Unity
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52 p 60 E 
p 31 R 19+20 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Spat 
Unity
53 p 61 E 
p 32 R 15+30 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Part Unity
54 p 65 E 
p 34 R 40+13 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity, Part Unity
55 p 72 E 
p 39 R 81+21 - + + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
56 p 72 E 
p 40 R 32+22 - + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
57 p 72 E 
D 40 R 22 + 6 + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
58 p 72 E 
p 40 R 23+37 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Part Unity
59 p 75 E 
p 42 R 20+31 + + + + 2 Lex Coh
60 p 76 E 
p 43 R 57+12 - + + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
61 p 95 E 
p 55 R 13+34 - + + + 1 Lex Coh
62 p 95 E 
p 55 R 34+ 13 + + 1 Gram Coh
63 p 96 E 
p 56 R 5 + 11 + + + + 2 Lex Coh
64 p 97 E 
p 57 R 7 + 11 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
65 p 106 E 
p 63 R 4+10 + + + + 2
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity, Gram Coh
105+/120 120 + /1 20 85 /120
70.8%
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Table 6-8 n e m r y t  a  A f t  M a p u H












L onger  
















D i v i s i o n s
1 p 4 E 
p 33 R
138
Tex Av 47.6 
+




2 p 20 E 
p 43/4 R 205 + + 0 Beg, Ev-Line
2+/2 2+/2 0 /4
0%
Table 6-9 U e m m  a n n  Mapjff l  












S h o r te r  
















L in k a g e s  
1 p 15 E 
p 40 R
11 + 18
Tex Av 47.6 
+ +




2 p 28 E 
p 49 R 22+58 + - + + 0
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
3 p 31 E 
p 51 R 52+40 - + + + 0 Part Unity
4 p 43 E 
p 59/60 R 60+41 - + + + 0 Lex Coh
5 p 45 E 
p 61 R 60+7 - + + + 1
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
6 p 66 E 
p 76 R 26+19 + + + + 1
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
7 p 66 E 
p 76 R 19+65 + 0
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
8 p 68 E 
p 77 R 82+41 - + + + 0






Table 6-10 J l p v r a x  X M3Ht>





























D i v i s i o n s  





Tar Av 99.2 
+
Av 6% 
0 G cons, Beg, Ev- 
Line
2 p 6 E 
p 408 R
213-> 
157+39 + + 0 Beg, Part Ref




4 p 6 E 
p 408 R
228->
28+50 + + 0
Gen, Part Ref, 
Ev-Line
5 p 6 E 
p 409 R
->
50+86 0 Temp Ref




Part Ref, Temp 
Ref
7 p 7 E 
p 410 R 394 + + 0 Part Ref
8 p 10 E 
p 412 R 316 + + 0 Beg, G Cons
9 p 11 E 
p 413 R 285 + + 0
Temp Ref, Spat 
Ref
10 p 12 E 
p 414 R
297->
84+59 + + 0
Vpt(In/Ex) 
Part Ref






12 p 13 E 
p 415 R
->
7 2+ 82 0
Ev-Line, 
Spat Ref
13 p 15 E 
p 417 R 260 + + 0 Temp Ref
14 p 17 E 
p 418 R 345 + + 0 Part Ref
15 p 20 E 
p 421 R 137 + + 0
Temp Ref, Beg, 
Ev-Line
16 p 24 E 
p 425 R 131 + + 0
Temp Ref, Spat 
Ref, Gen
17 p 27 E 
p 427 R 152 + + 0 Vpt(Ex/In)
18 p 28 E 
p 428 R 105 + 0
Temp Ref, 
Part Ref
19 p 31 E 
p 431 R 203 + + 0 Gen
20 p 33 E 
p 433 R 171 + + 0
Ev-Line, Temp 
Ref, Part Ref
21 p 34 E 
p 433 R 53 0 Temp Ref, Beg
22 p 34 E 
p 433 R 112 + 0 Ev-Line, Part Ref
23 p 35 E 
p 435 R 158 + + 0 Ev-Line, Temp Ref
3 0 6
24 p 39 E 
p 438 R 113 - + 0
(See Link. No 1) 




T ab le  6 - l l H D v r a / i XM  3Hb












S h o r te r  
















L in k a g e s















Table 6-12 TfixesiuJt necoK












L onger  
















D iv i s io n s
1 p 20 E 
p 16 R
116
Tex Av 91.5 
+




2 p 23 E 
p 18 R
371 -> 
71+99 + + 0 Part Ref






4 p 24 E 
p 19 R 88 0 Part Ref, Gen
5 p 44 E 
p 35 R 151 + + 0 Gen
6 p 49 E 
P 39 R 240 + + 0 Part Ref
7 p 50 E 
p 40 R
426->
210+45 + + 0 G cons
8 p50/l E 
p 40 R
->
45+171 0 G cons
9 p 57 E 
p 46 R 224 + + 0
Temp Ref, Log 
Relat
10 p 64 E 
p 52 R 326 + + 0 Ev-Line
11 p 66 E 
p53 R 234 + + 0 Beg, Gen, G cons
12 p 76 E 
p61 R 114 + + 0 G cons, Ev-Line
13 p 76 E 
p61 R 62 2 Gen, Part Ref
14 p 97 E 
p79 R 126 + + 0
E v-L ine, Beg, 
Temp Ref
10+/12 10+/12 2 /2 6
7.6%
T able 6-13 T x x e m U t  n e c o K












S h o rter  
















L in k a g e s
1 p 7 E 
p 5 R
30+40
Tex Av 91.5 
+ +
Tar Av 99.2 
+ +
Av 12% 
0 Gram Coh, Log 
Unity
2 p 11 E 
p 9 R 22+177 + - + - 1 Lex Coh
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3 p 12 E 
p 9 R 69+4 + + + + 1 Gram Coh
4 p 19 E 
p 14 R 66+27 + + + + 0
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
5 p 19 E 
p 15 R 59+20 + + + + 0
L og  U n ity ,  
Summary
6 p 21 E 
p 16 R 70+32 + + + + 0 Lex Coh
7 p 22 E 
p 17 R 14+142 + - + - 1
Log Unity, part 
Unity
8 p 24 E 
p 19 R 47+51 + + + + 0 Part Unity
9 p 24 E 
p 19 R 13+193 + - + - 1 Log Unity
10 p 25 E 
p 20 R 193+37 + + 0
Log Unity, Gram 
Coh, Summary
11 p 26 E 
p 20 R 39+4 + + + + 1 Gram Coh
12 p 27 E 
p 21 R 125+17 - + - + 1
Gram Coh, Log 
Unity, Summary
13 p 29 E 
p 22 R 58+81 + + + + 0
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh, Log Unity
14 p 33 E 
p 25 R 22+173 + - + - 0 Lex Coh
15 p 34 E 
p 27 R 24+102 + - + - 1 Part Unity
16 p 35 E 
p 27 R 33+92 + - + + 0 Gram Coh
17 p 35E 
p 28 R 19+72 + + + + 0
Gram Coh, Part 
Unity
18 p 41 E 
p 32 R 6+211 + - + - 1
Lex Coh, Gram 
Coh
19 p 44 E 
p 35 R 104+48 - + - + 0 Log Unity
20 p 45 E 
p 35 R 17+50 + + + + 0 Lex Coh
21 p 45 E 
p 36 R 45+24 + + + + 1 Lex Coh
22 p 47 E 
p 38 R 27+25 + + + + 1
23 p 48 E 
p 39 R 60+15 + + + + 1
G ram  C o h , 
Summary
24 p 49 E 
p 39 R 112+114 0
Lex Coh, Part 
Unity
25 p 49 E 
p 40 R 114+8 + + 1
Lex Coh. Log 
Unity
26 p 52 E 
p 42 R 35+5 + + + + 1 Gram Coh
27 p 55 E 
p 44 R 12+85 + + + + 0 Lex Coh
28 p 56 E 
p 45 R 27+27 + + + + 0 Lex Coh
29 p 58 E 
p 47 R 154+22 + + + + 1 Gram Coh
30 p 68 E 
p 54 R 10+127 + + + + 1
Log Unity, Gram 
Coh
3 0 9
31 p 68 E 
p 55 R 5+20 + + + + 2 Gram Coh
32 p 69 E 
p 55 R 20+14 + + 1 Lex Coh
33 p 69 E 
p 55 R 14+6 + + 1
Log Unity, Gram 
Coh, Summary
34 p 71 E 
p 57 R 26+27 + + + + 1
Gram Coh, Log 
Unity
35 p 73 E 
p 58 R 63+45 + + + +
Lex Coh, Log 
Unity
36 p 75 E 
p 60 R 19+29 + + + + 1 Gram Coh
37 p 79 E 
p 63 R 45+45 + + + + 1 Log Unity
38 p 81 E 
p65 R 7+208 + - + - 1 Lex Coh
39 p 90 E 
p 73 R 7+25 + + + + 1 Lex Coh
40 p 94 E 
p 76 R 7+112 + - + - 1 Log Unity
41 p 96 E 
p 77 R 8+69 + + + + 1 Log Unity
42 p 100 E 
p 82 R 11+141 + - + - 1 Lex Coh
43 p 101 E 
p 82 R 24+101 + - + - 0
Gram Coh, Log 
Unity
44 p 103 E 
p 84 R 154+147 0
Gram Coh, Log 
Unity, Lex Coh
45 p 105 E 
p 86 R 16+24 + + + + 2
Gram Coh, Log 
Unity
46 p 107 E 
p 87 R 2+8 + + + + 2 Gram Coh
71+/88 72+/88 31 /88
35.2%
T able 6-V Total N um ber o f D ivisions ( Russian in to  E nglish )
Original 
Paragraph 
L onger  













4 6 + /5 6 33 + /5 6 9 / 1 1 5

















253 + / 3 0 2 285 + / 3 0 2 1 5 0 / 3 0 2
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(II) TRA N SLA TIO N S FR O M  EN G LISH  IN T O  RUSSIAN
T a b le  7-1 The  Pear l












L on ger  
















D iv i s io n s  
1 p 15 R 
p 19 E
104
TexA vl05.8 Tar Av 58.7 
+ 1 Gen
2 p 19 R 
p 26 E 80 + 1
Part Ref, End of 
Chapter
0 + /2 2+ /2 2 /4
T a b le  7-2 T h e  G o - B e tw e e n












L on ger  
















D iv i s io n s  





Tar Av 58.7 
+ 1 Part Ref, Gen, Ev- 
Line
1+/1 1+/1 1+/2
T a b le  7-3 D a n d e l io n  W ine












L onger  
















D iv i s io n s
1 p 17 R 
p 11 E
40
Tex Av 42.8 Tar Av 58.7
1 Vpt(In/Ex)
2 p 19 R 
p 13 112 + + 0
Vpt(In/Ex), Part 
Ref
3 p 21 R 
p 14 E 59 + + 0 Vpt(Ex/In)
4 p 46 R 
p 39 E 14 0
2+/4 2+/4 1/8
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Table 7-4 To Kill  A M o ck ing b ird












L on ger  
















D iv i s io n s  
1 p 244 R 
p 38 E
105
Tex Av 78.8 
+
Tar Av 58.7 
+ 1 End of Chapter, 
Summary
1+/1 1+/1 1+/2
T ab le  7-5 To Kil l  A  M o ck ing b ird












S h o rter  
















L in k a g e s
1 p 265 R 
p 59/60 E
34+32
Tex Av 48.8 
+ +
Tar Av 5S>'""J 
+ + 1
Part Unity, Lex 
Coh.
2+ /2 2+ /2 1+/2












S h o rter  
















L in k a g e s
1 p 250 R 
p 72 E
51+23
Tex Av 70.4 
+ +
Tar Av 58'"7 
+ + 1




Table 7-7 The Jew e l  in the Crown












S h o r te r  
















L in k a g e s  
1 p 19 R 
p 5 E
79+92




Part Unity, Lex 
Coh
2 p 51 R 
p 36 E 66+127 + - ----- 0
Spat Unity
3 + /4 0 + /4 0 /4
The Word Child No alterations
T ab le  7-8 F or  R easons  o f  State












L on ger  
















D i v i s i o n s
1 p 49 R 
p 41 E
101
TexA vl07.8 Tar Av 58.7 
+ 0 Vpt(In/Ex), Spat 
Ref
0+/1 1+/1 0 / 2
T ab le  7-9 T o ta l N u m b er o f D ivisions (E ng lish  in to  
R u s s i a n ) _________________________________________________
Original 
Paragraph 
L on ger  













I f  fa 5 / 1 8
T ab le  7-10 T o ta l N u m b er of L inkages (E ng lish  in to  
R u s s i a n ) __________________________________________________
Original 
Paragraph 
S h o rter  

















The same topics will be dealt with in both Part 1 and Part 2. 
They are:
(A) T he Role of the  T ra n s la to r
(a) DOES THE TRANSLATOR FOLLOW A CONSISTENT STRATEGY 
IN THE ALTERATIONS INTRODUCED IN MORE THAN ONE TEXT BY 
THE SAME AUTHOR?
(b) DOES THE TRANSLATOR FOLLOW A SIMILAR STRATEGY IN 
THE ALTERATIONS INTRODUCED WITH MORE THAN ONE AUTHOR?
(B) T exts in R ela tion  to  M ore th an  O ne T ra n s la to r
DO DIFFERENT TRANSLATORS ADOPT DIFFERENT STRATEGIES 
WITH TEXTS BY THE SAME AUTHOR?
(I) TRANSLA TIO NS FROM  RUSSIAN IN T O  EN G LISH
(A) T he Role of the  T ra n s la to r
(a) DOES THE TRANSLATOR FOLLOW A CONSISTENT STRATEGY 
IN THE ALTERATIONS INTRODUCED IN MORE THAN ONE TEXT BY 
THE SAME AUTHOR?
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In C hapter 3 it was established that w here a lterations to 
paragraph structure occur, the factors o f paragraph length and 
o ther features are consisten tly  present. W e take it that the 
tra n s la to r  resp o n d s to these  co m b in a tio n s o f fac to rs  and 
introduces the alteration. That being the case, we would expect 
that a transla to r who introduced altera tions in tex t A by an
author, would also introduce alterations in text B by that same 
author, providing that the style of both is similar.
In order to test this hypothesis we exam ined translations of 
two novels by Trifonov and two novels by Bulgakov, all translated 
by M ichael Glenny; and two novels by Rybakov, both translated 
by H arold Shukm anl and the following results were obtained:
Another Life (T r ifo n o v )  23 Divisions ILinkage
translated by M ichael Glenny
The House on the 1 Division 28 Linkages
Embankment  (T r ifo n o v )  
translated by M ichael Glenny
Black Snow (B u lg a k o v ) 0 D ivisions 95 Linkages
translated by M ichael Glenny
The White Guard  (B u lg a k o v ) 1 Division 28 Linkages
translated by M ichael Glenny
1 Yuri Trifonov,The House on the Embankment , translated by Michael 
Glenny (London, 1985).
lOpMtt Tpwi|>0H0B, Mom Ha Ha6epexHoit, in M ockobckho noBecm  (Moscow, 1988), 
pp 349-476.
MwxaMTi ByyiraKOB, B e/iax  rB ap /w x ,  in MitxaMTi EyyiraxoB, PoMami (Moscow, 
1973), pp. 13-270.
Mikhail Bulgakov, The White Guard, translated by Michael Glenny (London, 
1983).
Anatoli Rybakov, Children of the Arbat, translated by Harold Shukman 
(London, 1988).
AHaTOTiMtt Pbi6axoB, M e m  A p6ara  (Moscow, 1988).
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H eavy Sand (R y b a k o v ) 14 Divisions 46 Linkages
translated by Harold Shukman
Children o f  the Arbat, 40 D ivisions 5 Linkages
(R y b a k o v )
translated by Harold Shukman
The main finding was that the translators altered more than 
one text by the same author. This indicates that the alterations in 
the texts analysed in Chapter 3 were not due to the particular 
approach of the translator on one occasion.
A secondary finding was that the proportion of divisions and 
linkages may vary considerably  betw een the translation  of one 
text by an author and the translation of another text by the same 
author. W ithout analysing each instance one cannot go further 
than the observation that paragraph length and other paragraph 
features played a role in the alterations, but the genre of the text 
and style of the author also appeared to exercise a significant 
in flu en ce .
For exam ple, the variation in the proportion of divisions and 
alterations when the translation Heavy Sand  was compared with
Children o f  the Arbat  was attributed to the different genres of the
two texts. In Heavy Sand  , containing many linkages, the novel is 
w ritten in the form of reflective  rem iniscences by the narrator 
and this slower pace corresponds to the lengthier paragraphs; by 
contrast Children o f  the Arbat , containing many divisions, is a 
fast-paced political novel in which the shorter paragraphs suit the 
fast m oving narrative.
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(b) DOES THE TRANSLATOR FOLLOW A SIMILAR STRATEGY IN 
THE ALTERATIONS INTRODUCED WITH MORE THAN ONE AUTHOR?
In this section we look at the work of one translator in the 
tran sla tio n  o f w orks by several au thors to see w hether the 
transla to r adopted an identifiable pattern o f alteration in his or 
her tran sla tio n  p rac tice . One o f the m ost p ro lific  B ritish  
translators of modern Soviet fiction has been M ichael Glenny and 
we examined a range of his translations, some of which have been 
m entioned in the previous section. The follow ing results were 
o b ta in ed :
Black Snow (B u lg a k o v ) 0 D ivisions 95 Linkages
The White Guard (B u lg a k o v ) 1 Division 28 Linkages
The Keeper o f  Antiquities2 
(D o m b ro v sk y )
Faithful Ruslan3 
(V la d im o v )
Another Life (T r ifo n o v )  
The House on the 
Embankment  (T r ifo n o v )
2 D ivisions 13 Linkages
2 Divisions 0 Linkages
23 D ivisions 1 Linkage 
1 Division 28 Linkages
2 Yury Dombrovsky, The Keeper o f  Antiquities , translated by Michael 
Glenny (London, 1969).
lOpMtt 23oM6poBCKMtt, XpaHMTem npeBH ocrett (Paris, 1978).
^Georgi Vladimov, Faithful Ruslan: The Story o f  a Guard Dog, translated by 
Michael Glenny (M iddlesex, 1979).
TeoprMtt BYiaflMMOB, B epm iit  PycsiaH: McTopptx xapay/ibH oit co6aKM (Frankfurt, 
1975).
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The above findings agreed on the w hole w ith w hat was 
expected, the large number of linkages in Black  Snow  coincided 
w ith a very short average paragraph length in the original (35 
words per paragraph over the first 20 paragraphs); the slightly 
sm aller num ber of alterations in The White Guard  coincided with
a longer average paragraph length (45.9 words per paragraph
over the first 20 paragraphs). Follow ing a sim ilar pattern, the
decreasing num ber of linkages in The Keeper o f  Antiquities , and 
still less in Faithful  Rus lan , coincides with an increasing average 
paragraph length: (70.6 words per paragraph over the first 20
paragraphs in The Keeper  o f  Antiqui t ies  and 108 words per 
paragraph over the first 20 paragraphs in Faithful Ruslan).  One of 
the translations of the two novels by Trifonov seems to continue 
in this pattern: in A n o th e r  L i fe  w ith an increasing  average 
paragraph length of 123.9 words per paragraph over the first 50 
paragraphs. The House on the E m b a n k m e n t  had an even greater 
paragraph length of 139.9 words per paragraph over the first 20 
paragraphs, and might be expected to contain a greater num ber of 
divisions than Another  L i f e , but exactly  the opposite occurred 
with a large number of linkages found and only one division.
D raw ing  co n c lu sio n s  from  av erag e  p a rag rap h  len g th s , 
however, as was noted in Chapter 3, can be m isleading as the 
ind iv idual instance of a ltera tion  m ay invo lve  paragraphs the 
lengths o f which differ considerably from the average paragraph 
length. Each of the above instances should be exam ined for a 
variety of factors before our suggestion that the above alterations 
tend to conform to a pattern, can be confirmed.
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(B) Texts in Relation to M ore than One T ranslator
DO DIFFERENT TRANSLATORS ADOPT DIFFERENT STRATEGIES 
WITH TEXTS BY THE SAME AUTHOR?
T ransla tions of the w orks of T rifonov and G rossm an by 
different translators were examined. The ideal analysis would be 
to find one source text that has been translated by more than one 
translator, but this rarely occurs with recent fiction (for earlier 
exam ple of this see the com parison of transla tions of Gorky's 
novels in Chapter 4). W hat does sometimes occur is that one work 
of an author will be translated by translator A and another work 
by translator B.
The following results were obtained:
Another Life (T r ifo n o v )  24 D ivisions 1 Linkage
translated by M ichael Glenny
The House on the 1 Division 28 Linkages
Embankment  (T r ifo n o v )  
translated by M ichael Glenny
The Exchange (T r ifo n o v ) 3 Divisions 1 Linkage
translated by Ellendea Proffer
Taking Stock (T r ifo n o v ) 11 D ivisions 1 Linkage
translated by Helen P. Burlingame
The Long Goodbye4 (T rifon ov) 37 D ivisions 6 Linkages
translated by Helen P. Burlingame
4 Yury Trifonov, The Exchange , translated by Ellendea Proffer, T a k in g  
S to c k , translated by Helen P. Burlingame, The Long G oodbye , translated by 
Helen P. Burlingame, in Yury Trifonov, The Long Goodbye: Three Novellas , 
translated by Helen P. Burlingame and Ellendea Proffer (Michegan, 1978).
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Life and Fate (G rossm an) 9 Divisions 65 Linkages
translated by Raymond Chandler
Forever Flowing$ (G rossm an) 33 D ivisions 3 Linkages
translated by Thomas P Whitney
In Section A 2 above we m entioned  the d ifference  in 
a lteration patterns when the two novels Ano th er  Li fe  and T h e  
House on the E m b a n k m e n t  were com pared. W hen the three 
tran sla tio n s by H elen B urlingam e and E llendea  P ro ffe r are 
compared there is a general sim ilarity in the pattern of alterations 
with divisions outnumbering linkages to a greater or lesser extent.
(II) TRANSLATIONS FROM ENGLISH INTO RUSSIAN
(A) The Role of the Translator
(a) DOES THE TRANSLATOR FOLLOW A CONSISTENT STRATEGY 
IN THE ALTERATIONS INTRODUCED IN MORE THAN ONE TEXT BY 
THE SAME AUTHOR?
We examined the work of the translators E. roY ib iiueB a and E. 
P l3 aK O B  in their joint translation of the works of Graham G r e e n e .6 
The practice of jo in t translation often appears in the translations
5Vassily Grossman, Forever F lowing , translated by Thomas P Whitney 
(London, 1973).
TpoccMaH, Bee TeneT... (Frankfurt, 1974).
6rp3M  TpMH, Ham ve/ioB ex. b  TaBaH e  translated by E. ro/iuuieBa and B. I fo a ic o B  
and Tp3M rpMH, M oK Top $m m ep M3 XeH eBU , mjim y x M H  c 6om 6oX , translated by 
E. r o / ib i u ie B a  and B. tfb aK O B  in TpaM TpMH, M36paHHbie itpoM3BeaeHMA b  R B y x  
TOMax (Moscow, 1986)7£
Graham Greene, Our Man in Havana (London, 1958).
Graham Greene, Doctor Fischer o f  Geneva or The Bomb Party  (L ondon , 
1980).
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from English into Russian, which makes it difficult to examine the 
work of individual translators.
The following results were obtained:
Ham HejioBeK b  TaBaHe 0 Divisions 0 Linkages
translated by E. roYibiureBa and E. IfoaxoB
JJoKTop $Mmep M3 TeHeBbi, 0 D ivisions 0 Linkages
MAM yXMH C 60M60tt
translated by E. roYibiiueBa and E. M3axoB
There were no alterations in either translation.
(b) DOES THE TRANSLATOR FOLLOW A SIMILAR STRATEGY IN 
THE ALTERATIONS INTRODUCED WITH MORE THAN ONE AUTHOR?
The work of the translator H. Bo/iiKMHa? and P. 06YiOHCKaft3 
together with other translators was exam ined.
Translations by H. Boti JKMHa:
X eM vyxM H a  (CTattH6ex) 4 Divisions 0 Linkages
KoMGAMaHTbi (TpMH) 2 D ivisions 0 Linkages
723xoh  CTa8 H6eK, X eM vyxM H a, PlHocTpaHHax AMTeparypa., 12 (1956), 7-52. 
John Steinbeck, The Pearl  (London, 1967).
r p 3 M  r p v tH ,  KoMeAMaHTbi translated by H. B o /ix c M H a , i n T p s M  T pM H , Pl36paHHbie 
JipoMSBOAeHMM b A B yx  TOMax (Moscow, 1986).
Graham Greene, The Comedians (M iddlesex, 1986).
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Translations by P. O6jtohck0^
Kopuaopbi B/iacTM (H a p jU 3  n. C H o y ) 1 Division 0 Linkages
Y6MTb nepecMeuiHMKa ( X a p n e p  JTm) 1 Division 0 Linkages
Bosiwe6Hax c x a s x a 0 D ivisions 0 Linkages
oTifa BpayHa
CrpaHHoe npecTyjuieHite 1 Division 0 Linkages
M xoH a BoysiHott3a%
T here was a consisten t tendency to in troduce  very few 
a lte ra tio n s .
(B) Texts in Relation to M ore than One T ranslator
DO DIFFERENT TRANSLATORS ADOPT DIFFERENT STRATEGIES 
WITH TEXTS BY THE SAME AUTHOR? 
The works of L. P. Hartley and Graham Greene translated by 
d ifferen t translators were exam ined. 
The follow ing results were obtained:
Translations o f the works o f L. P. Hartley:
IJocpeaHMK 1 Division 0 Linkages
(translated by M. 3aroT)
I l o - H a i t M y ®  0 D ivisions 1 Linkage
(translated by C. EeyioB)
8r. K. HecTepTOH, CrpaHHoe npecryn/ieHM e M xoHa BoysiHoft3a and Bo/wie6H ax  
CKa3Ka OTifa BpayH a  translated by P. 067ioHCKafl in r . K. HecTepTOH, PaccKaau 
(M oscow, 1980), pp. 149-180.
G. K. Chesterton, The Strange Crime o f  John Boulnois and The Fairy Tale o f  
Father Brown, in The Complete Father Brown (Middlesex, 1986), pp. 292-315. 
9J1. n. XapTTiM, IJo-HaitMy translated by C. EeyioB in JI. n. XapTTin, IIocpeAHMX., 
IIo-H attM y  (Moscow, 1986), pp. 279-494.
3 2 2
Translations of the works of Graham Greene:
KoMeAJtaHm 2 Divisions 0 Linkages
(translated by H. BoYiJKMHa)
Ham H e / io B e K  b  TaBaHe 0 Divisions 0 Linkages
(translated by E. royibiuieBa and E. IfoaKOB)
AoKTop 4>xwep M3 TeHeBbi, 0 Divisions 0 Linkages
m j i m  y jK M H  c 6 o m 6 o R
(translated by E. royiuuieBa and E. IfcaicoB)
There was a consisten t tendency  to in troduce  very few 
a lte ra tio n s .
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